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1           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the start of

2   DVD labeled No. 1 of the videotaped deposition

3   of Mark Emmert in the matter Jake Corman vs.

4   NCAA in the Court -- Commonwealth Court of

5   Pennsylvania, Case No. 1 M.D. 2013.               10:11

6           This deposition is being held at Barnes

7   & Thornburg LLP, 11 South Meridian Street

8   Indianapolis, Indiana on December 2nd, 2014 at

9   approximately 10:11 a.m.

10           My name is Kimberly Saylor.  I am the     10:11

11   Legal Video Specialist from TSG Reporting,

12   Incorporated, headquartered at 747 Third Avenue,

13   New York, New York.  The court reporter is

14   Deborah Habian in association with TSG

15   Reporting.

16           Will counsel please introduce yourself.

17           MR. SEIBERLING:  Mark Seiberling,

18   counsel for the plaintiff, Jake Corman.

19           MS. DOBLICK:  Donna Doblick, Reed Smith

20   on behalf of Penn State University.               10:11

21           MR. GARDNER:  And Allen Gardner on

22   behalf of the Association.

23           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Will the court

24   reporter please swear in the witness.

25           THE REPORTER:  Raise your right hand,
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1   please.

2                              (Witness sworn.)

3           THE WITNESS:  I do.

4           THE REPORTER:  Thank you.

5

6                MARK EMMERT,

7   called as a witness herein by the Plaintiffs,

8 having been first duly sworn, was examined and

9 testified as follows:

10                     EXAMINATION

11   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

12       Q.  Morning, Dr. Emmert.

13       A.  Morning.

14       Q.  My name is Mark Seiberling.  I

15   represent Jake Corman, the plaintiff in the       10:12

16   matter.  I have with me today my colleagues,

17   Josh Voss and Kevin McKenna.

18           I'm pretty sure you're aware of the

19   drill of a deposition, so I'm not going to waste

20   too much time on going over the specifics, and I  10:12

21   assume you know to -- to answer clearly,

22   audibly.  If I state a question, you don't

23   understand it, feel free to ask me to rephrase

24   it.  I'll do my best.

25       A.  Okay.                                     10:12
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1       Q.  If you need to take a break, we'll take

2   a break.  Whether you have to use the restroom

3   or a break for whatever reason, we'll do our

4   best to accommodate you.

5           Prior to your deposition today, did you   10:12

6   meet with your counsel?

7       A.  Yes.

8       Q.  For how long?

9       A.  Oh.  Um, a couple of hours probably.

10       Q.  When did this occur?                      10:13

11       A.  Yesterday.

12       Q.  Who was present?

13       A.  Both outside counsel and our general

14   counsel, Donald Remy.

15       Q.  Were you shown any documents?             10:13

16       A.  Yes.

17       Q.  What types of documents?

18       A.  Mostly copies of the e-mail and other

19   communications, some media reports.

20       Q.  Did you review any deposition             10:13

21   transcripts prior to your --

22       A.  No, I did not.

23       Q.  -- appearance today?

24           Generally, if could you just tell us

25   about your professional history.                  10:13
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1       A.  Sure.  I spent 30 years on university

2   campuses around the country.  I took my Ph.D. in

3   political science, public policy -- public

4   administration is the actual field -- and came

5   up the ranks as a professor at the University of  10:14

6   Colorado, became an administrator, worked in

7   administration at a number of institutions,

8   ultimately being president of the University of

9   Washington in Seattle for a little over six

10   years, and then -- and then took this job with    10:14

11   the Association a little over four years ago.

12       Q.  If you can -- we can take a step back.

13           First, you were a professor?

14       A.  Yes, um-hum.

15       Q.  And where was that?                       10:14

16       A.  First at Northern Illinois University

17   and then the University of Colorado.

18       Q.  And then you moved on to

19   administration?

20       A.  Yes, um-hum, became provost of Montana    10:14

21   State University and then provost and chancellor

22   at the University of Connecticut and then

23   chancellor of Louisiana State University and

24   then the University of Washington as president,

25   which was my alma mater and then -- and then to   10:14
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1   this job.

2       Q.  When you were at any of those

3   institutions, were they subject to any type of

4   NCAA investigations?

5           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.         10:15

6           THE WITNESS:  We don't -- I don't have

7   any knowledge of any -- at any other place,

8   other than at Louisiana State University, where

9   we had an NCAA investigation while I was there

10   involving a -- as -- I don't remember the         10:15

11   details of it, but involving a tutor who had

12   provided impermissible educational benefits to

13   -- to some student athletes.

14   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

15       Q.  Did the NCAA investigate that matter?     10:15

16       A.  They did.

17       Q.  And what was the result?

18       A.  The result was a finding of an

19   infraction, the imposition of some penalties,

20   some personnel action was taken against the       10:15

21   individual employee and the school was put on

22   probation, as I recall.  I don't remember the

23   specific details of it.

24       Q.  Did the NCAA investigate or did LSU

25   conduct its own investigation?                    10:16
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1       A.  Both.

2       Q.  Who led the LSU investigation?

3       A.  I don't recall.

4       Q.  Were you involved at all in that

5   investigation?                                    10:16

6       A.  I wasn't involved in the investigation

7   per se, no.

8       Q.  What was your role, if any, in the

9   investigation or the aftermath of the

10   investigation?                                    10:16

11       A.  I was a recipient of the information

12   that came in after the fact and communicated

13   with and met with the head of enforcement at --

14   with the NCAA at the time, a fellow named David

15   Price, and simply received information on it.     10:16

16       Q.  So you presented your findings to the

17   NCAA?

18       A.  I did not, no.  I didn't -- I didn't

19   attend a committee on infractions hearing if

20   that's -- I'm not sure what you're asking.  If    10:16

21   the question is did I attend a committee on

22   infractions, meaning to present information, the

23   answer's no.

24       Q.  But you took the report that LSU had

25   done and presented it to it sounds like David     10:17
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1   Price?

2       A.  My athletic department did.  I did not.

3       Q.  Did you -- but you said you attended a

4   meeting with David Price?

5       A.  I met with David Price and I don't        10:17

6   recall where in the process exactly it was, but

7   I wanted to make sure that we were doing

8   everything possible to make sure that we were

9   compliant with NCAA rules.

10           As a new university president, this was   10:17

11   my first presidency.  I wanted to make sure that

12   I was as aware as I could be of the rules and

13   policies and processes and that we were

14   following best practices, and so I wanted to

15   meet with the leadership of the NCAA enforcement  10:17

16   side and so we -- he came down and we had a

17   significant talk, along with my athletic

18   administrative staff, and -- to -- to make sure

19   that we had everything in place to not have any

20   incidents again.                                  10:17

21       Q.  And I'm sorry, what were the -- were

22   there sanctions imposed as a result?

23       A.  Yeah, there were.  There were some

24   modest sanctions.  I'm sorry, I don't remember

25   the specific details of them.  I think they were  10:18
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1   some recruiting restrictions, maybe a

2   scholarship restriction or two, but I -- but I

3   honestly don't recall.

4       Q.  It's my understanding that there was a

5   whistleblower action that resulted either from    10:18

6   the investigation or the individuals who filed

7   the initial complaints.  Is that correct?

8       A.  As I recall, there was an individual

9   who had worked in the tutoring office who -- who

10   had complaints about the tutoring system being    10:18

11   too aggressive in that they were providing

12   impermissible support for student athletes, that

13   they were going beyond what was allowed by NCAA

14   rules in terms of support for academic support

15   for -- for students.                              10:19

16           And I don't remember the precise

17   details of those allegations that this

18   individual made, nor do I know or remember the

19   individual, but that was the general thrust of

20   what the concerns were.                           10:19

21       Q.  Do you know what the results of that

22   whistleblower action was?

23       A.  There was an investigation conducted

24   and that material was handled by the NCAA

25   enforcement office.                               10:19
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1       Q.  An investigation conducted by NCAA

2   related to the whistleblower?

3       A.  Conducted related to this whole

4   course -- I mean, to this whole course of action

5   around the fact that an individual was found to   10:19

6   have provided impermissible academic support to

7   some student athletes.

8       Q.  My understanding was there was a

9   separate civil whistleblower suit.  Is that not

10   correct?                                          10:20

11       A.  I don't recall that.

12       Q.  When you were at Montana State

13   University, was there an NCAA investigation?

14       A.  Not to my memory.  I had no

15   responsibility for athletics at that time.  I     10:20

16   was the chief academic officer.  The athletic

17   department reported to the president and the

18   chief fiscal officer at the time, chief

19   administrative officer, so I wasn't involved in

20   any of the intercollegiate athletic activities    10:20

21   at the time.

22       Q.  But after you left, sanctions were

23   imposed against Montana State; is that correct?

24       A.  I don't know -- I don't know that.

25       Q.  You have no knowledge of a finding by     10:20
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1   the NCAA of a lack of institutional control at

2   Montana State?

3       A.  I do not.

4       Q.  When you were at UConn, were you aware

5   of any NCAA investigations?                       10:21

6       A.  No, not to my knowledge.  Again, the

7   athletic department didn't report to me.  It

8   reported to the university president, and I

9   don't recall there, but I -- you know, I don't

10   recall NCAA investigations at that -- at that     10:21

11   time.

12       Q.  When you were at UConn, were you aware

13   of issues related to a construction project

14   going on at UConn?

15           MR. GARDNER:  Object to form.             10:21

16           THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure what you're

17   asking.

18   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

19       Q.  Allegations of cost overruns and

20   mismanagement related to a construction project   10:21

21   at UConn.

22       A.  I was aware that that occurred after I

23   left UConn.

24       Q.  Can you explain what the construction

25   project was?                                      10:21
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1       A.  No.  I don't know the specifics of what

2   the construction project was that the

3   allegations pertained to.  When I was there, the

4   university launched a very large construction --

5   set of construction projects.  So there were,     10:21

6   oh, gosh, I don't know, four or five major

7   construction projects going on simultaneously,

8   and I -- so no, I don't know the specific

9   allegations that occurred again after I left,

10   and I don't know the -- what -- what building or  10:22

11   what projects those pertained to.

12       Q.  Were you aware of a state investigation

13   that was conducted?

14       A.  Only after the fact.

15       Q.  Were you questioned as part of that       10:22

16   investigation?

17       A.  No.

18       Q.  Do you know what came out or resulted

19   from that investigation?

20       A.  No, I don't.                              10:22

21       Q.  When you were at UConn, did you work

22   with an individual named Vicky Triponey?

23       A.  I did.

24       Q.  And what was -- what was her position?

25       A.  She was -- I forget her exact title,      10:22
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1   but she was vice chancellor, chief student

2   affairs officer.

3       Q.  And did she report to you?

4       A.  She did.  Um-hum.

5       Q.  Did she work under you your entire        10:23

6   tenure while at UConn?

7       A.  No, I hired her in the latter part of

8   my tenure.  She replaced an individual who

9   retired.

10       Q.  When you left UConn, did -- was she       10:23

11   still there?

12       A.  She was.

13       Q.  How long did -- when you left, did you

14   keep in contact with Miss Triponey at all?

15       A.  No, no.  I did serve as a reference for   10:23

16   a job or two that she applied for, but beyond

17   that, no, we didn't communicate.

18       Q.  Was one of those jobs her -- her

19   position at Penn State?

20       A.  Yes.                                      10:23

21       Q.  Who contacted you as -- as a reference?

22       A.  Oh, she communicated with me.  I don't

23   remember whether it was an e-mail or a call, but

24   simply asked me to serve as a reference and --

25   it was quite sometime ago.  I don't remember      10:23
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1   whether I did a telephonic interview with a

2   search firm or whomever it was, but I served as

3   a reference.  I've done that for many, many

4   people, so I don't -- I don't recall the precise

5   details of how that took place.                   10:24

6       Q.  After providing -- after providing a

7   reference on her behalf, did you have any other

8   contact with her?

9       A.  No.

10       Q.  Have you had any contact with her         10:24

11   within the last three years?

12       A.  As I recall, she sent me a brief e-mail

13   around the time of the Penn State issues that

14   we're discussing here.  I don't remember

15   precisely when that occurred, but it was a        10:24

16   simple commentary that she sent to me.  Other

17   than that, I don't have any other memories of --

18       Q.  Do you know remember the --

19       A.  -- communications.

20       Q.  Sorry.                                    10:24

21       A.  That's all right.

22       Q.  Do you remember the substance of the

23   e-mail?

24       A.  No, other than an expression of, you

25   know, just concern about the circumstance.  But   10:25
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1   I was receiving many of those kind of comments

2   at the time, since it was such an extraordinary

3   circumstance.

4       Q.  Did you respond to her e-mail?

5       A.  No, not that I recall.                    10:25

6       Q.  Did you have anyone else within the

7   NCAA respond to her e-mail?

8       A.  No, not that I recall.

9       Q.  Did anyone from the media contact you

10   about Vicky Triponey?                             10:25

11       A.  I don't remember anyone contacting me

12   about her.  There were, during that time, as you

13   can well imagine, a great many media

14   conversations, but I don't remember any about

15   her per se.                                       10:25

16       Q.  Did she ever contact you about problems

17   or issues she was having while at Penn State?

18       A.  No, not that I remember.  As I said, I

19   don't remember any communications with her at

20   all while she was at Penn State.                  10:26

21       Q.  How about after she left Penn State?

22       A.  Just the one e-mail that I was

23   referring to.

24       Q.  She didn't contact you about the

25   circumstances of her departure?                   10:26
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1       A.  No.

2       Q.  When you were in your administrative

3   roles at these different universities, what was

4   your view on athletics as it related to the

5   institution and the importance to the             10:26

6   institution?

7       A.  I've always been very supportive of

8   intercollegiate athletics.  It's obviously what

9   led me to take this position.

10       Q.  Did you view it as important to the --    10:27

11   the institution and the culture of the

12   institution?

13       A.  Yes, I always viewed it as an integral

14   part of the American collegiate experience.  And

15   again, it's a significant reason why I took this  10:27

16   position.

17       Q.  In your current position, just explain

18   generally your -- your responsibilities --

19       A.  Um-hum.

20       Q.  -- your job duties.                       10:27

21       A.  Well, first of all, I think the most

22   important thing to always remember that is

23   frequently missed when talking about the NCAA is

24   what the NCAA is.  The NCAA is an association of

25   member universities, 1,100 universities that      10:27
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1   have voluntarily come together for

2   self-regulation.  All of the rules, all of the

3   dominant policies, all of the decisions about

4   punitive actions are made either directly by

5   those members, the universities and colleges      10:28

6   themselves or their representatives.

7           The role of the Association president

8   then is to help the membership with those

9   decision-making processes and to execute the

10   specific actions that they ask the national       10:28

11   office to do.

12           So we execute 89 and run 89 national

13   championships.  So we're responsible for all

14   NCAA championships.  We're responsible for

15   helping the membership govern itself in its       10:28

16   three divisions, helping them determine in a

17   very complex process the governing

18   decision-making model, which is very much like a

19   legislative model that you'd find in a variety

20   of other settings where the -- the boards and     10:28

21   councils and various bodies representing the

22   membership come together to make decisions to --

23   to establish their policies, their rules, their

24   regulations.

25           Then we also have responsibility for      10:29
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1   conducting various eligibility processes.  So

2   the membership says we would like to have all

3   student athletes have a -- an academic

4   achievement level in a high school at this

5   specific level.  Then all of those initial        10:29

6   approvals for eligibility are conducted by the

7   national office staff.  So my staff does that.

8           My staff handles all of the inquiries

9   and questions around interpretations of rules,

10   which seems like it ought to be a minor thing.    10:29

11   It's not.  It's actually quite challenging given

12   how voluminous the membership rule book has

13   become.

14           My -- my staff also is involved in

15   working with specific committees of the -- of     10:29

16   the membership, again presidents, athletic

17   directors, commissioners, faculty reps in -- in

18   providing decisions on waivers or reinstatements

19   of student athletes, and then it's also

20   responsible for conducting investigations to any  10:30

21   allegations of -- of impropriety or violation of

22   rules.  And then, finally, it's also responsible

23   for the -- the organization of and support of

24   the committee on infractions, which is also a

25   group of -- of members and individual citizens    10:30
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1   who come together whenever there is a call for a

2   committee on infractions to meet, and they pass

3   judgment on those decisions.

4       Q.  What --

5       A.  There's other ancillary functions, but    10:30

6   those are the core functions.

7       Q.  When you became president -- I believe

8   it was around 2010.

9       A.  Um-hum.

10       Q.  -- did you implement any changes,         10:30

11   restructuring?

12           I assume as a new president, you had

13   your own goals, your own objectives.

14           Did you institute any changes or,

15   again, restructuring to -- to accomplish those    10:31

16   goals or objectives?

17       A.  I made some initial personnel changes

18   in key positions and some minor restructuring of

19   the executive team, but not wholesale

20   restructuring, if that's what you mean.           10:31

21           I'm -- I'm not quite sure what you're

22   asking me.

23       Q.  You just said you made some personnel

24   changes.  What --

25       A.  Um-hum.                                   10:31
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1       Q.  What were those changes?

2       A.  I hired a new general counsel.  I

3   created the office of chief operating officer

4   and moved an individual into a position of

5   overseeing all of the championships.  Those were  10:31

6   the primary ones.

7       Q.  Was there any changes to the

8   enforcement group?

9       A.  Not when I initially came in, no.

10   There was -- there was a retirement that          10:31

11   occurred, and I filled that position.  Those

12   were the -- those were the -- but they

13   weren't -- those weren't structural changes.

14   That was a retirement that was filled.

15       Q.  Who retired and who filled the            10:32

16   position?

17       A.  David Price retired after, gosh, I

18   don't know, a long -- a long career with the

19   NCAA, and Julie Roe Price [sic] was hired as the

20   new director or vice president for enforcement.   10:32

21           MR. GARDNER:  Julie Roe?

22           THE WITNESS:  Lach.  Pardon me.

23           Julie Roe Price, pardon me.

24   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

25       Q.  What is your role, if any, with           10:32
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1   investigations or enforcement?

2       A.  I had no role whatsoever in -- in the

3   enforcement side and -- and the -- the

4   decision-making around enforcement is -- is

5   solely the province of the committee on           10:32

6   infractions.  Again, this body of members that

7   the members themselves assign to those positions

8   and the president of the Association has nothing

9   to do with that.

10       Q.  The NCAA does have a role in the          10:32

11   investigation side; is that correct?

12           MR. GARDNER:  Your question before was

13   about his role as president, and now you're

14   moving to the NCAA as a whole?

15           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yes.                     10:33

16           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.

17           THE WITNESS:  So yes, the NC- -- well,

18   so I'm sorry.  When you say the "NCAA," to whom

19   are you referring?  Are you referring to the

20   national office --                                10:33

21   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

22       Q.  Yes.

23       A.  -- staff?

24       Q.  The national office staff.

25       A.  So the national office staff has been     10:33
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1   asked by the members -- by the board and the

2   members, to conduct investigations when there is

3   credible evidence that a member institution or

4   individuals have violated the rules.

5           So the investigatory team will go out     10:33

6   and gather information in conjunction with the

7   university.  So an investigation is conducted

8   with the knowledge of an engagement with the

9   university.  They will together ascertain what

10   facts there are surrounding any one case.         10:33

11   Together they will then reach an agreement about

12   what those facts are, and then those facts will

13   be taken forward to a committee on infractions,

14   which is an independent body of members and

15   private citizens.                                 10:34

16           So the staff's role, not mine -- and

17   there is a firewall between me and that

18   investigative arm.  That -- that investigative

19   group then will -- will conduct investigations,

20   gather information from the university and from   10:34

21   other involved individuals, and with the

22   university itself typically in the room, conduct

23   whatever interviews and inquiries that it has.

24   And then, again, together with the university,

25   which conclusion as to what the agreed-upon       10:34
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1   facts in the case are, can then take those

2   agreed-upon facts forward.

3       Q.  And in the 2011/2012 time frame, that

4   investigative arm would have been led by Julie

5   Roe Lach; is that correct?                        10:34

6       A.  Yes.  Um-hum.

7       Q.  Are you provided updates on these

8   investigations as they're ongoing?

9       A.  Typically not.  Occasionally if it's a

10   high profile case, one that has a lot of          10:35

11   interest and concern, they may well tell me what

12   stage an investigation is in, but never the

13   substance of those investigations, never what's

14   going on.  They may say, you know, we're --

15   we're halfway through this investigation, I       10:35

16   think it will be done by spring, you know,

17   but -- but nothing substantive about those

18   typically.

19       Q.  How often would you receive those

20   updates?                                          10:35

21       A.  Rarely.  They're -- they're not --

22   they're not routine updates.  It's not a

23   standing meeting that I have with -- with the

24   vice president or anything like that.

25       Q.  Who decides what matters you should       10:35
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1   receive the updates on?

2       A.  It's either a judgment call by that

3   vice president or -- or I ask that person just

4   what the status of a case is in terms of the --

5   again, not in terms of where it's -- where it is  10:35

6   substantively or what they're finding or

7   discovering, but simply to know where -- how far

8   along in an investigation they think they are.

9   And it's always a -- it's always a guesstimate,

10   because investigatory matters, as I'm sure        10:36

11   you -- you well understand, are unpredictable

12   processes.  They -- they lead wherever the

13   evidence leads them.  So it's -- it's always

14   historically been very difficult to say an

15   investigation will be completed by X.  It may     10:36

16   take six months.  More likely it will take

17   18 months, but it's always hard to tell how long

18   that will be.

19       Q.  Did you have any role in -- in -- or

20   are you in an advisory role in the staffing of    10:36

21   certain investigations as far as the number of

22   people who are dedicated to that investigation?

23       A.  No, other than to -- to encourage

24   the -- the vice president to make sure that they

25   have the resources that they need.  And I -- one  10:36
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1   of my personal responsibilities is to make

2   recommendations to the executive committee,

3   which is a body of university presidents, as to

4   the budgets of the -- of the Association and how

5   we're going to staff ourselves and how we're      10:37

6   going to dedicate resources.

7           So one of the things that's occurred in

8   my tenure is we've increased the staffing inside

9   that office because many of the member

10   universities were concerned about how slowly      10:37

11   cases were moving.  And when they drag on too

12   long, people are concerned about that.  It's

13   been one of the major criticisms of the -- of

14   the national office.

15           And so my role has been to try and make   10:37

16   sure they have enough staff in place so that

17   they can move cases along in a fashion that

18   serves the -- the university's interests that

19   are being investigated.

20       Q.  Does the NCAA outsource any of these      10:37

21   investigations to -- to third parties?

22       A.  No, not -- well, I'm not quite sure

23   what you mean.  Do they -- do we ever turn an

24   investigation over to a third party?  Is that

25   what you're asking?                               10:37
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1       Q.  Well, that would be the first question.

2       A.  No, not -- not in my tenure.  What

3   happened previous to me, I can't say.

4       Q.  What about certain aspects of an

5   investigation?                                    10:37

6       A.  Again, not that I'm aware of.  I don't

7   know the details of -- of investigations per se.

8   So they may have occasionally hired outside

9   experts to help them with issues.  But, again, I

10   don't get involved in any of the details of       10:38

11   those investigations.

12       Q.  Who within the NCAA structure has a --

13   a direct report to you?

14       A.  At the time that you're -- well, I'll

15   describe the case right now.  So today it is --   10:38

16   it is the executive vice president for

17   championships, the executive vice -- vice

18   president for -- and general counsel, executive

19   vice president for legal affairs and policy, the

20   senior vice president and CFO, the senior vice    10:38

21   president who is essentially our external

22   relations public relations person.

23       Q.  I'm sorry.  Can you include the names

24   of the people as you're rattling them off?

25       A.  Oh, sure.  In the first case, Mark        10:38
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1   Lewis, who is the executive vice president for

2   championships; the executive vice president for

3   legal affairs and policy, that's Donald Remy;

4   the senior vice president for communications

5   media and public relations, Bob Williams; the     10:39

6   senior vice president and CFO, Kathleen McNeely.

7           And I am searching right now for a new

8   executive vice president for regulatory affairs

9   to whom the enforcement and the membership

10   affairs, what we call AMA, and the eligibility    10:39

11   center will report.

12       Q.  You -- I think you qualified it

13   initially by saying "now."

14           Was that different in, say, the 2012

15   time period?                                      10:39

16       A.  Yes, I had a chief operating officer

17   position at that time in Jim Isch, so a

18   number -- a number of those positions reported

19   in to him for day-to-day managerial oversight.

20       Q.  So the COO position no longer exists      10:40

21   within the corporate structure?

22       A.  That's right.  So Jim Isch retired or

23   is in the process of retiring, and rather than

24   filling that position, I determined that I

25   wanted to not fill that position and create a     10:40
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1   different executive staff structure.

2       Q.  In your role as president, who do you

3   directly report to, if anyone?

4       A.  I report to the executive committee of

5   the -- of the Association, and that is a group    10:40

6   of 17 university presidents.  Those university

7   presidents have among other things a

8   responsibility to hire and evaluate the -- the

9   president of the Association.  So just like a

10   president of a university, I report to an         10:40

11   independent board.

12       Q.  How often does that board meet?

13       A.  It meets quarterly, and we talk on the

14   phone on an as-needed basis and have ad hoc

15   meetings whenever they're called for.             10:41

16       Q.  Do you call the meetings or do they

17   call the meetings?

18       A.  The quarterly meetings?  There are

19   regularly scheduled quarterly meetings that are

20   established -- that they establish by their       10:41

21   bylaws.

22       Q.  But you every once in a while may call

23   an ad hoc meeting?

24       A.  Well, I don't have the authority to

25   call a meeting.  Only the chair has the           10:41
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1   authority to call a meeting.  And -- and so I

2   may tell the chair that -- that we have an issue

3   that would -- that may well deserve

4   conversation, and then that individual can call

5   a meeting.                                        10:41

6       Q.  Who is currently the chair?

7       A.  Currently the chair of the executive

8   committee --

9       Q.  Yes.

10       A.  -- is Lou Anna Simon, the president of    10:41

11   Michigan State University.

12       Q.  And she's been the chair since August

13   of 2012; is that correct?

14       A.  I think that's right, yes.

15       Q.  And prior to her being chair, who was     10:41

16   the chair?

17       A.  Ed Ray, the president of Oregon State

18   University.

19       Q.  And do you know how long he was the

20   chair?                                            10:41

21       A.  As long as I've been in office, but I

22   think he -- so I don't -- I don't know the -- I

23   don't know when he took that position, but

24   generally it's two-year, two and a half year,

25   sometimes a little bit longer term, but that's,   10:42
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1   again, a decision of the presidents who serve on

2   the executive committee.

3       Q.  Do you host presidential retreats every

4   year?

5       A.  No.                                       10:42

6       Q.  How often are presidential retreats?

7       A.  There's only been one in my tenure as

8   president, but so I can't speak to my

9   predecessors.

10       Q.  And when was that?                        10:42

11       A.  We held one in the summer of 2011.  I

12   invited about 65 or so university presidents

13   from across just Division I, though I invited

14   the chairs of Divisions II and III as well,

15   those presidential chairs, but the bulk of them   10:42

16   were university presidents to come to

17   Indianapolis, to spend a couple of days talking

18   about the current state of collegiate athletics

19   and issues that they hoped that the NCAA would

20   address.                                          10:43

21           So it was the first year of my tenure.

22   I wanted to make sure that I understood the

23   general directions that university presidents

24   wanted college sports to go in.  The board of

25   Division I at that time, which is a group of      10:43
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1   about 20 university presidents from across the

2   division, those -- those presidents were very

3   encouraging of this idea.  So we had two very

4   fruitful days of conversations.

5       Q.  And generally, what was discussed         10:43

6   during those two days?

7       A.  Most of the broad issues of college

8   sports.  There was a significant discussion of

9   academic issues and the academic success of

10   student athletes and what steps could be taken    10:43

11   to continue to promote academic success.  That

12   occupied a significant portion of the time.

13           There was a significant conversation

14   about the allocation of resources and how

15   athletic departments were using those resources   10:44

16   and concern that resources needed to be directed

17   in ways that were most supportive of student

18   athlete success and how might those questions

19   be -- be addressed.

20           There was significant conversation, as    10:44

21   I recall, about the -- the whole question of the

22   regulatory system and whether or not the rule

23   book was -- was -- had become too laborious and

24   too convoluted and too detailed and was --

25   whether it was focused on those things that were  10:44
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1   of most importance and of greatest integrity,

2   the things that were the greatest threats to the

3   integrity of college sports.

4           There was discussion about the length

5   of time that was required to conduct              10:45

6   investigations or to handle any other issues and

7   how might those be improved.  So it was a pretty

8   far reaching, broad -- broad conversation about

9   most everything that was going on in college

10   athletics, and then there was an agreement        10:45

11   afterwards to establish some presidentially led

12   working groups to address many of those subjects

13   that they -- that they were focused on.

14       Q.  And how many working groups are you

15   aware of?                                         10:45

16       A.  They were -- there was a working group

17   that was an extension of the committee on

18   academic performance, so one on -- one on

19   academics.  There was one on resource

20   allocation.  There was one on the rule book and   10:45

21   trying to streamline the rules.  There was one

22   on the enforcement model and processes.  Um...

23   if there was another one, I've forgotten.

24       Q.  Was there an enforcement working group?

25       A.  Yes.  As I said, there was one on         10:46
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1   enforcement, there was one on rules, there was

2   one on academics, there was on resource

3   allocation.

4       Q.  During that retreat, do you remember

5   any discussions on strengthening accountability?  10:46

6           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

7           THE WITNESS:  Tell me more what you're

8   asking.

9   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

10       Q.  Was there a discussion of harsher         10:46

11   penalties for violators of the NCAA rules?

12       A.  There was certainly a conversation

13   about the need to focus the rules and the

14   enforcement structure, whatever that would be,

15   because there was also an interest in             10:46

16   reconsidering the enforcement structure, as I

17   recall.

18           There was certainly an interest on

19   making sure that those behaviors that were the

20   biggest threat to the integrity of college        10:46

21   sports, those things that were most contrary to

22   the values of higher education would be -- would

23   be the focus of the enforcement process, and

24   there would be a diminution of -- there was a

25   desire to have a diminution of those things that  10:47
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1   were seen as less consequential to fundamental

2   issues of integrity and ethics.

3           And so the classic example would be

4   people, presidents and others were frustrated

5   with rules about food.  You know, there were --   10:47

6   there were rules about how you differentiate

7   between a snack and a meal and you wound up with

8   literally silly things like a bagel being a

9   snack, but if you put cream cheese on it, now it

10   became a meal, and somehow there had to be        10:47

11   differentiation between those things.

12           I mean, there were a variety of rules

13   that any commonsensical sort of approach would

14   look at them and say this is silliness, why do

15   we need a national body overseeing those kind of  10:48

16   issues and worrying much more, the presidents

17   wanted a much greater focus placed on those

18   things that were, again, seen as primary

19   challenges to ethics and integrity and -- and

20   that was the thrust of those conversations.       10:48

21       Q.  Who was the chair of the enforcement

22   working group?

23       A.  The -- let me see.  So the chair of

24   the -- oh, there was another committee on

25   student well-being.  So there was a committee on  10:48
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1   student well-being.  The committee on student

2   well-being was chaired by Graham Spanier.  The

3   committee on resource allocation was chaired by

4   the president of Weaver State University, whose

5   name has just escaped me.                         10:48

6           The student -- the academic committee

7   was chaired by the president of Hartford,

8   University of Hartford, Walt Harrison.  The --

9   and the ethics and enforcement were chaired by

10   Lou Anna Simon and Ed Ray, and I don't remember   10:49

11   which was which right now.

12       Q.  Was there a timeline provided on when

13   any recommendations should come forth from these

14   working groups?

15       A.  Yeah, they wanted to -- they wanted to    10:49

16   have a lot of input and gather a lot of

17   information and they wanted to do it in an

18   aggressive fashion.  They certainly wanted to

19   have reports out by that following summer and be

20   ready to take legislative action and -- in        10:49

21   that -- at that following summer.  So their

22   goals were -- in terms of a timeline were pretty

23   aggressive.

24           I think they did a very good job of

25   pulling together committees with representation   10:50
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1   from athletic directors and faculty athletic

2   reps and student athletes and commissioners and

3   of course presidents, and they held with my

4   staff serving as a coordinator facilitator role,

5   they held a lot of meetings and a lot of phone    10:50

6   calls and did a very good job of bringing their

7   recommendations forward in a relatively short

8   period of time.

9       Q.  If we could narrow in specifically on

10   the enforcement working group, what was your      10:50

11   understanding of the reforms or changes that

12   they were -- they were looking at?

13       A.  They were trying to do what I

14   described.  They were trying to create a model

15   that clearly placed a higher emphasis on issues   10:50

16   of greater threat to integrity to ethics and

17   core values of intercollegiate athletics and

18   place more responsibility for -- for less

19   consequential issues with universities and with

20   conferences.                                      10:51

21           The model of enforcement and -- of the

22   committee -- for the committee on infractions

23   before their work, for example, divided all

24   allegations against a university or an

25   individual into secondary and major, two broad    10:51
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1   categories.  There was great concern that those

2   categorizations were too coarse, too gross, that

3   they needed something that was a better

4   distribution of the level of an infraction.

5           So they came up with a four-part          10:51

6   categorization for potential allegations.  They

7   also wanted, inside of those four, even some

8   ability to have both mitigating or aggravating

9   considerations so that the work of the committee

10   on infractions could be more tightly defined and  10:52

11   focused and they were -- they were very, very

12   focused on that.

13           The majority of their work, as I

14   recall, was spent on trying to ascertain what

15   would fall under each of those categories, how    10:52

16   would you create a model that fit those kinds of

17   charging models for potential allegations and

18   then -- and then going back and saying, okay,

19   and then what kinds of penalty structures ought

20   to be associated with each of those gradations    10:52

21   and what -- and what kind of factors could be

22   considered by committee on infractions by this

23   jury of your peers, if you will, for aggravating

24   or mitigating circumstances.

25           So they're trying to -- they were         10:53
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1   trying to create a more nuanced system than the

2   one that existed and to place a greater

3   emphasis, again, on those things that were the

4   most dominant perceived threats to the integrity

5   of college sports.                                10:53

6       Q.  To your knowledge, were most of these

7   reforms and recommendations ultimately

8   implemented?

9       A.  Well, their ultimate recommendations

10   were approved, yes.  They worked through many     10:53

11   iterations of it.  I wasn't -- I wasn't on the

12   committee, nor was I directly staffing it.  So I

13   wasn't involved in all of their conversations,

14   but I know they went through a number of

15   iterations as they worked their way through it    10:53

16   to try and determine what was appropriate, and

17   then ultimately, their recommendations were made

18   to the board and the board, again, a group of

19   presidents from Division I adopted those, and I

20   believe they adopted them unanimously, though     10:53

21   I'm not completely sure of that.

22       Q.  Do you know how long after the working

23   groups were established that the final

24   recommendations were approved?

25       A.  I don't remember the precise meeting,     10:54
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1   but it was a year or so.

2       Q.  Did you personally have any input with

3   the working groups and any of their

4   recommendations or proposed changes?

5       A.  Yeah, not much in -- especially in        10:54

6   the -- in the enforcement rules working group.

7   I assume you're most interested in --

8       Q.  Yeah.

9       A.  -- the enforcement working group.

10           No, not particularly.                     10:54

11       Q.  Did you meet with the working groups at

12   all?

13       A.  Just usually at their kick-off meeting,

14   but I was not involved in their ongoing

15   conversations.                                    10:54

16       Q.  It's my understanding that there was a

17   NCAA liaison or staff member that was part of

18   those working groups; is that correct?

19       A.  Sure.

20       Q.  With the enforcement working group, who   10:54

21   was that NCAA liaison?

22       A.  Ah, I think it was Julie Roe Lach, but

23   I'm not completely sure of that.

24       Q.  Did she provide updates to you on the

25   accomplishments or on the --                      10:55
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1       A.  Just on the progress.  I mean, the

2   issue that the board wanted from me was they

3   wanted to make sure these working groups were

4   moving along.  Again, it's important to step

5   back and remember the role of the national        10:55

6   office and of the Association.

7           This is a membership association.

8   They're the ones that are responsible for the

9   decision-making processes.  The role of me and

10   my staff is to guide, but not decide, to use a    10:55

11   bad poem and so -- a bit of rhyming.

12           So -- so my staff was there to provide

13   them support, answer questions.  Many of the

14   people on that working group aren't necessarily

15   -- weren't necessarily experts on all of the      10:55

16   policy, so they need people to provide them with

17   information and guidance, but the decisions are

18   entirely up to those members.

19       Q.  Did the Penn State matter, which we're

20   going to get into shortly, impact or affect any   10:55

21   of the working groups?

22           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

23           THE WITNESS:  Ah...

24           MR. GARDNER:  Well -- well, just, you

25   know --
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1           THE WITNESS:  Tell me more what you're

2   asking.  I'm not sure what you're asking.

3   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

4       Q.  Either the Sandusky indictment or the

5   subsequent Freeh Report, did any of these         10:56

6   happenings with regard to Penn State have any

7   impact on what the working group was doing?

8       A.  Not that I'm aware of.  I don't

9   remember the sequencing of them, but I don't

10   remember -- I don't remember any changes that     10:56

11   were made in any of these working groups as a

12   result of any of the Penn State issues.

13           THE WITNESS:  Do you mind if I grab a

14   cup of coffee?

15           MR. GARDNER:  Oh, no.  Sure.              10:56

16           Do you mind?

17           MR. SEIBERLING:  Do you want to take a

18   quick break?

19           THE WITNESS:  I don't need a break.  I

20   just want to --                                   10:56

21           MR. GARDNER:  Yeah, we don't need to go

22   anywhere, but we can turn the camera off.

23           THE WITNESS:  I have a bit of a cold

24   and --

25           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going off   10:57
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1   the record.  The time is approximately

2   10:57 a.m.

3           (Recess taken from 10:57 a.m.

4           to 11:03 a.m. EST)

5           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going on    11:02

6   the record.  The time is approximately

7   11:03 a.m.

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  Dr. Emmert, I'm going to mark as Emmert

10   Exhibit 1 the Division I manual from 2011 to      11:03

11   2012.  I don't have any specific questions right

12   now with regard to it.  But if you feel the need

13   to reference it or look at it, we'll probably

14   have some questions later.

15       A.  And we've established that it's overly    11:03

16   big.

17       Q.  It's definitely voluminous.

18       A.  The current one is smaller.

19       Q.  Turning to the Penn State matter, when

20   was the first time you learned of -- of the       11:03

21   allegations related to Penn State?

22       A.  When the grand jury indictment was made

23   public.  And so that was November of '11; is

24   that right?

25       Q.  Did you read the presentment?             11:03
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1       A.  I did eventually, yeah.  I did -- I

2   mean, I didn't that minute.  I was -- I was on

3   the road in fact when it was released.  But yes,

4   I read the presentment.

5       Q.  After learning of the allegations,        11:04

6   what -- what were the first steps that you took,

7   you personally, no necessarily the NCAA?

8           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.  Go ahead.

9           THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Well, yeah.  Well,

10   obviously I read the presentment, and like I      11:04

11   think the whole world was pretty amazed by the

12   assertions that were made within it.  We -- we

13   talked about it.  I don't remember the details

14   of this but discussed it with my staff the

15   following week after the weekend, and we had      11:04

16   conversations about what if anything should be

17   done relevant to this -- this initial set of

18   issues and then of course the -- the responses

19   of the University came shortly thereafter.

20   Again, I don't remember the precise timeline.     11:04

21           And upon chatting with and talking

22   through with my staff the issues, rather than

23   launching an investigation based upon the -- the

24   presentments of the grand jury, we concluded and

25   I supported the notion of my simply sending a     11:05
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1   letter to the -- to the then president Rod

2   Erickson asking a few general questions about

3   this -- this matter as we -- you know, as we

4   moved into trying to understand what had -- what

5   had transpired there.                             11:05

6   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

7       Q.  If we could take a step back, you

8   mentioned you were on the road when the

9   presentment first came out?

10       A.  Um-hum.  I was at a football game the     11:05

11   first time I was asked about it -- the first

12   time I was aware of it.

13       Q.  And did you make any public comments

14   that you remember?

15       A.  No, not that I remember.                  11:06

16       Q.  Do you remember doing an ESPN interview

17   a couple days after the presentment came out?

18       A.  No, not that I recall.  I mean -- but

19   bear in mind that throughout this whole

20   experience, there's been an enormous number of    11:06

21   media inquiries.  So I just don't remember.

22                    (Emmert Exhibit 1 was marked

23                     for ID.)

24   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

25       Q.  I'll show you what's marked as Emmert     11:06
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1   Exhibit 2.

2                    (Emmert Exhibit 2 was marked

3                     for ID.)

4   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

5       Q.  If you could take a look at it.           11:06

6   Hopefully that refreshes your recollection.

7       A.  (Reviewing document.)

8       Q.  Specifically I wanted to ask you

9   about -- there's on the second page --

10           MR. GARDNER:  You'll let him finish       11:07

11   first, right?

12           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yes.

13           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

14           THE WITNESS:  (Reviewing document.)

15   Okay.  I'm sorry.                                 11:09

16   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

17       Q.  If you can turn to the second page,

18   there's a specific question, "What is the role

19   of the NCAA?"

20       A.  Um-hum.                                   11:09

21       Q.  And you respond, "Well, we, of course,

22   don't get involved in criminal investigations,

23   and we will let the criminal investigation go

24   forward until all the facts are established.

25   And then we'll do an inquiry to see what actions  11:09
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1   should be determined."

2           Do you remember making that statement?

3           MR. GARDNER:  You only read half the

4   statement, right?

5           MR. SEIBERLING:  Well, I could continue   11:09

6   if you want.

7           "But certainly it's such a shocking

8   manner -- matter that we need determine what our

9   course of action is here."

10           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And I'm sorry, what   11:09

11   was your question?

12   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

13       Q.  Do you remember making that statement?

14       A.  I don't remember that precisely, but

15   that was certainly my sentiment and belief.       11:09

16       Q.  Do you remember referring to the

17   criminal investigations and letting the criminal

18   investigations go forward?

19       A.  Yes.

20       Q.  What is the NCAA's just general           11:09

21   position on criminal matters?

22       A.  Ah...

23           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.  Go

24   ahead if you can.

25           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  So criminal          11:10
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1   matters are, as this comment says, historically

2   and based upon all of the rules of the

3   Association that the members have put in place

4   matters that are handled by the -- by the

5   judicial system and the criminal justice system   11:10

6   and not by the NCAA.  The only -- the only times

7   that the NCAA to my knowledge has gotten

8   involved in a criminal matter is if the

9   institution was in some way -- well, first, if

10   the criminal matter involved an individual        11:10

11   involved in intercollegiate athletics and if the

12   institution then behaved in a manner that either

13   failed to stop or failed to uncover or failed to

14   follow its normal due process that might occur

15   with a -- with a student or a coach or someone    11:10

16   else in -- in a way that provided them with an

17   inappropriate benefit or -- or in fact didn't

18   allow a full following up of -- of those

19   investigations.

20           So the -- the NCAA's position, the        11:11

21   members' position historically has been we are

22   not going to become involved in criminal

23   matters.  That's occasionally created great

24   angst out there in the world when someone is

25   convicted of something and they're -- and         11:11
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1   they're allowed to participate or -- or the NCAA

2   says, gee, you know, that's -- that's not our

3   affair.

4           What is the association's business, the

5   members have consistently said, is whether or     11:11

6   not a university or some other athletic-related

7   entity had either been party to or failed to

8   take action around some criminal matter.  Then

9   it becomes an issue for the NCAA.

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

11       Q.  Do you know of an example of when that

12   has happened?

13       A.  No.  And again, my tenure with -- in my

14   tenure with the NCAA, there -- there haven't

15   been any of -- anything like that occur.          11:12

16   There's obviously never been anything like the

17   Penn State case.  I mean, part of what was going

18   on at this moment is nobody in college sports

19   that -- that any of us had ever spoken to has

20   ever seen anything as -- as horrific as this or   11:12

21   as extraordinary as this.

22           And so in every circumstance around

23   this case, everyone that was involved in my

24   conversations on the board, on the executive

25   committee, would always step back and say, yes,   11:12
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1   but this is such an extraordinary thing, we have

2   to pause and say what -- what does all of this

3   mean?

4           And that -- so throughout all of this,

5   the context has been this is a remarkable event   11:12

6   that is -- that is so extraordinary in its scope

7   and scale that we need to consider that as they

8   move forward.  That's always been the position

9   of the -- of the membership.

10           Here you had a case where a university    11:13

11   following the presentments of the -- of the

12   grand jury removed its president, its executive

13   vice president, its athletic director, its

14   football coach all in one fell swoop.  It was --

15   it was quite an amazing moment I think everyone   11:13

16   would recognize.

17       Q.  The historical position that you --

18       A.  Um-hum.

19       Q.  -- just talked about, is that set forth

20   specifically in the bylaws or is that just the    11:13

21   practice of the NCAA over the years?

22       A.  I'm not sure what you're asking.

23       Q.  Are -- are the NCAA's handling of

24   criminal matters specifically addressed within

25   the bylaws?                                       11:13
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1           MR. GARDNER:  Objection to the form.

2           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I -- I don't know

3   the answer to that.  I'm not -- I haven't

4   memorized this book (indicating to document.)

5   So -- so if -- if you're looking for a specific   11:14

6   bylaw that talks about criminal matters, I

7   can't -- I can't cite that for you.

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  You had noted earlier that you met with

10   people within the NCAA and decided to send a      11:14

11   letter --

12       A.  Um-hum.

13       Q.  -- to Penn State.  If we look back at

14   your initial statement, you refer to it as a

15   potential criminal matter.  What -- what led you  11:14

16   to then distinguish between it being a criminal

17   matter?  What -- what was the hook?  I think you

18   had mentioned there was -- the NCAA will get

19   involved in criminal matters if there's some

20   kind of intercollegiate athletic hook; is that    11:15

21   right?

22       A.  Well, I wouldn't use that word at all.

23   The -- the notion that I was trying to convey

24   is -- again, to be really clear -- that the

25   Association, the -- the members of the -- of the  11:15
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1   Association, the universities, have never

2   expressed an interest in having -- of being

3   involved in criminal matters on individual

4   campuses.  So it's sadly common for criminal

5   behavior to occur on university campuses.         11:15

6   That's -- there's nothing -- unfortunately

7   nothing distinctive about that.  Perhaps of

8   this -- of this magnitude, sure, but not in and

9   of itself.  And the member universities have --

10   have historically said, we don't want to have     11:15

11   our membership investigating a criminal matter

12   on an individual campus.  That's for the

13   individual campus and their police and their law

14   enforcement to -- to manage.

15           What they have said is that we want       11:16

16   college sports to reflect and that the core

17   rationale behind the existence of the NCAA is to

18   have sports reflect the values of integrity and

19   honesty that are inherent in college sports,

20   that college sports is ultimately about           11:16

21   promoting those things.  And therefore if a

22   university is involved in a coverup, if a

23   university is involved in not -- in -- in not

24   handling a case with the same forthrightness or

25   integrity they would if somebody else on their    11:16
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1   campus was involved in an activity, then that

2   constitutes a kind of behavior that we, the

3   Association, we the members want to be involved

4   in.

5           And that was the bait that was going on   11:16

6   right now that's reflected in these words right

7   here (indicating), is all right, it appears --

8   again, at this stage we had allegations, nothing

9   but allegations, right -- the University had

10   taken -- the university's board, Penn State's     11:17

11   university board had taken extraordinary action

12   in removing its president, its executive vice

13   president, its AD and its coach.  So surely the

14   board saw this of something of great

15   consequence.  And -- and we in the NCAA were      11:17

16   left saying, all right, is there -- is there

17   some obvious issue here since this is obviously

18   about athletics, since it was the athletic

19   director and the football coach who were removed

20   and all of the allegations involved a coach --    11:17

21   former -- a former coach rather, pardon me -- a

22   former coach and their facilities and their

23   games, was there a role that the NCAA needed to

24   play to look into this.

25           And -- and the answer at that point       11:17
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1   was, we're not sure, we don't know.  And that's

2   what led to -- rather than launching an

3   investigation immediately, that's what led to me

4   writing a letter to then President Erickson.

5       Q.  You had mentioned the removal of -- of    11:18

6   the then President Graham Spanier.

7       A.  Um-hum.

8       Q.  Did you talk to him or communicate with

9   him about his removal?

10       A.  I -- I did not talk to him at the time.   11:18

11   I've known Graham for a very long time.  And

12   afterwards, after -- sometime -- at some time

13   after his removal, he -- and I'm sorry, I don't

14   remember the timing of these things, but it was

15   quite a bit later as I recall.  It might have     11:18

16   even been after the Freeh Report -- he sent me

17   an e-mail.  But other than that, he didn't

18   communicate with me.

19       Q.  You had mentioned earlier he was one of

20   the chairs on -- for one of the working           11:18

21   groups --

22       A.  Yes.

23       Q.  -- is that correct?

24       A.  Um-hum.

25       Q.  All right.  Did you have to replace       11:19
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1   him?  What --

2       A.  That committee had already finished its

3   work and had disbanded at that stage.

4           MR. GARDNER:  Hand me -- I'll keep

5   track of the exhibits for you if you want to      11:19

6   just --

7           THE WITNESS:  Sure.  Don't get a

8   hernia.

9           MR. GARDNER:  If we need -- yeah,

10   thanks.                                           11:19

11           (Pause in proceedings.)

12                    (Emmert Exhibit 3 was marked

13                     for ID.)

14   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

15       Q.  I'll show you what's now marked as        11:19

16   Emmert Exhibit 3.

17       A.  (Reviewing document.)  Okay.

18       Q.  After reading the e-mail -- the e-mail

19   is dated November 11th, 2011, and it's a

20   communication between you and Graham Spanier.     11:21

21           After reading it, does it refresh your

22   recollection?

23       A.  Only somewhat.  I mean, to -- to be

24   honest, I don't -- I don't recall this.  I'm not

25   denying its legitimacy.  I'm just saying I        11:21
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1   don't -- I don't recall this exchange.

2       Q.  Any idea why David Berst is copied on

3   it?

4       A.  It seems to be referring to a panel

5   that we must have been putting together for our   11:21

6   national convention at which would have been

7   January 11th, I assume is the date that

8   Spanier's referring to.  The -- the annual

9   meeting always has a broad range of panel

10   discussions on it, especially around Division I   11:22

11   and Dave Berst is one of the people that would

12   have been organizing that conversation, I

13   suspect.

14           Now, this is a supposition on my part,

15   because I real- -- again, I really don't recall,  11:22

16   but I'm guessing that that's why -- why Berst is

17   copied on it, because he -- his -- Graham

18   Spanier's communication, besides expressing some

19   sentiment, is, you know, that he -- he won't be

20   available for that 11th event.                    11:22

21       Q.  And then after this e-mail, you don't

22   remember any other communications?

23       A.  I remember -- as I said, I remember him

24   sending me a note, I believe, around the time of

25   the Freeh Report coming out, but -- but I -- and  11:22
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1   I remember that I responded, but I believe it

2   was -- as I recall, it was predominantly about,

3   again, a sentiment similar to this, that he was

4   providing reassurances that he wasn't involved

5   in any of this.                                   11:23

6       Q.  You had mentioned the letter that you

7   sent to Penn State?

8       A.  Um-hum.

9       Q.  And the lead-up to that letter, I think

10   you had also mentioned there was some internal    11:23

11   meetings to discuss steps --

12       A.  Yes.

13       Q.  -- or next steps?

14       A.  Yes.

15       Q.  To the extent you can, without            11:23

16   revealing any privileged communications, with

17   regard to those meetings, the internal

18   meetings --

19       A.  Um-hum.

20       Q.  -- generally what was the top- -- what    11:23

21   were the topics of discussion?

22       A.  Well, they were -- they were the --

23   first of all, the nature of the circumstances,

24   right, you know, what was known and what wasn't

25   known, how did we ascertain what was fact and     11:23
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1   what was emotion.  This was, as you will recall,

2   such an amazingly shocking event, to have

3   allegations on this on a university, to have a

4   whole senior leadership team of a university

5   removed around issues of child abuse.  I mean,    11:24

6   it's shocking to say the least.  And so no one

7   had ever dealt with an issue like this.  No

8   one's ever -- ever has and I hope never again

9   has to face an issue of this -- of this

10   consequence.                                      11:24

11           And so we talked about how to proceed,

12   what is the right way to parse out the role of

13   criminal -- of, you know, the criminal justice

14   system versus any potential role of the

15   Association and how would one go about doing it.  11:24

16   I think all of the pretty normal questions that

17   one would expect to have a discussion and a

18   debate about around -- around a table.

19       Q.  What was your viewpoint?  What did you

20   believe should be done?                           11:25

21       A.  I wasn't sure at that stage.  You know,

22   the -- hence the conversation.

23       Q.  Did you have any communications with

24   the Big Ten Conference around this time period?

25           MR. GARDNER:  Sorry.                      11:25
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1           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

2           MR. GARDNER:  I was -- he fixed it.  So

3   I stopped.

4           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

5           I'm sorry, would you repeat the           11:25

6   question?

7   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

8       Q.  Did you have any conversations with the

9   Big -- with representatives from the Big Ten

10   Conference around this time period?               11:25

11       A.  You know, I'm sure I -- first of all, I

12   don't recall specific conversations that I might

13   have had, but I -- I suspect I had conversations

14   was Lou Anna Simon and perhaps with Jim Delany,

15   the Commissioner.  I talk to all the              11:25

16   commissioners on a pretty regular basis.  So we

17   may well have talked, but I don't recall

18   specific -- specific conversations.

19       Q.  Do you remember what was discussed, the

20   subject matter?                                   11:26

21       A.  No. No.

22       Q.  Let's --

23           THE WITNESS:  Could -- so we don't have

24   to take a break, could I call on my very

25   expensive coffee fetcher in Donald to get me      11:26
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1   coffee?  Am I allowed to do that?  It's a full

2   -- he's a full service GC.

3           MR. REMY:  I am not quite as expensive

4   as I once was.

5           MR. GARDNER:  I'm going to reserve        11:26

6   comment on all that.

7           THE WITNESS:  Oh, my gosh.  I just

8   realized that was all on videotape.  Sorry.  I

9   just wanted a cup of coffee.

10           MR. VOSS:  I'm going to have your         11:26

11   expensive coffee getter to transport some

12   documents now.

13                    (Emmert Exhibit 4 was marked

14                     for ID.)

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                11:27

16       Q.  I'm going to show you now what's been

17   marked as Emmert Exhibit 4.

18       A.  Thank you.  (Reviewing document.)

19       Q.  This is a November 16th, 2011 e-mail

20   from David Berst to Jim Delany at the Big Ten;    11:27

21   is that correct?

22       A.  Yes, um-hum.  That sure looks like it,

23   yeah.

24       Q.  You're not on this e-mail, but I just

25   wanted to ask you if in the e-mail specifically   11:27
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1   references you?

2       A.  Yes.

3       Q.  It says "Mark E will call you re PSU

4   and his plan to 'inquire' from an NCAA point of

5   view."  Do you remember making a call to Jim      11:28

6   Delany?

7       A.  No.  As I said, I don't, but I've also,

8   as I've said, I believe that's a perfectly

9   reasonable thing for me to have done at that

10   time.  I don't -- do I remember picking up the    11:28

11   phone on that date and making a call?  No.  Do I

12   accept that that was a reasonable thing that I

13   would have done at that time?  Sure.

14       Q.  Why would you be communicating with the

15   Big Ten?                                          11:28

16       A.  Because Penn State's one of his member

17   institutions.  The relationship, again, in the

18   Association is one of a member-based

19   association.  It works in a sort of federated

20   model with individual schools and conferences in  11:28

21   the national association.

22           When you're dealing with any

23   significant issue, you typically would want the

24   commissioner to know about it, if it's

25   dealing -- if it's dealing with their -- one of   11:29
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1   their schools, but it -- again, there's nothing

2   typical about this.  This was -- this was easily

3   the most extraordinary thing to happen in

4   college sports in a long, long time, and so it

5   would be perfectly sensible to talk to a          11:29

6   commissioner about something going on with his

7   school.

8       Q.  The conference would have its own

9   separate bylaws and rules and constitution; is

10   that correct?                                     11:29

11       A.  They have bylaws and each conference

12   has bylaws and rules that are a subset of or

13   consistent with the NCAA rules.  So as member

14   universities and as member associations, they

15   are committed to their collective rules in the    11:29

16   Association and then they can have rules that

17   are peculiar to that particular conference as

18   well.  So it's a bit like states in a federal

19   constitution, I suppose, in at least an

20   analogous point of view.                          11:29

21       Q.  Do the conferences penalize or sanction

22   separate and apart from the NCAA?

23       A.  They can and do, yes, um-hum.

24       Q.  Do they conduct their own

25   investigations separate and apart from the NCAA?  11:30
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1       A.  Typically not, but some conferences do.

2   It depends on individual conferences.  So the

3   Pac-10 when I was there, Pac-12 now, has always

4   had an investigatory arm and they conducted

5   their own investigations.  Other conferences      11:30

6   handle it in different ways.

7           Their ability to penalize or not

8   penalize a member school is a function of the

9   authority that that group of presidents have

10   vested in their conference office, and each       11:30

11   collection of schools decides on that in

12   different ways.

13       Q.  What about the Big Ten in particular,

14   do they have an investigative arm that you're

15   aware of?                                         11:30

16       A.  They don't have a specific

17   investigative arm that I'm aware of.  I don't

18   know their staffing that well, but they

19   certainly have, in a number of cases, imposed

20   penalties on schools and individuals and, again,  11:31

21   conferences are voluntary associations and they

22   can conduct their business as they see fit.

23       Q.  Do you share -- does the NCAA share

24   information with the conferences?

25       A.  It depends on the nature of the matter.   11:31
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1       Q.  Investigative matters, do they share

2   information in regard to investigative matters?

3       A.  In a typical case, no, they would not.

4   If the -- if the conference was involved because

5   the institution wanted them involved in some      11:31

6   fashion, then yes, they would be.  So I guess

7   the answer is it depends on the -- on the

8   individual case.

9       Q.  The next sentence in this e-mail --

10   sorry, to turn back to it.                        11:31

11       A.  Sure.

12       Q.  "I have pushed back and have lost the

13   argument so far, but call if you need to think

14   through."

15           Do you know what Berst is talking about   11:31

16   "pushing back and losing the argument so far"?

17       A.  No.

18       Q.  He continues on, "I had a good

19   conversation with Lou Anna on how to use it to

20   look at the athletic culture, but Mark wants      11:32

21   more."

22           Any idea what Berst is talking about

23   with "Mark wants more"?

24       A.  No.  You'd have to ask him.

25       Q.  What was your understanding of David      11:32
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1   Berst's position with regard to the Penn State

2   matter?

3           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

4           As of this time?

5           MR. SEIBERLING:  As of this time frame.   11:32

6           THE WITNESS:  At this moment in time?

7   (Indicating to document)

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  At this moment in time.

10       A.  Oh, gosh.  I don't know his mental        11:32

11   state in September of 2011.  He was, along with

12   a number of people, part of a vigorous

13   conversation and discussion about how we should

14   proceed.  I know where he and all of my senior

15   staff landed as this all transpired, and they     11:33

16   were fully supportive of the approach that the

17   office took.

18       Q.  From the context of this e-mail, it

19   sounds like he was in the minority view if he's

20   pushing back.  Does that make sense?              11:33

21       A.  No.

22           MR. GARDNER:  Well...

23           THE WITNESS:  Actually, it doesn't.  I

24   can't conclude that even slightly from this.  It

25   sounds like he's expressing some ambiguous view   11:33
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1   to someone that he -- that he's expressing, not

2   that he's in the minority or majority, but I --

3   I'm not trying to be argumentative.  I simply

4   can't ascertain this from here.  I mean, again,

5   I would encourage you to ask him.                 11:33

6           MR. GARDNER:  If you're about to move

7   on, can we black out the phone number on the

8   official copy of this?  I don't know if that's

9   an office or a cell, but I don't see any reason

10   to publish somebody's cell number.                11:33

11           MR. SEIBERLING:  Oh, sorry.

12           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  We'll do that, if

13   that's okay.

14           THE REPORTER:  (Nodding.)

15           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.                    11:34

16           THE WITNESS:  Are we done with this?

17           MR. GARDNER:  Yeah.

18           THE WITNESS:  (Tendering document to

19   counsel.)

20                    (Emmert Exhibit 5 was marked

21                     for ID.)

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  I'm going to show you what's marked as

24   Emmert Exhibit 5.

25       A.  (Reviewing document.)                     11:35
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1       Q.  This appears to be an invitation to a

2   call with the Division I --

3       A.  Um-hum.

4       Q.  -- board of directors?

5       A.  Yes.                                      11:35

6       Q.  Do you remember having a call with the

7   Division I board of directors around this time

8   period?

9       A.  I do.

10       Q.  To the extent you can, without            11:35

11   revealing any privileged communications, do you

12   remember what was discussed on that call?

13       A.  Only in broad terms.  It was an

14   opportunity to provide the board with a general

15   sense of where the -- I and the senior staff      11:35

16   thought we should move forward and how we should

17   move forward on this conversation.  Again, I

18   don't remember the details of it.  It was quite

19   sometime ago, but it was just as the memo says,

20   an opportunity to provide an update on the        11:36

21   information about the Penn State case.

22       Q.  Did you discuss the letter that you

23   were intending to send to Penn State?

24       A.  I suspect so, but again, I don't

25   remember the details of that.  It would seem      11:36
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1   logical that I did.

2       Q.  Did you provide a draft of that letter

3   to the board prior to it being sent?

4       A.  Don't think so, but I -- but I don't

5   recall.                                           11:36

6                    (Emmert Exhibit 6 was marked

7                     for ID.)

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  I show you what's marked as Emmert

10   Exhibit 6.  I believe this is the letter you're   11:36

11   referring to.

12       A.  Um-hum.  (Reviewing document.)

13       Q.  This is a November 17th, 2011 letter

14   from you to President Erickson at Penn State.

15       A.  Yes.                                      11:37

16       Q.  The first sentence reads -- the first

17   phrase of the first sentence reads "As we have

18   discussed..."

19           Do you remember having a phone

20   conversation with President Erickson prior to     11:37

21   sending this letter?

22       A.  I do.  I, again, don't remember the

23   specific day or the exact substance of the

24   conversation, but I remember calling him in

25   advance to let him know that we would be sending  11:37
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1   this letter forward if the board supported such

2   a move.

3       Q.  Did you discuss the substance of what

4   the letter would be?

5       A.  I don't recall the exact details, but     11:37

6   I -- I -- I would have presumed that I gave him

7   a broad outline of it, but that's a presumption

8   on my part.

9       Q.  Do you remember how far in advance of

10   this letter that call happened?                   11:38

11       A.  I'm sorry, I don't.

12       Q.  If you can scroll down a little bit,

13   about halfway through the first paragraph --

14       A.  Um-hum.

15       Q.  -- it reads "I am writing to notify you   11:38

16   that the NCAA will examine Penn State's exercise

17   of institutional control over it's

18   intercollegiate athletics program, as well as

19   the actions, and inactions, of relevant

20   responsible personnel."                           11:38

21           Was this a formal notice of inquiry to

22   Penn State?

23       A.  No, it was not.  It was not intended as

24   such because we weren't at that stage in the

25   process.  The -- the fact that it was a letter    11:38
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1   from me rather than from the -- the -- the

2   advice -- senior vice president for -- for

3   investigations, Julie Roe Lach was intentional,

4   because we weren't issuing a letter of

5   allegation.  We were at this stage still making   11:39

6   an inquiry, wanted to know more of what existed.

7           I think, again, the salient point here

8   was that this was an extraordinary event.  This

9   was not some young man swapping memorabilia for

10   tattoos.  This wasn't someone taking extra        11:39

11   benefits, you know, for a dinner.

12           This wasn't anything that anybody in

13   the NCAA or elsewhere had seen before.  So the

14   constant discussion and debate was, given this

15   extraordinary set of circumstances, given that    11:40

16   this was a set of allegations being made by the

17   grand jury that no one had quite seen before,

18   the national office, myself, the national office

19   staff and the board were trying to determine,

20   all right, under these very, very unusual         11:40

21   circumstances, what's the right way to proceed?

22           And it was agreed upon that the first

23   thing we needed to do was say, Look, we need to

24   have a conversation about this, President

25   Erickson, we need to understand more of the       11:40
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1   facts, what are you doing on your end to

2   understand the facts of this case, and these are

3   the kinds of questions that we will need to

4   explore as we move forward.

5           It was -- it was not intended to be a     11:40

6   notice of allegations.

7       Q.  What would the difference be -- be

8   between, say, a formal notice of inquiry or a

9   formal notice of allegations and this letter?

10       A.  Yeah, a formal notice -- a formal         11:41

11   notice of allegation from my interpretation,

12   right?  And, again, I'm not a vice president of

13   compliance or a member of the committee on

14   infractions but, you know, a formal notice of

15   allegations indeed says here is precisely what    11:41

16   we are going -- you are being charged with and

17   here is -- here is what you -- the charges that

18   you are going to have to defend yourself

19   against.

20           This was an inquiry.  This was, as my     11:41

21   language here says, we -- we need to understand

22   more, the -- the board, the -- the membership

23   wants to understand this more, please provide us

24   with information so that we can understand what

25   transpired and how the university was in fact     11:41
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1   demonstrating institutional control when the

2   assertions that are being made here are quite

3   the contrary.

4           And so we -- we struck on what is --

5   what is clearly a novel approach to this, rather  11:42

6   than go right to a notice of allegations, rather

7   than ignoring it.  So this was clearly a hybrid

8   approach to this -- again, I keep use the word

9   "extraordinary" because I don't have another

10   word to describe it, this -- this extraordinary,  11:42

11   deeply troubling problem.

12       Q.  You -- you were describing what sounds

13   like a notice of allegations, which is provided

14   for in -- in the bylaws.  If I'm correct, the

15   bylaws also provide for a -- a notice of          11:42

16   inquiry, which is different than a notice of

17   allegations.  Is my understanding right?

18       A.  I don't know about --

19           MR. GARDNER:  Let me get an objection

20   in here.  I object to the form.                   11:42

21           Now you can go ahead.

22           THE WITNESS:  I -- I don't -- I don't

23   know the details of how the bylaws describe a

24   notice of inquiry.  You -- it sounds like you

25   might know it better than I.                      11:42
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1   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

2       Q.  At this point in time, had -- had you

3   or your internal team discussed a potential

4   enforcement investigation?

5       A.  Sure.  We had -- we talked about a        11:43

6   variety of things conceptually and concluded

7   that at this stage it was -- it was too

8   premature to do that.  And, again, because this

9   was such a remarkable and disturbing set of

10   circumstances, the conclusion was that we needed  11:43

11   to make some initial inquiries, that we needed

12   to -- we needed to gather some more information,

13   and we needed to know what the -- more of the

14   facts were and -- and decided to move in this

15   direction.                                        11:44

16           So, of course, they were talking about

17   a formal investigation.

18       Q.  At this point in time -- this would

19   have been November 2011 --

20       A.  Um-hum.                                   11:44

21       Q.  -- was there any discussion of the

22   executive committee exercising its jurisdiction

23   over the matter?

24       A.  No, not that I remember.

25       Q.  The sentence I read earlier states, "I    11:44
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1   am writing to notify you that the NCAA will

2   examine Penn State's exercise of institutional

3   control over its intercollegiate athletics

4   program."

5           What exactly were you planning to         11:44

6   examine or what did you mean by "examine Penn

7   State's exercise of institutional control"?

8       A.  The answers to the questions that I --

9   that I posed in the following pages.

10       Q.  The four questions --                     11:45

11       A.  Um-hum.

12       Q.  -- at the end?

13       A.  Um-hum.

14           THE REPORTER:  Is that "yes"?

15           THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?                  11:45

16           THE REPORTER:  Is that "yes"?

17           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Thank you.

18   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

19       Q.  Was this letter made public?

20       A.  I don't recall.  Penn State being a       11:45

21   public institution most -- not all but most

22   documents that are sent to universities wind up

23   in the public record and are subject to public

24   records laws.  But I don't -- I don't recall in

25   this case.                                        11:45
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1       Q.  What about inquiries by the NCAA,

2   aren't they usually kept confidential?

3       A.  Yes.  If something is going through a

4   formal inquiry process, it is by us.  But it can

5   be released by the institution and often is.      11:45

6   But again, that's not what this document

7   constituted.

8       Q.  At this point in time was there any

9   discussions of -- of whether what happened at

10   NCAA or the allegations related to -- I'm sorry,  11:46

11   at -- the allegations related to Penn State were

12   either major or secondary violations?

13       A.  No.  There -- there were a variety of

14   discussions about, you know, what -- what the

15   nature of the -- of the -- the allegations and    11:46

16   assertions by the -- by the grand jury were.

17   But at that stage they were -- as -- you know,

18   as pointed out in my letter, you know, early

19   on -- earlier on in this letter, I point out

20   that, you know, all of these things are very      11:46

21   disturbing if true, and at this point, of course

22   no one knew what was true.  There was -- there

23   were no findings other than the presentments of

24   a grand jury.

25           So were there discussions of what would   11:47
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1   be hypothetically a -- a major or a secondary

2   violation?  Of course, but everything was

3   hypothetical at that stage.  So you -- you

4   didn't have -- you didn't have an investigation

5   launched.  So it would have been inappropriate    11:47

6   to sit and make some presumption about what was

7   secondary, what was -- what was a major, and

8   there were -- but there were a variety of

9   discussions about hypothetically what would and

10   wouldn't be.                                      11:47

11           And again, at this stage no one knew

12   the facts.  That's what this letter was about,

13   was to try and get at some more information, not

14   a formal notice of inquiry but, gee, help us

15   understand this.  This is a horrific -- if true,  11:47

16   these are horrific behaviors.  And if true,

17   the -- the athletic department, according to the

18   grand jury, seemed to be complicit in it.

19           And the actions of the board of Penn

20   State seemed to agree that those were the         11:47

21   actions -- were -- of the athletic department

22   were complicit in this, because you just fired

23   your coach and your athletic director and the

24   senior VP to whom the athletic department

25   reported.  Help us understand that.               11:48
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1           So I think, again, you -- you have to

2   keep everything in context here.  No one that's

3   involved in college sports right now, that I've

4   ever talked to, has ever seen anything like

5   this.  And -- and so the board that I -- when we  11:48

6   talked on the phone and I and the staff, we were

7   all trying to determine how do you move forward

8   under these circumstances in a way that is

9   responsible to all parties.  And that's what

10   everyone was trying to do here.                   11:48

11           So no, this doesn't fit into the normal

12   impermissible tattoo benefit rule.  That's not

13   what we're talking about here.

14       Q.  Would you agree that this letter itself

15   is unprecedented?                                 11:48

16       A.  I --

17           MR. GARDNER:  I'm going to object to

18   the form.

19           You can go ahead.

20           THE WITNESS:  Some day you've got to      11:49

21   tell me what that means.

22           But -- but -- well, I just don't know.

23           MR. SEIBERLING:  You still have to

24   answer.

25           MR. GARDNER:  It means that there's       11:49
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1   something about his question I don't like --

2           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

3           MR. GARDNER:  -- that I think is wrong.

4           THE WITNESS:  All right.  All right.

5   Well, it's --

6           MR. SEIBERLING:  You still have to

7   answer if he objects.  Unless he directs you not

8   to, you still have to answer.

9           THE WITNESS:  Okay, that's the salient

10   point here is I assume I still answer.

11           And it's a simple question to answer.

12   I don't know.  It's certainly unprecedented for

13   me, and I've never seen anything like it.

14   Again, I'm not the historian of the NCAA, but I

15   think it is -- it certainly is in my -- in my     11:49

16   four-year experience.

17   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

18       Q.  Prior to this time period, you had

19   never sent a letter such as this?

20       A.  No, no.                                   11:49

21       Q.  And since you haven't sent a letter

22   such as this?

23       A.  No, and I hope to never again have to.

24                    (Emmert Exhibit 7 was marked

25                     for ID.)                        11:50
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1   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

2       Q.  I show you what's marked as Emmert

3   Exhibit 7.

4       A.  (Reviewing document.)

5       Q.  After sending the November 17th, 2011     11:50

6   letter to Penn State, do you remember scheduling

7   a conference call with President Erickson?

8       A.  Yeah, I remember talking to him.  I

9   don't remember that it was a conference call,

10   but it certainly appears that there were a        11:50

11   couple of other people on the call.

12       Q.  Did you remember who else was on the

13   call?

14       A.  Not specifically.  But it -- I -- I see

15   who's -- who -- who this was sent to.  So it      11:51

16   implies that Julie Roe Lach and Donald Remy were

17   on the call with me.

18       Q.  Why were Julie Roe Lach and Donald Remy

19   also on the call with you?

20       A.  As I said, I don't remember               11:51

21   specifically them being on the call, but I

22   assume that this was a call to answer whatever

23   questions he might have and to -- to provide him

24   with -- with assistance in figuring out how to

25   answer the questions.                             11:51
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1           I know that -- and you'll have to

2   forgive me for not remembering the precise

3   sequence, but at -- at some stage around this

4   period was when the board, the Penn State board

5   had indicated that they were retaining Judge      11:51

6   Freeh to conduct an investigation, and part of

7   the conversation with -- with President Erickson

8   was whether or not the -- the answers that

9   were -- excuse me, the -- yeah, the answers to

10   the questions that I had posed in my letter to    11:52

11   him could be left unanswered until after the

12   Freeh investigation.

13           And he had made that request, which

14   seemed like a perfectly sensible thing to me,

15   and I was -- I was fairly confident that my       11:52

16   board would find that satisfactory.  And this --

17   this conversation may -- and I'm underscoring

18   may because I don't recall -- may have been

19   about that.

20       Q.  Do you remember anyone else from Penn     11:52

21   State being on the call?

22       A.  No, I don't recall.  I'm not -- again,

23   I'm not saying they weren't.  I just simply

24   don't remember.

25       Q.  Do you remember Cynthia Baldwin being     11:52
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1   on the call?

2       A.  No, I don't remember.

3       Q.  Do you remember having any

4   conversations with Cynthia -- with Cynthia

5   Baldwin around this time period?                  11:53

6       A.  No, I don't -- I don't remember that I

7   ever had a conversation with Cynthia,

8   Miss Baldwin.  I shouldn't call her by her first

9   name.  I've never met her.

10       Q.  So other than President Erickson, do      11:53

11   you remember having any conversations with

12   anyone from Penn State around this time period?

13       A.  No, I believe all my communications

14   were with President Erickson.

15       Q.  On this call with President Erickson,     11:53

16   do you remember discussing the possibility of

17   reaching out to other individuals?

18       A.  I'm not sure what you're asking.

19       Q.  Ron Tomalis?

20       A.  I don't know who Ron Tomalis is.          11:53

21       Q.  Ken Frazier?

22       A.  Oh, on the board?

23       Q.  Yes.

24       A.  Yes, I did in fact talk to Ken Frazier,

25   um-hum, by telephone.                             11:54
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1       Q.  Did you talk about reaching out to

2   Judge Freeh?

3       A.  No.

4           Oh, I talked to Judge Freeh at -- at

5   one point, but I don't remember whether we        11:54

6   discussed it here.  The -- the context of that

7   conversation would have been that the university

8   was asking that we -- that they not answer the

9   questions in my letter of early in November

10   until after the Freeh Report was concluded.       11:54

11           And part of the exchange -- and again,

12   forgive me for not remembering specifically

13   which conversations.  This all arose in -- was

14   that the team that -- that Judge Freeh put in

15   place would -- would provide regular updates of   11:54

16   their progress, not their substantive

17   information but updates on the -- on the

18   progress they were making and how far along they

19   were in the process to -- to Donald Remy, my

20   general counsel.                                  11:55

21           And you know, Rod may have -- may or --

22   may have said, well, you know, I'll have -- I'll

23   have Judge Freeh call you or something, but I

24   don't -- but to be honest, I don't remember, but

25   I know that -- I remember that I do have a --     11:55
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1   did have a conversation with Judge Freeh about

2   this -- the nature of his inquiry and that they

3   were not going to be looking into whether or not

4   there were any NCAA infractions -- that wasn't

5   their job -- but they were going to conduct       11:55

6   their investigation, and we agreed that that

7   made perfect sense.

8                    (Emmert Exhibit 8 was marked

9                     for ID.)

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                11:56

11       Q.  I show you what is marked as Emmert

12   Exhibit 8.

13       A.  (Reviewing document.)

14       Q.  This appears to be an appointment

15   invitation for a call with Ronald Tomalis,        11:56

16   secretary in the Department of Education, PA.

17       A.  Um-hum.

18       Q.  Do you remember having a call with

19   Ronald Tomalis?

20       A.  You know, I don't.  I -- I may well       11:56

21   have talked to him, but I -- but I don't recall

22   talking to him.  Was he at this stage on the

23   board of Penn State?

24       Q.  Yes.

25       A.  Okay.                                     11:57
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1       Q.  You don't remember the substance of the

2   call?

3       A.  I'm sorry, I don't, no.

4       Q.  Do you remember having a call with Ken

5   Frazier --                                        11:57

6       A.  Um-hum.

7       Q.  -- around this same time period?

8       A.  I do, yes.

9       Q.  Can you tell us what was discussed

10   during that call?                                 11:57

11       A.  The -- the nature of what they intended

12   to do.  At -- at this stage I don't recall

13   whether or not they'd hired Judge Freeh or not,

14   but they -- but he made clear that they wanted

15   to conduct their own internal inquiry, that it    11:57

16   would be very far reaching, that it would

17   include everyone involved from the board on

18   down.

19           He was quite adamant and very strong

20   about the position that the university, not --    11:57

21   not because of NCAA issues but because of their

22   deep concern about this matter overall for the

23   health and well-being of the university, that

24   they needed to understand everything that was

25   there and that they need to make -- needed to     11:58
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1   make all that information public.

2           And he -- he was just communicating to

3   me their adamant belief that the only real

4   solution for this mess for Penn State was a

5   thorough, full open investigation and that he     11:58

6   intended to make sure that that occurred.

7           And I -- I believe at that time he was

8   chair of the committee, the special -- a special

9   committee at Penn -- I'm asking you a question.

10   I shouldn't be asking you a question.             11:58

11           I believe he was the chair of a special

12   committee that the board had appointed to -- to

13   oversee this process and hence our conversation.

14           THE WITNESS:  I guess I'm not allowed

15   to ask questions.                                 11:58

16           MR. GARDNER:  You can ask him.  I

17   just -- I can't promise that he'll answer.

18           THE WITNESS:  All right.

19   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

20       Q.  Around this same time period do you       11:59

21   also remember having a call with Omar McNeill

22   from the Freeh Group?

23       A.  No, I don't recall it.

24       Q.  Do you --

25       A.  I may have.  I'm sorry.  I just -- this
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1   was a -- this -- first of all, this was a couple

2   of years ago, I guess three years ago now,

3   and -- and I made many, many phone calls.  So I

4   may -- I may well have talked to him.  I just

5   don't recall it.                                  11:59

6       Q.  Did Penn State ever respond to your

7   November 17th letter?

8       A.  You know --

9           MR. GARDNER:  Objection to the --

10   objection to the form.                            11:59

11           You can go ahead.

12           THE WITNESS:  The -- the -- when the --

13   when the Freeh Report was released that

14   subsequent summer, so however many months --

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

16       Q.  I'm talking about -- I'm talking about

17   your response in the November/December time

18   frame.

19           MR. GARDNER:  Of?

20           MR. SEIBERLING:  Of 2011.                 11:59

21           THE WITNESS:  No.  President Erickson,

22   as I recall verbally -- he may have communicated

23   with me in writing, but I don't remember.  But

24   verbally he indicated and requested that the --

25   the investigation that they were conducting on    12:00
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1   campus be allowed to move forward before they

2   responded because at that stage they didn't know

3   what the facts were.  And so, therefore,

4   responding to my questions, asking for factual

5   input didn't make a lot of sense.                 12:00

6           So he -- he may have provided me

7   something in writing, but I don't recall.

8                    (Emmert Exhibit 9 was marked

9                     for ID.)

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                12:00

11       Q.  I'll show you Emmert Exhibit 9, that

12   letter.

13       A.  So he did.  (Reviewing document.)

14           Yes, this is consistent with my -- with

15   my memory.  I just don't remember this --         12:00

16       Q.  The letter references a telephone call

17   on November 23rd, 2011?

18       A.  Yeah, I believe that was the call that

19   I talked about having President Erickson on, but

20   I don't remember who he had on the phone.  It     12:01

21   would have been reasonable for him to have his

22   general counsel on the phone with him, but so --

23   but I don't recall who he had on the phone or

24   who was in the room when he was making the call.

25       Q.  Were you aware of -- I'm sorry, strike    12:01
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1   that.

2           Why was Cynthia Baldwin responding to

3   your letter, do you know why?

4       A.  No, I don't.

5       Q.  Were you aware of anyone within the       12:01

6   NCAA providing input to Cynthia Baldwin's draft

7   or to Cynthia Baldwin's response letter?

8           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

9           THE WITNESS:  No, she was -- I'm sorry.

10   This letter that you just showed me from -- from  12:02

11   Ms. Baldwin?  No.

12   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

13       Q.  Were you aware that Cynthia Baldwin had

14   sent a copy of this letter to Donald Remy asking

15   if you had any input?                             12:02

16       A.  No.

17                    (Emmert Exhibit 10 was marked

18                     for ID.)

19   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

20       Q.  I show you what is marked as Emmert

21   Exhibit 10.

22       A.  (Reviewing document.)

23           Okay.

24       Q.  Do you remember receiving this letter

25   from Jim Delany?                                  12:04
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1       A.  Not this specific letter, but I

2   remember the -- you know, the substance of the

3   letter, sure.

4       Q.  Do you have any context for why the

5   letter was sent?                                  12:04

6       A.  Well, I -- I'm not sure what you're

7   asking, because it seems self-evident.  I'm not

8   trying to be cute, but --

9       Q.  Were you having any discussions around

10   this time frame with Jim Delany about them being  12:04

11   involved in any investigation that you and/or

12   the Freeh Group was performing?

13       A.  I remember -- I remember having some

14   discussions with him about what, if anything,

15   the Big Ten would do and I don't recall who       12:04

16   initiated those conversations.

17           Again, this is one of his 14 -- well,

18   at that time 12 -- member schools.  So it would

19   be natural enough for him to want to be involved

20   and, again, because conferences have the ability  12:05

21   to impose sanctions on one of their member

22   schools, if they determine that their behavior

23   warrants it, it was a natural enough thing

24   for -- for the commissioner to want to be

25   involved in all of this, and I remember that      12:05
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1   indeed they -- they, along with us, agreed with

2   the university that rather than conducting three

3   simultaneous inquiries, an appropriate course of

4   action was to allow the university to conduct

5   its own investigation that Judge Freeh and his    12:05

6   staff was going to perform and then wait until

7   we see what the results are before we move

8   forward from there.

9           MR. SEIBERLING:  We can take a break

10   there.                                            12:06

11           MS. GRAGERT:  Should we stop for lunch?

12           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This concludes DVD

13   No. 1.  We're now going off the record.  The

14   time's now approximately 12:06 p.m.

15               (Recess taken from 12:06 p.m. to      12:53

16                12:53 p.m. EST)

17           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the

18   beginning of DVD No. 2 of the video deposition

19   of Mark Emmert.  We are now going on the record.

20   The time is approximately 12:53 p.m.              12:53

21   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

22       Q.  Good afternoon, Dr. Emmert.  I want to

23   turn to a discussion of the Freeh Group.

24           Were you aware of a meeting in State

25   College between the Freeh Group and NCAA          12:53
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1   representatives?

2       A.  I knew there -- pardon me -- I knew

3   they were communicating.  I didn't know there

4   had been a face-to-face meeting in State

5   College.                                          12:54

6       Q.  So you weren't specifically aware of a

7   December 7th meeting?

8       A.  I don't remember the December 7th date,

9   but I do certainly know that the Freeh Group,

10   with Penn State's encouragement, agreed with the  12:54

11   Big Ten and the NCAA that they would keep the

12   NCAA and the Big Ten briefed on the progress

13   that they were making through their -- through

14   their inquiry and that that was part of the

15   university's hope and expectation, that the       12:54

16   Freeh Report would serve the purposes of

17   providing the information that both the Big Ten

18   and the NCAA were asking about.

19           So, yeah, that part of the agreement

20   among all the parties was that the Freeh Group    12:54

21   would routinely brief the NCAA.  So I didn't

22   know that there had been a meeting on

23   December 7th, no.  But did I know that they were

24   meeting and communicating?  Sure, of course.

25       Q.  Did you identify or appoint someone to    12:55
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1   be the liaison for purposes of being --

2       A.  Well, our general counsel, Donald Remy

3   was talking to them as a general point of

4   contact, and others in the office may have been

5   part of those conversations, but Donald was the   12:55

6   person on point.

7       Q.  Who decided that Donald should be the

8   liaison?

9       A.  Well, he was our general counsel, so of

10   course I would want him to do it.                 12:55

11       Q.  It's our understanding that Julie Roe

12   also attended this December 7th meeting with the

13   Freeh Group.

14           Were you aware of that?

15       A.  No.  But that doesn't surprise me.        12:55

16   That would make good sense.

17       Q.  Why would that make good sense?

18       A.  Because as I said, part of what Penn

19   State was looking for, as it was conveyed to me

20   by President Erickson, was to have the Freeh      12:55

21   Group report serve as a -- an

22   information-gathering process that might allow

23   them to answer the questions that I'd put before

24   them back in November, and having Julie involved

25   as the head of investigations, she would be able  12:56
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1   to provide them with guidance on the kinds of

2   questions that -- that the NCAA typically would

3   be asking.

4           The -- the reality of the Freeh Group

5   was that they -- and Judge Freeh was very leer    12:56

6   with -- in his conversations with me about this.

7   We're not in any way going to be conducting a

8   NCAA investigation and they weren't asking NCAA

9   questions.

10           What Donald and Julie or anybody else     12:56

11   in the senior staff that could provide Donald

12   with more information about would be somebody

13   that you would naturally want to have involved

14   in that conversation.

15       Q.  So it was your understanding that the     12:56

16   Freeh Group would not be looking into those four

17   questions for potential violations of NCAA

18   bylaws?

19       A.  No.  They were looking into whatever

20   the facts were that they were looking into as     12:57

21   instructed by the Penn State Board of Regents or

22   Governors, but the Regents' assignment from Penn

23   State was their assignment, not ours.

24           We had agreed with the University that

25   we would not expect any response to the letter    12:57
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1   of November -- whatever the date was -- 17th,

2   that I sent to the president until after the

3   Freeh Report was finished, and so there wasn't

4   any expectation that the Freeh Group was doing

5   the NCAA's investigation, indeed they weren't,    12:57

6   and they weren't looking for specific NCAA

7   violations.  They don't even know what those

8   are.  They're -- but they were, in fact,

9   gathering information, some of which may have

10   well been relevant to any future NCAA             12:57

11   investigation.

12       Q.  So you were not aware of one of the

13   tracts of the NCAA investigation potentially

14   being NCAA bylaw violations?

15           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.                  12:58

16           You might want to redo that.

17           THE WITNESS:  Well, I didn't understand

18   the question, so it's good that you try again.

19           MR. SEIBERLING:  I'm sorry.

20           THE WITNESS:  It's okay.                  12:58

21   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

22       Q.  So you weren't aware of one of the

23   tracts of the Freeh Group investigation being

24   potential NCAA bylaw violations?

25       A.  No.                                       12:58
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1       Q.  Was there any discussions of -- within

2   the NCAA of providing sample questions to the

3   Freeh Group?

4       A.  Not to my knowledge.

5       Q.  Do you know of sample questions being     12:58

6   provided to the NCAA by the NCAA --

7       A.  No.

8       Q.  -- I'm sorry -- to the Freeh Group by

9   the NCAA?

10       A.  Not to my knowledge.                      12:59

11           (Pause in proceedings.)

12   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

13       Q.  I'm going to show you what's marked as

14   Emmert's Exhibits 11 and 12.

15       A.  Um-hum.

16                    (Emmert Exhibit 11 and

17                     Emmert Exhibit 12 were marked

18                     for ID.)

19           MR. GARDNER:  Which one's 11 and which

20   one's --                                          13:00

21           MR. SEIBERLING:  The questions are 11.

22   The search terms are 12.

23           MR. GARDNER:  Thank you.

24           THE WITNESS:  (Reviewing document.)

25           MR. GARDNER:  Hey, Mark, do you want      13:00
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1   him to read this whole thing or are you going

2   to --

3           MR. SEIBERLING:  No.  I'm going to ask

4   you --

5           MR. GARDNER:  -- ask if he's ever seen    13:00

6   these proposed questions before?

7           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  Have you ever seen these proposed

10   questions before?                                 13:01

11       A.  Not that I recall, no.

12       Q.  Were you aware of these questions being

13   provided to the Freeh Group?

14       A.  No.  As I've said, I've -- not that I

15   recall.  I haven't seen these and didn't know     13:01

16   that these were being provided.  They are --

17   just looking through them quickly, without

18   having read them, they are the kinds of

19   questions that in order to answer the first four

20   questions on the front page, the University       13:01

21   would want to have answers to before they could

22   respond to the four questions posed in my

23   letter.  So I don't find anything in here

24   particularly surprising.

25       Q.  The first four questions would be the     13:01
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1   four questions --

2       A.  Yes.

3       Q.  -- within your November letter?

4       A.  Yes, right.  The four questions within

5   my November letter are -- were intentionally      13:01

6   broad questions.  And -- and then the -- as I --

7   again, as I'm just glancing through this

8   quickly, they -- these would seem to be -- the

9   subsequent issues seem to be the ones that if

10   Penn State were trying to prepare to answer       13:02

11   those questions, what -- what would satisfy

12   those -- provide a satisfactory answer to those

13   four questions, and most of them seem to be

14   these subsidiary issues.

15           So again, I don't find anything in here   13:02

16   surprising.

17       Q.  If the NCAA had provided those

18   questions to the Freeh Group, would you have had

19   had any problem with that?

20       A.  It certainly depends on the context and   13:02

21   what the use of them were.  If the -- if the

22   Freeh Group -- and I don't know the specific

23   instructions that the -- that the regents gave

24   to the -- the Freeh Group.  But if part of the

25   intention for the Freeh Group's report was to     13:02
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1   allow the university to answer these four

2   questions, then this would make perfectly good

3   sense.  And if I were the president of Penn

4   State or a board member or someone else at Penn

5   State, I would want to know the answers to those  13:02

6   questions.

7       Q.  If you could look at the search terms,

8   have you ever seen that document or those search

9   terms before?

10       A.  (Reviewing document.)                     13:03

11           Ah, no, don't believe so.  No.

12       Q.  If the NCAA had provided the Freeh

13   Group with search terms, would you have a

14   problem with that?

15       A.  Again, it completely depends on the       13:03

16   context and the use.  The -- the Freeh Group --

17   looking at these things, first of all, I

18   wouldn't find them particularly informative.  I

19   mean, it's not exactly surprising that a search

20   term like "Sandusky" ought to be used or          13:03

21   "shower" or "pedophile."

22           So I -- I don't see anything in here

23   that anyone wouldn't come to the conclusion to

24   look at regardless, so --

25       Q.  What about the suggested interviewees     13:04
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1   on the bottom?

2       A.  You know, for someone who's not

3   familiar with intercollegiate athletics overall,

4   I think again to say the compliance staff is

5   somebody that you would want to talk to is -- is  13:04

6   hardly shocking news.  Football camp employees

7   where Sandusky was with minors, again, I think

8   that's a pretty obvious thing for someone to

9   look at when they're conducting this

10   investigation.                                    13:04

11           So I don't -- I don't -- again, I

12   haven't seen this before, but I don't see this

13   as particularly problematic.

14       Q.  I believe we established earlier that

15   you had at least one phone call with Judge        13:04

16   Freeh?

17       A.  Um-hum.

18       Q.  In that phone call, did you discuss the

19   NCAA potentially providing suggested questions

20   or search terms?                                  13:04

21       A.  No, not that I recall at all.

22       Q.  Did -- did you have a similar

23   conversation with President Erickson?

24       A.  No, not that I recall.

25           THE WITNESS:  Want this?                  13:05
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1           MR. GARDNER:  (Nodding.)

2           THE WITNESS:  (Tendering document to

3   counsel.)

4                    (Emmert Exhibit 13 was marked

5                     for ID.)                        13:05

6   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

7       Q.  I show you what's marked as Emmert

8   Exhibit 13.

9       A.  (Reviewing document.)

10       Q.  This is what purports to be a             13:05

11   PowerPoint presentation --

12       A.  Um-hum.

13       Q.  -- that had been prepared by Julie Roe?

14       A.  Yes.

15       Q.  Have you ever seen this presentation      13:05

16   before?

17       A.  I remember it.  I don't recall the

18   details of it, but yes, sure, it's obviously

19   voluminous.  But this is, I assume, part of the

20   ongoing conversation about -- pardon me -- the    13:05

21   whole issue of institutional control and

22   unethical conduct that is constantly in debate

23   among the -- the leadership and -- of the NCAA,

24   not the national office, but among the members.

25           So the member universities have -- have   13:06
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1   long -- for a long time debated and discussed

2   how best to define and understand the construct

3   of institutional control, and it's a debate that

4   rages today among the member universities.

5       Q.  You mentioned you had seen this           13:06

6   presentation?

7       A.  I think so.  You know, again, the --

8   the issue of institutional control and head

9   coaches' control and -- I don't remember any of

10   these cases per se, but a variety of them is --   13:06

11   is part of conversations that have gone on.

12           I don't know where this -- I don't

13   remember where this particular deck was used,

14   but it -- it certainly is part of the ongoing

15   discussion among the members, again, about how    13:06

16   do you establish institutional control and how

17   do you know it when you see it and how do you

18   know it when it's not present.

19           Even today there's a group of athletic

20   directors that constantly are working on this     13:07

21   question, because it's the one that members are

22   most concerned about, hence the concern about

23   the Penn State situation, because again, from

24   the original filing of the grand jury through

25   the Freeh Report, the -- the greatest concern     13:07
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1   that -- that everyone in the Association had

2   was, you know, is this -- has the institution

3   lost control of its athletic department and was

4   there unethical conduct going on here.

5           That was right at the core of what the    13:07

6   Penn State question was all about.  And again, I

7   don't know specifically what this deck was

8   about, but it is -- it is one of the most

9   important conversations that the universities

10   have about -- about self governance.              13:07

11       Q.  Were you aware of this PowerPoint

12   presentation being provided to the Freeh Group?

13       A.  Ah, no, I wasn't.

14       Q.  Did you have a discussion with Julie

15   Roe at all about her presenting this slide        13:08

16   show -- or this PowerPoint presentation to the

17   Freeh Group?

18       A.  Not that I recall.

19       Q.  So as far as you know, you were not

20   aware of the Freeh Group being either educated    13:08

21   or provided a copy of this slide show

22   presentation?

23       A.  I -- I can't speak to what they were or

24   weren't educated about.  Again, there were

25   regular communications and updates between the    13:08
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1   Freeh Group and the NCAA and the Big Ten, all of

2   which was agreed upon by the University as a way

3   to try and provide as much focus on one

4   investigation rather than three simultaneous

5   investigations, and we had agreed that at the     13:08

6   end of the Freeh investigation, we would then

7   make a determination as to whether or not we

8   needed to go forward with an investigation as

9   would the Big Ten.

10           So there's nothing you're describing      13:09

11   here that was inconsistent with what had been

12   agreed by the University and was clearly

13   understood by everyone involved before the

14   process began.

15       Q.  You again mentioned the updates being     13:09

16   provided.

17           What was your understanding of what

18   those updates constituted or what were the

19   updates?

20           MR. GARDNER:  You really want him to go   13:09

21   through this again?  Because I know we've heard

22   that at least two or three times already.  I

23   mean, I guess he can answer it again.

24           MR. SEIBERLING:  Sorry.

25   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                13:09
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1       Q.  What was the substance of -- check

2   that.

3           How often were the updates?

4       A.  Well, first of all, I wasn't involved

5   in them, nor should, in my opinion, the           13:09

6   president have been involved in those -- the

7   president of the NCAA been involved in those

8   updates, and I -- I don't know who was on for

9   the other three or other two organizations, but

10   I -- I believe they were monthly or quarterly or  13:09

11   something like that.

12           And they were about the progress of

13   the -- of the investigation going forward, not a

14   reporting back of here's what we're finding,

15   here's what we see, here's what we think is       13:10

16   going on here.

17           I -- I received no information other

18   than the fact that they're continuing to move

19   forward with their investigation.  So the first

20   time I had any knowledge, for example, of the     13:10

21   substance of the Freeh Report was when the Freeh

22   Report was issued.

23       Q.  Would Donald Remy report back to you on

24   the substance of those updates?

25           MR. GARDNER:  Ah...                       13:10
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1           MR. SEIBERLING:  It's yes or no.

2           THE WITNESS:  Yes, but not on the

3   substance of the investigation; on the fact that

4   there were updates going on and that the Penn

5   State investigation was moving forward and        13:10

6   everything seemed to be moving at pace, nothing

7   about what they were finding, what the nature of

8   the inquiry was, where they were going with

9   their investigation, none of the substantive

10   issues that were -- that were part of the -- the  13:11

11   investigation itself or the report.  That was

12   never part of any of our conversations.

13   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

14       Q.  Were witnesses who were interviewed,

15   were they identified in those updates?            13:11

16       A.  No, not -- not updates to me, no.

17       Q.  And you would have been receiving the

18   information secondhand?

19           MR. GARDNER:  Well, yeah, I mean --

20   sure.  That's fine.                               13:11

21           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  Those meetings you identified involved

24   NCAA representatives, Big Ten representatives

25   and a representative from the Freeh Group; is     13:11
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1   that -- is that correct?

2           MR. GARDNER:  Ob- -- ob- --

3           THE WITNESS:  I --

4           MR. GARDNER:  You're just asking what

5   his understanding was?                            13:11

6           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yes.

7           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I was never

8   present.  So my understanding was that they

9   involved, yes, all three legal counsel from --

10   from the NCAA and from the Big Ten.  And -- but   13:12

11   I don't know specifically who from those other

12   organizations or the Freeh Group were involved.

13   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

14       Q.  Why was there no representative from

15   Penn State involved in those updates?             13:12

16       A.  I --

17           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

18           You mean other than the Freeh Group?

19   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

20       Q.  Why wasn't Cynthia Baldwin involved in    13:12

21   those?

22           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

23           THE WITNESS:  I -- I don't have any

24   reason to tell Penn State how they should or

25   shouldn't staff themselves.                       13:12
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1   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

2       Q.  Was there any discussion of -- of a

3   timeline of when the Freeh's investigation would

4   be complete?

5           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.                  13:12

6           THE WITNESS:  No.  No, not --

7           MR. GARDNER:  That's okay.  You can go

8   ahead.

9           THE WITNESS:  No, not -- I never heard

10   of any hard deadline or anything of the sort.     13:12

11   We certainly didn't have any input into what

12   that timeline would be or how long it was going

13   to take.

14           It was clear from the resources that

15   they had involved it was a very extensive         13:13

16   debate.  It had been made clear publicly that --

17   by the regents that they wanted as exhaustive a

18   study as could be done, and it would take as

19   long as it took.  And as far as I can tell,

20   that's exactly how it played out.                 13:13

21   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

22       Q.  When did you first learn that the Freeh

23   Group investigation report would be released?

24       A.  Oh, I don't remember but almost

25   immediately beforehand.  I had no pre-knowledge   13:13
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1   of it coming forward in any -- with any

2   consequential lead time.  I don't even recall.

3       Q.  You were provided notice, though, as to

4   when it would be released?

5           MR. GARDNER:  Object.                     13:13

6           THE WITNESS:  Um, it -- you know, I

7   don't recall specifically.  I remember sitting

8   watching the report provided by Judge Freeh,

9   just like the entire world watched, and that was

10   the first time that I knew of any substance of    13:14

11   the report.

12           So you know, if I -- if I had

13   pre-notice, it wasn't very long.

14                    (Emmert Exhibit 14 and Emmert

15                     Exhibit 15 were marked

16                     for ID.)

17   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

18       Q.  I'll show you what's marked as Emmert

19   Exhibit 14 and Emmert Exhibit 15.

20           MR. GARDNER:  Just give us a second.      13:15

21   We don't have our copies yet.  Please.

22           MR. VOSS:  (Tendering documents to

23   counsel.)

24           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

25           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.  If we could       13:15
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1   establish for the record, I believe that -- I

2   think everyone will agree that the Freeh Report

3   was released July 12th.

4           THE WITNESS:  I don't remember the

5   date, but okay, I believe you.                    13:15

6   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

7       Q.  The -- the two documents in front of

8   you are -- are meeting invites for July 10th and

9   July 11th.

10       A.  Um-hum.                                   13:15

11       Q.  Do you remember having internal

12   meetings prior to the release of the Freeh

13   Report regarding the Penn State matter?

14       A.  I -- I remember that we -- we knew that

15   there was likely to be some release.  I don't     13:15

16   remember the -- this specific meeting that --

17   that you're -- that's being referenced here if

18   that's what you mean at that particular hour.

19           But obviously this was a -- an issue of

20   extraordinary importance and was the focus of an  13:16

21   enormous amount of attention.  And we were -- we

22   were obviously anxiously awaiting the Freeh

23   Report, again because we didn't know what

24   direction it was going to go.  And so as soon as

25   we had awareness that it was coming out, we       13:16
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1   began talking about it.

2           And as I said and I just -- and I think

3   as these documents make clear, if we had advance

4   notice, I don't remember exactly when we heard.

5   It would have been immediately before as          13:16

6   these -- these suggest.

7       Q.  If this was prior to the Freeh Report

8   being released --

9       A.  Yes, 24 hours prior, yes.

10       Q.  -- what would you have been discussing    13:16

11   in those meetings?

12       A.  Probably how to -- how to proceed and

13   what -- you know, what we would do when the

14   Freeh -- Freeh Report was released and how we

15   would analyze the data.                           13:16

16           And again, this is -- it's critical to

17   recognize this is one of the most consequential

18   events in intercollegiate athletic history.  It

19   would have been irresponsible for me to not get

20   my staff together and say, okay, it looks like    13:17

21   we're -- we're going to have this report now and

22   where do we think this is going to lead us.

23       Q.  In this time -- in this same time

24   period prior to the release of the Freeh Report,

25   do you remember having a conversation with        13:17
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1   President Erickson?

2       A.  Ah, no, but that doesn't mean I didn't.

3   But I don't recall having one with him at that

4   time.  Again, I chatted with him a number of

5   times throughout this -- this period.             13:17

6           THE WITNESS:  (Tendering document to

7   counsel.)

8           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

9   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

10       Q.  So on -- when the Freeh Report was        13:18

11   released on July 12th, did you review the Freeh

12   Report?

13       A.  Yes.

14       Q.  What were your thoughts on the Freeh

15   Report?                                           13:18

16       A.  I was shocked by it.

17       Q.  Did you have internal meetings to

18   discuss the Freeh Report?

19       A.  Sure.

20       Q.  How many?                                 13:18

21       A.  Oh, I don't remember.  You know, again,

22   this is such an enormous issue, the results of

23   that investigation were -- were shocking and

24   pointed to some extraordinary bad behavior.

25           And again, we're not talking about        13:18
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1   tattoos here.  We're talking about young men

2   being raped in a shower room.  This is -- this

3   is not like something that the NCAA deals with

4   on a normal basis, thank God.  And so we had --

5   we had meetings about it constantly.  Everyone    13:19

6   was, you know, absorbing the material.

7           You have to try very hard to stay

8   unemotional about a highly emotional issue.  I

9   don't think anybody could read the -- I don't

10   know anybody that could read the Freeh Report     13:19

11   and not be shocked and moved by all of it.

12           So of course we were -- we were meeting

13   and talking about it.  And how many meetings?  I

14   don't know.  We met and talked about it a lot.

15                    (Emmert Exhibit 16 was marked

16                     for ID.)

17   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

18       Q.  I show you Emmert Exhibit 16.

19       A.  (Reviewing document.)

20       Q.  This is an e-mail from the day            13:20

21   July 12th, 2012, which is the day the Freeh

22   Report was released, and you are e-mailing Bob

23   Williams, Jim Isch, Donald Remy, David Berst,

24   Julie Roe, Kevin Lennon and Crissy Schluep,

25   "Let's begin the review immediately.  There's     13:20
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1   obviously -- obviously much to digest and

2   consider in this."

3           Why did you select these people who are

4   in the "to" and the "cc" line to review the

5   Freeh Report immediately?                         13:20

6       A.  Because it's the senior leadership team

7   responsible for these issues.  And Jim Isch --

8   Jim Isch is the chief operating officer; Donald

9   Remy is the general counsel; David Berst is the

10   VP for our Division I governance under which      13:20

11   this occurs; Julie Roe Lach is the vice

12   president for enforcement; Kevin Lennon is the

13   vice president for AMA and -- and the most

14   knowledgeable person on the Division I rules;

15   and Crissy Schluep was my personal assistant at   13:21

16   the time who was coordinating the meetings for

17   me.

18           And if anything, I think my statement

19   is calmer than I would have looked at it today.

20   I mean, to say "there's obviously much to digest  13:21

21   and consider in this," I think is the gross

22   understatement of the day.

23       Q.  Other than your internal staff, who

24   else outside of the NCAA did you discuss the

25   Freeh Report with?                                13:21
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1       A.  You mean who -- who did I have

2   telephone conversations with?

3       Q.  Yes.

4       A.  I don't recall.  I would have expected

5   probably the -- the chairs of the executive       13:21

6   committee and the D-I board, but I don't -- but

7   I don't remember those conversations today.  But

8   I was talking to lots of people about this.

9       Q.  Were they individual calls?

10       A.  Probably.  I don't remember having a      13:21

11   conference call with all of them at that stage.

12       Q.  Do you remember which presidents or

13   members of the executive committee were reaching

14   out to you or that you were having discussions

15   with?                                             13:22

16       A.  No, not specifically, but again, my

17   assumption is that at that moment, I would have

18   talked to the chairs of the D-I board and the

19   executive committee.  Those are the membership

20   bodies that are the most responsible characters   13:22

21   for association actions.

22       Q.  Do you remember discussing the Freeh

23   Report with Ed Ray?

24       A.  He was one of the two people I'm

25   referring to.  So the chair of the executive      13:22
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1   committee at that time was Ed Ray, president of

2   Oregon State University, and the chair of the

3   D-I board was Lou Anna Simon, the president of

4   Michigan State University, and they're both

5   still in those positions.                         13:22

6       Q.  If you can, describe your conversations

7   with Ed Ray.

8       A.  I can't because I don't recall it.  As

9   I just mentioned, I am assuming I would have

10   talked to them during this time, but I don't      13:22

11   recall the specific conversations.

12       Q.  Do you remember what Ed Ray's position

13   was during the Freeh Report?

14       A.  No, I don't.

15           MR. GARDNER:  Can you be -- given how     13:23

16   fast things moved -- and I apologize for

17   interrupting.

18           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

19           MR. GARDNER:  -- if you can be more

20   specific with the time of your questions, then    13:23

21   you guys won't get crossed up.

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  Did you discuss the Freeh Report with

24   anyone from the Freeh Group after the Freeh

25   Report was released?                              13:23
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1       A.  Hum.

2           MR. GARDNER:  You're excluding

3   privileged conversations?

4           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

5           MR. GARDNER:  Right.                      13:23

6           Okay.

7           THE WITNESS:  Not that I recall.  I

8   don't -- I don't remember -- I don't remember

9   doing so.

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

11       Q.  Do you know if Donald Remy had any

12   conversations with the Freeh Group after the

13   Freeh Report was released?

14       A.  I don't know, but I would have found

15   that pretty normal, given that they had this      13:23

16   ongoing communication as agreed upon by Penn

17   State.

18                    (Emmert Exhibit 17 was marked

19                     for ID.)

20   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                13:24

21       Q.  I'll show you what's marked as Emmert

22   Exhibit 17.

23       A.  (Reviewing document.)

24           Okay.

25       Q.  The e-mail references you having a        13:25
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1   meeting with Judge Freeh.

2           Does that -- again, I know it sounds

3   like you don't remember, but do you remember

4   even discussing the possibility of having a

5   meeting with Judge Freeh?                         13:25

6       A.  Yeah, I'm sorry, I don't.  This would

7   hardly be to me an unusual thing, but I don't --

8   I don't remember it.

9                    (Emmert Exhibit 18 was marked

10                     for ID.)                        13:25

11   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

12       Q.  Showing you Emmert Exhibit No. 18.

13       A.  (Reviewing document.)

14           Okay.

15       Q.  This is an e-mail dated July 12th, 2012   13:26

16   from Ed Ray to Julie Roe, cc'ing you and Jim

17   Isch.

18           After reading the e-mail, do you

19   remember --

20       A.  Yeah.                                     13:26

21       Q.  -- being copied on this e-mail?

22       A.  I remember -- I remember it vaguely.  I

23   don't remember the specific e-mail, of course.

24       Q.  Do you remember discussing any of these

25   issues that Ed Ray raises in here with Ed Ray?    13:27
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1       A.  Well, I certainly talked to, again,

2   the -- at this point he was chair of the

3   executive committee and as I said, I remember

4   talking to he and the -- I'm sure I would have

5   at this moment talked to he and Lou Anna Simon,   13:27

6   the chair of the executive committee, and I

7   certainly would have informed them as to how we

8   were proceeding and what we were thinking about

9   doing and, again, this is literally the -- this

10   is the 12th, correct, the day the Freeh Report    13:27

11   was issued?

12       Q.  The day of.

13       A.  And it was concomitant with the other

14   note that you had me read, where I told all my

15   people that we needed the people involved in      13:27

16   this, that we needed to look at this and digest

17   it and be ready to provide recommendations to

18   the board and surely Ed Ray and I suspect all

19   the members of the board.  Indeed, all of higher

20   education in America was sitting wondering what   13:28

21   does the Freeh Report mean and is the NCAA going

22   to do anything here.

23           MR. GARDNER:  Can I -- I apologize.

24   Can I make one clarification?  Was the chair of

25   the D-I board at that time Lou Anna Simon or was  13:28
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1   it the USF president, Judy --

2           THE WITNESS:  Oh, I beg your pardon.

3   It was -- it was Judy Genshaft.  You're quite

4   right, It was Judy Genshaft, president of the --

5   thank you -- South Florida, yeah.                 13:28

6   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

7       Q.  In the second paragraph, Ed Ray

8   mentions "sweeping changes in enforcement

9   culture and penalties."

10       A.  Yes.                                      13:28

11       Q.  Were these the changes that were going

12   to come out of the working groups we discussed

13   earlier?

14       A.  Yes.  Out of the -- he was -- as I

15   said, he was chair of the enforcement working     13:28

16   group and so the changes that they were trying

17   to put in place are the ones that he was

18   referring to and their implementation that would

19   occur over a -- over a two-year period.

20                    (Emmert Exhibit 19 was marked

21                     for ID.)

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  I'm going to show you what's marked

24   Exhibit 19.  This is just a continuation of the

25   previous e-mail.                                  13:29
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1       A.  (Reviewing document.)

2           Yes.

3       Q.  The top e-mail is July 13th, 2012, Jim

4   Isch to you stating "Mark, I wonder if you

5   shouldn't call Ed and explain our plans."         13:29

6           What plans is he referring to in that

7   e-mail?

8       A.  How we planned on proceeding.

9       Q.  So at this point, on July 13th, 2012,

10   you already had a plan?                           13:29

11       A.  We had certainly an intention to spend

12   enough time digesting the Freeh Report and then

13   bringing to the board and the executive

14   committee the options that might be available to

15   them at that point.                               13:30

16           So we -- we weren't sitting around

17   saying, gee, I don't know what to do, if that's

18   what you mean by a "plan," but we most certainly

19   didn't have a plan to say, here's precisely how

20   we want to proceed, if that's what you mean, in   13:30

21   terms of imposing sanctions and doing a consent

22   decree over a variety of other things.  I'm not

23   quite sure I understand what your interpretation

24   of "plan" is.

25       Q.  I just want to understand.  As of July    13:30
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1   13, 2012 what were the options on the table?

2           MR. GARDNER:  And let me -- just as

3   we're getting into this period --

4           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

5           MR. GARDNER:  And I know you know where   13:30

6   I'm going, Mark.

7           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

8           MR. GARDNER:  -- we need to be careful

9   that we don't divulge the substance of

10   privileged communications --                      13:30

11           THE WITNESS:  Sure.

12           MR. GARDNER:  -- about planning and

13   discussing legal options.

14           What you understood the options to be

15   or thought you had or anything like that is       13:30

16   certainly fine and I think we can --

17           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

18           MR. GARDNER:  -- get at what you want

19   that way.

20           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.                    13:31

21           MR. GARDNER:  But communications that

22   Donald Remy was directing as counsel --

23           THE WITNESS:  Got it.  Okay.

24           MR. GARDNER:  -- we need to stay away

25   from.
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1           THE WITNESS:  Well, first of all, this

2   is 24 hours after the Freeh Report's been

3   released.  So at that stage, the -- the plan

4   that I -- first of all, that's Jim -- those are

5   Jim Isch's words, not mine.  I can't interpret    13:31

6   how he uses a particular word, but the plan was

7   about how to proceed with a conversation about

8   this, not about here are specific options, here

9   are the things you need to choose from.

10           It was -- it was rather at that very      13:31

11   early going, here's how we should think about

12   this and here is a plan for engaging on this

13   issue, not here's the plan, let's -- let's

14   impose a penalty, let's consider a consent

15   decree, you know, let's move to any one action.   13:31

16   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

17       Q.  That same day, July 13th, 2012, do you

18   remember having a call with President Erickson?

19       A.  I don't recall that particular day, but

20   again, I wouldn't be surprised if I talked to     13:32

21   him on that day.

22       Q.  Do you remember how many calls or

23   conversations you had with President Erickson

24   between the time of the Freeh Report and the

25   consent decree?                                   13:32
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1       A.  A handful.  I can't say with precision

2   it was three or five, but it was a handful.

3           MR. SEIBERLING:  I promise, we're not

4   going to go through this entire thing.

5                    (Emmert Exhibit 20 was marked

6                     for ID.)

7   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

8       Q.  Emmert Exhibit No. 20, what I'm showing

9   you is a transcript from the August 12th, 2012

10   Penn State Board of Trustees meeting.  The only   13:33

11   part I'm going to ask questions about is the

12   testimony of President Erickson at that meeting,

13   which I believe begins on page 25.

14           MR. GARDNER:  Testimony?

15           MR. SEIBERLING:  I'm sorry, his -- not    13:33

16   his testimony, his --

17           MR. GARDNER:  Remarks.

18           MS. DOBLICK:  Thank you.

19           MR. GARDNER:  I think his testimony is

20   going on right now.                               13:33

21           MR. SEIBERLING:  And probably the rest

22   of the afternoon.

23           THE WITNESS:  And would you like me to

24   read this?  Is that --

25   BY MR. SEIBERLING:
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1       Q.  Well, actually, we'll just walk through

2   it if that's okay with you.

3       A.  Well, um...

4           MR. GARDNER:  If you want to kind of

5   read it ahead of time, you certainly can.         13:33

6           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

7           THE WITNESS:  Well, let me see where

8   it's going, first of all, if I could, please.

9   (Reviewing document.)

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                13:35

11       Q.  And so you understand, I'm only going

12   to ask about the calls that he elaborates on in

13   the remarks.

14       A.  Yes.  Okay.  Thank you. (Reviewing

15   document.)                                        13:36

16           Okay.  Go ahead.  I haven't finished,

17   but pretty close.

18       Q.  If we could start on page 25, on line

19   number 9, it says "I received a message to call

20   President Emmert on Friday, July 13th as I was    13:37

21   leaving the Scranton campus after the Board of

22   Trustees meeting.  Mark Emmert indicated that

23   now that the Freeh Report had been issued, the

24   University should begin to work to respond to

25   the letter we received last November 17th from    13:37
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1   the NCAA following the grand jury presentment.

2   Dr. Emmert indicated that we would have until

3   the first week or so of August to develop our

4   response to the November 17th letter."

5           Do you remember communicating to          13:37

6   President Emmert [sic] that you wanted a

7   response to the November 17th letter and that

8   they had until the first week in August to

9   provide that response?

10       A.  You said "Dr. Emmert."  You meant         13:37

11   Dr. Erickson, I know --

12       Q.  Oh, I'm sorry.

13       A.  -- but it's quite all right.

14       Q.  I've been doing a lot of that today.

15       A.  It's all right.                           13:38

16           So, yeah, I remember that.  I don't

17   remember the specific date that it was

18   requested, but the initial conversation among my

19   senior staff was that okay, they've got the

20   information now, they've been given until that    13:38

21   period -- until the period at the end of the

22   report to provide this information had been

23   delayed until then.  So now let's -- let's have

24   them provide something in writing.

25       Q.  So as of July 13th, your response --      13:38
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1   or your communications with President Emmert

2   [sic] were related to you need to respond to our

3   November 11, 2011 letter?

4       A.  Yes, that's probably right.

5       Q.  If you continue on, it says "Dr. Emmert   13:38

6   called me back after the weekend and indicated

7   that both the NCAA Division I board and the NCAA

8   executive committee were shocked by the Sandusky

9   trial as well as the facts that was provided in

10   the Freeh Report and that an overwhelming         13:39

11   majority of the boards wanted blood, to shut

12   down Penn State's football program for multiple

13   years."

14           July 13th would have been a Friday.

15   According to President Erickson's remarks, he     13:39

16   said he spoke to you then after the weekend,

17   which presumably would have been Monday or

18   Tuesday of the following week.  Does --

19       A.  Could be.

20       Q.  -- that sound correct?                    13:39

21       A.  Could be.  I don't recall the date.

22       Q.  Do you remember discussing with

23   President Erickson how the Division I board and

24   the NCAA executive committee were shocked by the

25   Sandusky trial and that "an overwhelming          13:39
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1   majority of the boards wanted blood, to shut

2   down Penn State's football program for multiple

3   years"?

4           MR. GARDNER:  The -- you were going to

5   finish reading that.  You said -- you skipped     13:39

6   "as well as the facts that were provided in the

7   Freeh Report."

8           THE WITNESS:  Yes, so at this point --

9   if I may, it's a compound question.

10           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.                    13:40

11           THE WITNESS:  I'll answer it in two

12   pieces.

13           Was the board and the executive

14   committee shocked by the Freeh Report on the

15   Sandusky trial?  Yeah.  And I think they were as  13:40

16   taken aback as anyone could be about both of

17   those -- those events.

18           The Sandusky trial, of course,

19   elaborated pretty clearly what criminal behavior

20   had gone on and the evidence behind it, and then  13:40

21   the Freeh Report speaks for itself and the fact

22   that the -- the Board of Regents of Penn State

23   had accepted that report as a basis for fact I

24   think had -- yeah, "shocked" is the right

25   word -- a shocking effect on -- on many people    13:40
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1   including all the university presidents on those

2   two bodies.

3           When we talked about -- "we" being

4   myself and the presidents that were on the

5   executive committee and the board -- about what   13:41

6   potential penalties would be appropriate in this

7   particular case if the Sandusky -- excuse me,

8   the -- the Freeh Report was accepted, rather

9   than conducting an independent investigation, a

10   part that seems to be skipped here, yeah, they    13:41

11   were -- the -- the consensus on the board,

12   strong consensus on the phone call was that this

13   was something where the -- I -- I don't

14   typically use terms like "out for blood," but --

15   so I'll leave those for President Erickson's      13:41

16   words -- but there certainly was a very strong

17   sentiment to -- to do -- impose the death

18   penalty and for multiple years on the first

19   conversation among the -- among the board and

20   the executive committee.                          13:41

21   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

22       Q.  At the time you were relaying this

23   information to President Erickson --

24       A.  Yes.

25       Q.  -- had you spoken to the board and the    13:42
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1   executive committee as a whole or individually?

2       A.  On a conference call.

3           MR. GARDNER:  When you get to a good

4   breaking point, I could use five minutes.  When

5   you get to one.                                   13:42

6           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

7           MR. GARDNER:  I'm not trying to

8   interrupt.

9   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

10       Q.  If we could read the -- read the next

11   sentence.  "He then said that you should put the

12   November 17th letter aside, that things were

13   moving fast and not in a good direction for Penn

14   State."

15           Why did you advise President Erickson     13:42

16   to put aside the November 17th letter?

17       A.  Well, let's -- let's back up to parts

18   that aren't in this conversation that are part

19   of the narrative as well.

20           So in my conversations with President     13:42

21   Erickson after the -- the Freeh Report was

22   released -- and frankly, I don't remember who

23   called whom.  But in -- in those conversations,

24   those initial conversations, we had a

25   conversation, a discussion about whether or not   13:43
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1   the Freeh Report could be used as the basis for

2   the -- the national office working with the

3   board or the executive committee as established

4   fact, or whether or not indeed we should go

5   ahead and launch an investigation and begin to    13:43

6   conduct an independent investigation as the --

7   the infractions -- excuse me -- the office of

8   infrac- -- office of enforcement typically would

9   do.

10           President Erickson was quite clear that   13:43

11   he thought that would be really difficult and

12   inappropriate for the -- for the university.

13   The idea of spending another year or two

14   conducting another investigation on top of what

15   was going on at the -- at the university with     13:44

16   the Freeh Report was a very unattractive option

17   to him.

18           So part of what we talked about was the

19   willingness of the University to stipulate that

20   the -- as the board had already done in           13:44

21   accepting the Freeh Report, that the facts of

22   the Freeh Report were the facts of this

23   particular case.  And in that circumstance, if

24   you were going to move toward a -- I think the

25   language we were using at this time was some      13:44
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1   sort of "summary judgment."  We'd never entered

2   into a consent decree model, so we were using

3   relatively loose language.  I keep putting

4   quotes around "summary judgment" because I don't

5   know what that means in a legal sense, that       13:44

6   there wasn't any -- there wasn't any need for

7   him to respond to the letter of the 17th and

8   that he was -- he was not unhappy at all with

9   the prospect that he didn't have to sit down and

10   provide a response to the letter of the 17th.     13:45

11   And he was certainly anxious to try and find a

12   way to not go through an NCAA investigation into

13   the report -- into -- excuse me -- into the

14   behavior of the campus around all of this issue.

15       Q.  So it was -- you -- you relayed to        13:45

16   President Emmert [sic] that --

17           MR. GARDNER:  Erickson.

18           MR. SEIBERLING:  I'm sorry.

19           MR. GARDNER:  It's okay.

20           MR. SEIBERLING:  I keep doing that.       13:45

21           MR. GARDNER:  We're with you.

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  So you relayed to President Erickson

24   that Penn State should contemplate accepting the

25   findings of the Freeh Report?                     13:45
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1           MR. GARDNER:  Objection, misstates what

2   you just heard.

3           But go ahead.

4           THE WITNESS:  First of all, the Board

5   of Regents had already accepted the Freeh         13:45

6   Report.  And the question before my board and

7   executive committee was do we pursue a

8   traditional enforcement route or do we craft a

9   different approach to this unprecedented

10   problem.                                          13:46

11           And President Erickson understood

12   clearly that those were some of the options that

13   were being contemplated.  He certainly did not

14   want to go through another year or two of

15   investigation.                                    13:46

16           He -- and based upon his comments, his

17   executive committee of his board believed that

18   it was in the university's best interest to move

19   forward with alacrity and to find a way to put

20   resolution to this on the campus.  This was -- I  13:46

21   don't remember the day of the week, but this was

22   also the period around which they removed Joe

23   Paterno's statue, for example.

24           I think it was that weekend as my

25   memory recalls, and -- and so they were looking   13:46
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1   for a way to put this behind them.  One of the

2   ways to do that was to say, look, the Freeh

3   investigation was as thorough as -- an

4   investigation as you're going to get done in

5   this time frame.                                  13:47

6           And in talking to the -- my board and

7   executive committee, there was an understanding

8   that the Freeh Report provided more than

9   sufficient evidence to make a decision about

10   whether or not there had been inappropriate       13:47

11   behavior at Penn State University.

12           So in that context and what's left out

13   of this narrative that's being provided here is

14   that that whole discussion occurred between

15   those dates while we were having this             13:47

16   conversation.  So yes, we did indeed say -- I

17   did indeed say, well, look, if we're going to

18   move toward a summary judgment model, which

19   wound up becoming the consent decree, you don't

20   need to answer this November 17th letter.  That   13:48

21   wasn't a command "Thou shouldn't respond to it."

22   It's "You don't need to do that if you don't

23   want to."  Had he been interested in responding

24   to that, I'm sure I and the committee would have

25   been -- executive committee would have been more  13:48
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1   than happy to hear his response.

2           But at that point the conclusion was

3   you don't need to do that if you don't want to.

4   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

5       Q.  You had mentioned several times that      13:48

6   the Penn State board accepted the Freeh Report.

7   What was your understanding of how that was

8   done?

9           MR. GARDNER:  Ob --

10           THE WITNESS:  I -- I'm not sure what      13:48

11   you mean.

12   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

13       Q.  You said the Board of Regents of Penn

14   State accepted the Freeh Report?

15       A.  Yes.                                      13:48

16       Q.  Was there a board vote?

17       A.  I -- I don't know.  I just know that at

18   the -- at the press conferences around it, the

19   chairman of the board said they did.  How -- how

20   the university conducts its business I have to    13:49

21   leave to the university.

22       Q.  You're not aware of a vote by the board

23   accepting the Freeh Report, were you?

24       A.  Again, I -- how the university decides

25   to conduct its business is its business.  That's  13:49
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1   not something the NCAA tells someone how to do.

2       Q.  So your characterization of accepting

3   the Freeh Report is based on the president or

4   the chair of the board making a public

5   statement?                                        13:49

6       A.  I think that would be the appropriate

7   person to make such a statement, yes.

8       Q.  We've deposed several individuals from

9   Penn State, and one in particular, the general

10   counsel, represented that Penn State has never    13:49

11   accepted the Freeh Report.

12           MR. GARDNER:  That -- that -- no, I

13   don't agree with that characterization.  It was

14   far more nuanced than that.

15           But go ahead.                             13:49

16   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

17       Q.  His characterization was that for the

18   purposes of the consent decree, Penn State

19   accepted the findings of the Freeh Report but it

20   was limited to that scope?                        13:50

21       A.  Well, since that's --

22           MR. GARDNER:  As a -- give me just a

23   second.  As a matter of formal board governance,

24   he didn't disavow anything that Ken Frazier said

25   publicly.                                         13:50
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1           MR. SEIBERLING:  No, he didn't disavow

2   any public statements made by them, yes.

3           MS. DOBLICK:  Is there a question

4   pending?

5           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yes.                     13:50

6   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

7       Q.  Was that your understanding of the --

8   of the scope or the purposes for which Penn

9   State was accepting the Freeh Report?

10           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.         13:50

11           THE WITNESS:  When the chairman of the

12   board of a university stands up and makes a

13   pronouncement, I think it would be odd in the

14   extreme for me or anyone in the NCAA to call up

15   that chairman and say, did you really mean it?    13:50

16   Did you have authority to say that?  Do you --

17   are you following your governance rules?

18           Those are internal matters for a

19   university.  I -- I can't imagine the

20   circumstances under which I would call up a       13:50

21   president -- a chairman of a board and say,

22   gosh, I'm not sure that you're following your

23   own rules.

24           So of course we -- we and all of the

25   other presidents who were involved in this        13:51
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1   decision -- so you had 20 university presidents

2   sitting there, none of whom had ever heard a

3   chairman of the board mislead the public about

4   something.  So I -- I guess we got duped, if

5   that's what you're implying.  I'm sure I          13:51

6   understand your point.

7   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

8       Q.  The general counsel

9   characterized the --

10       A.  I -- I'm sorry, I can't speak for the     13:51

11   general counsel from Penn State.

12       Q.  Well, I --

13       A.  He -- his opinion is his opinion.  I'm

14   simply telling you what we heard, what we saw,

15   what I heard from the president of the            13:51

16   University.  So those are pretty reliable

17   sources in my book.

18       Q.  Was the acceptance of the Freeh

19   findings a condition of the consent decree?

20           MR. GARDNER:  Object to form.  You --     13:51

21   you know it's in there.

22           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

23           MR. GARDNER:  So you're asking him if

24   it's in there?

25   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                13:52
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1       Q.  Was it a requirement in order for --

2       A.  It's --

3       Q.  -- for the NCAA to enter into the

4   consent decree?

5       A.  It is included in the consent decree,     13:52

6   yes.

7           MR. GARDNER:  Can I have that break?

8           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yes, yeah.

9           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going off

10   the record.  The time is now approximately        13:52

11   1:52 p.m.

12                    (Recess taken from 1:52 p.m.

13                     to 2:10 p.m. EST)

14           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We're now going back

15   on the record.  The time's approximately          14:09

16   2:10 p.m.

17   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

18       Q.  Dr. Emmert, when we broke briefly, we

19   were discussing the Penn State's acceptance of

20   the Freeh findings.                               14:10

21       A.  Um-hum.

22       Q.  And I just want to try to understand

23   what that acceptance of the Freeh findings meant

24   with respect to the November 2011 letter.

25           Is it my understanding that by            14:10
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1   accepting the Freeh findings, there wouldn't --

2   it would not be necessary for Penn State to

3   respond to the November 2011 letter.

4           MS. DOBLICK:  Objection.

5           THE WITNESS:  No, that's not --           14:10

6           MS. DOBLICK:  Objection to form.

7           THE WITNESS:  That's not the way the

8   events went at all, actually.

9           So the -- the fundamental notion about

10   the November letter and the response to the four  14:10

11   questions were not per se related to the Freeh

12   Report, they were related to whether or not the

13   university wanted to move forward with -- a

14   summary judgment again hadn't crafted a consent

15   decree at this point in the -- in the timeline    14:11

16   or whether or not we would pursue a traditional

17   investigation over a multimonth, maybe multiyear

18   period, and President Erickson clearly indicated

19   that they would much rather pursue a summary

20   judgment model than a conventional investigation  14:11

21   process.

22           And so at that stage, if we were going

23   to pursue a summary judgment model, it didn't

24   require that they respond to the November 17th

25   letter.  Indeed that seemed like a redundant      14:11
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1   effort.  It would have been, I'm sure, welcomed

2   by the executive committee to have had their

3   response, but it seemed redundant.

4           It was nothing more than trying to

5   minimize the effort that was being put into this  14:12

6   by Penn State and by others.  We'd reach a stage

7   where there wasn't a need for them to respond

8   specifically to this, to that now nine-month old

9   letter, nothing more than that.

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

11       Q.  So accepting the Freeh findings would

12   forgo the need for the NCAA to undertake its own

13   investigation?

14       A.  No, that's not what I said.  What I

15   said was that the -- the investigation, the       14:12

16   Freeh investigation had been completed.  At that

17   stage, the board and executive committee were

18   beginning to have conversations about whether or

19   not to move toward a summary judgment model

20   rather than to go forward with a conventional     14:12

21   investigation.

22           That decision was still -- had not been

23   made at that stage, but given that President

24   Erickson was hopeful that we could find a

25   summary judgment style solution, there wasn't a   14:13
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1   need to pursue answering a specific question --

2   the specific questions that were in the November

3   letter.

4           So that's part of what you were reading

5   in there, was President Erickson and I talked     14:13

6   about the fact that for them to take time at

7   this point and have their counsel sit and work

8   on crafting a response to that now nine-month

9   old letter was a redundant exercise and not

10   necessary.                                        14:13

11       Q.  But if President Erickson had opted not

12   to go the summary judgment route, then a

13   response to those four questions or that letter

14   would have been necessary?

15       A.  Possibly.  But had we decided to move     14:13

16   forward with an investigation, then, you know,

17   we would have -- it's a hypothetical.  I don't

18   know the answer to that, but that's not the

19   direction we went.  So that's not the direction

20   he wanted to go.  So it's a hypothetical.         14:14

21       Q.  So at this point in time, there's

22   really two options.  There's this summary

23   judgment model or there's an enforcement action?

24       A.  An investigation, yes.

25       Q.  Investigation.                            14:14
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1           Any other options on the table at that

2   time?

3       A.  No.  Those are always the two options

4   that were on the table.

5       Q.  Doesn't the investigation process         14:14

6   provide for a type of summary judgment result?

7           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

8           THE WITNESS:  It can after the

9   conclusion of an investigation, yes.  So in a --

10   a more typical circumstance -- again, we -- I     14:14

11   don't mean to sound redundant, but you -- you

12   always have to, in discussing this, put it back

13   in context.  This is and was the most

14   extraordinary thing that's happened to an

15   athletic department in the NCAA's history and so  14:14

16   everybody, Penn State, us, Big Ten, everybody is

17   trying to find a resolution to this problem that

18   is appropriate to these extraordinary

19   circumstances.

20           But if this had been a -- you know, an    14:15

21   impermissible benefits case where a booster had

22   given a kid $5,000, then, sure, you'd go through

23   the facts of that case, you'd do an

24   investigation.  At the conclusion of the

25   investigation, the university and the NCAA        14:15
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1   enforcement staff can agree that here's the

2   facts, we all agree to it, you want to go in

3   front of the committee on infractions or do you

4   just want to agree that this happened and then

5   take whatever the penalty is that we agree on,    14:15

6   and universities have that option at that point.

7   That's certainly not what occurred in this

8   particular circumstance.

9   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

10       Q.  The next sentence in --                   14:15

11       A.  I'm sorry, could you remind me what

12   page we're on?  I closed my book here.

13       Q.  We're on page 26, beginning on line 6.

14   It states "He indicated that the nature of the

15   violations were such that sanctions would not go  14:16

16   through the normal committee on infractions

17   route, as Gene just indicated, but rather be

18   taken up directly by the board in this case and

19   that the board had the power to go that route."

20           Do you remember advising President        14:16

21   Erickson that the board was going to take this

22   up directly?

23       A.  We discussed as I -- as I've just said,

24   President Erickson and I discussed on several

25   occasions, as we were having these                14:16
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1   conversations -- I can't -- again, I'm sorry, I

2   can't remember the specific phone calls or

3   whether it was three or five or -- but -- but we

4   discussed the desirability of not going back

5   through a conventional investigation, that the    14:16

6   University wished to avoid going back and going

7   through a conventional investigation, they

8   sought closure to this issue and that one of the

9   options available to the board -- and the board

10   discussed this at length -- was to allow a        14:17

11   conventional process to go forward or to pursue

12   some form of summary judgment.

13           And the agreement that President

14   Erickson sought and that the board sought

15   collectively was that moving forward by the time  14:17

16   he gave this -- this testimony (indicating to

17   document), moving forward with a consent decree

18   was the most appropriate way to proceed.  It was

19   a mutual understanding.  It wasn't something

20   that the -- that the board said this is your      14:17

21   only option.  My board, not his board.  I'm

22   sorry, I need to be more explicit.

23       Q.  When you say your "board," do you mean

24   the --

25       A.  The executive committee.                  14:17
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1       Q.  The executive committee.

2           What is your understanding of where the

3   executive committee has the -- the power to --

4   to take this action?

5           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.         14:17

6           Are you -- well, I'm not -- I'm

7   objecting to the form, because I don't think I

8   understand what you're asking.

9           MR. SEIBERLING:  I'm trying to put it

10   in the context of President Erickson's            14:18

11   statements.  He said that "the board in this

12   case" and "the board had the power to go that

13   route."

14   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

15       Q.  What is your understanding of the         14:18

16   power, the authority of your executive committee

17   to go that route?

18       A.  Yeah --

19           MR. GARDNER:  Let me just caution

20   you -- everybody knows, but to the extent you     14:18

21   can answer the question without revealing

22   privileged conversations with Mr. Remy outlining

23   all the available options, I would caution you

24   to be careful.

25           THE WITNESS:  Okay.                       14:18
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1           I sought the opinion of our -- of our

2   legal counsel about what the authority of the

3   executive committee was and wasn't, whether or

4   not the -- under the bylaws of the association,

5   the executive committee had this authority and    14:18

6   was assured based upon their analysis that the

7   board did indeed have that authority, and all

8   the assurances since then have been consistent,

9   that this is perfectly within the purview of the

10   executive committee and the board with the        14:19

11   board's concurrence.

12   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

13       Q.  Can you pull out the bylaws?

14       A.  I've already said I'm not an expert on

15   the bylaws, and you have many people that you     14:19

16   can talk to who are experts.  I don't pretend to

17   be an expert on that book.

18       Q.  I just want to ask you about one

19   specific bylaw.  It's 4.1.2.

20       A.  My scrivener is looking for it.           14:19

21           MR. GARDNER:  Slowly.

22           (Tendering document to witness.)

23   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

24       Q.  If you can look at subsection (e)...

25       A.  I'm sorry.  I'm -- what page are you      14:20
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1   on?

2       Q.  It's page 20, 4.1.2, "Duties and

3   Responsibilities."

4       A.  Yes.

5       Q.  And there's subsection (e), "The          14:20

6   executive committee shall:  'Act on behalf of

7   the Association by adopting and implementing

8   policies to resolve core issues and other

9   Association-wide matters;'"

10           Is that the provision from which the      14:20

11   executive committee has authority to act with

12   regard --

13           MR. GARDNER:  Give me just one second.

14           And I would caution you again, having

15   already stated where you got your understanding   14:20

16   of what authority the executive committee had,

17   to not -- be careful not to reveal privileged

18   communications with your counsel.

19           THE WITNESS:  Well, I was going to

20   simply repeat my answer.                          14:21

21           One -- I'm going to amend my answer to

22   say, one, I'm not a lawyer and don't pretend to

23   be and don't make legal decisions, and two, I'm

24   not the expert upon which I relied on for advice

25   to the -- to the executive committee, I relied    14:21
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1   on the advice of counsel.

2   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

3       Q.  If we can continue on in the --

4       A.  Um-hum.

5       Q.  -- the transcript, "Emmert indicated      14:22

6   that our only chance to avoid a death penalty

7   along with sanctions might be to opt for a

8   consent decree that would have unprecedented

9   penalties but would allow us to keep our program

10   running."                                         14:22

11           Do you remember stating that to -- to

12   President Erickson?

13       A.  No, I wouldn't have said that because I

14   don't believe it was the case.  The option

15   was -- was whether or not to enter into the       14:22

16   consent decree or to go through a traditional

17   infractions process with the accompanying

18   extended investigation, the outcome of which was

19   unknown.  It could have been worse, it could

20   have been better, it could have -- I -- I         14:22

21   don't -- I'm not involved on the committee on

22   infractions and decision-making process.  So I

23   can't predict what that outcome would have been.

24       Q.  The next sentence reads, "He noted a

25   hefty fine, which actually became larger          14:22
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1   following discussions with the board during the

2   week.  Lots of scholarships and a ban on post

3   season play of several years."

4           Do you remember discussing penalties

5   with President Erickson?                          14:23

6       A.  Yes.

7       Q.  Do you remember the fine increasing

8   during the week?

9       A.  I remember that there'd been various

10   conversations about what an appropriate fine      14:23

11   should be and that part of the -- the

12   fundamental principle that was struck upon was

13   the notion that it would be a year's worth of

14   revenue from the football team, and it turns out

15   that was $60 million approximately.  In           14:23

16   actuality it's more than that we learned later,

17   but that was the best guess that could be

18   created at the time.

19       Q.  Do you remember initially advising it

20   would be 30 million?                              14:23

21       A.  There was discussions about a -- a

22   variety of ranges.

23       Q.  Do you remember a discussion of the

24   post season bans?

25       A.  I do, yes.  There -- there were a lot     14:24
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1   of conversations about what was -- if there was

2   going to be a post season ban, what was

3   appropriate.  There was conver- -- there were

4   conversations about what had happened in the

5   past with other institutions.  The original       14:24

6   conversation as I remember -- as I recall it

7   with President Erickson was that the executive

8   committee had been talking about five years

9   rather than four.

10           The relationship between previous         14:24

11   multiyear bowl bans for impermissible benefits

12   versus, you know, the issues of child

13   molestation in the Freeh Report were -- were

14   being balanced off.  And so if -- if a two-year

15   ban is what you get for impermissible benefits,   14:24

16   what do you get for this circumstance?

17           And -- and so it was -- it was a --

18   trying to find the right solution that was

19   consistent with past precedent and this again

20   unprecedented extraordinary case.                 14:25

21       Q.  Was the initial proposed ban one year?

22       A.  I don't remember any initial proposals

23   at all.  There was always an ongoing

24   conversation about what the right combination

25   was, so it's -- it's not as if there was a        14:25
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1   bidding process that went on here.  It was how

2   do we craft something that fits and that the

3   executive committee agreed with.

4       Q.  Who was crafting these penalties?  Was

5   it the executive committee?                       14:25

6       A.  No, it was my staff and I putting

7   suggestions in front of the executive committee

8   and saying here are options from -- for you to

9   consider and look at and having them have

10   conversations about it.                           14:25

11       Q.  Was the post season ban one of those

12   penalties that you presented options to the

13   executive committee on?

14       A.  Yes, it was.

15       Q.  Do you remember having a discussion       14:26

16   about the vacation of wins?

17       A.  With whom?

18       Q.  With President Em- -- or with President

19   Erickson.

20           MR. GARDNER:  He's been doing a lot of    14:26

21   talking to himself during this dep.

22           MR. SEIBERLING:  I keep doing this

23   constantly.

24           THE WITNESS:  I --

25           MR. SEIBERLING:  I apologize.
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1           THE WITNESS:  I don't remember

2   specifically talking about that.  Since it was

3   part of the package that was under

4   consideration, I assume I did.  But I don't

5   remember the details of that.                     14:26

6           The -- the fundamental notion around

7   that that the -- that was discussed with the

8   board and executive committee was that by

9   failing to deal with the child abuse issues, the

10   sex abuse issues back in '98, that postponed the  14:26

11   scandal that had occurred now and therefore

12   created a competitive advantage that needed to

13   be recognized in some punitive fashion while

14   trying to not punish the current students that

15   were there that had -- student athletes that      14:27

16   were there that had nothing to do with this.

17           So there was a -- there was a search

18   for how can you recognize the magnitude of

19   this -- this behavior while -- while not

20   inflicting any more impact on folks that weren't  14:27

21   involved than -- than was necessary.

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  You mentioned the 1998 allegations.

24       A.  Um-hum.

25       Q.  Weren't those allegations reported to     14:27
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1   the police and investigated?

2           MR. GARDNER:  Objection.

3           THE WITNESS:  All of those --

4           MR. GARDNER:  Go ahead.

5           THE WITNESS:  All of those facts were     14:27

6   reported in the Freeh Report, and I'm not going

7   to second-guess them.

8   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

9       Q.  Have you read any of the critiques of

10   the Freeh Report?                                 14:28

11       A.  Ah, some, yes.

12       Q.  Any thoughts on the -- the completeness

13   or the thoroughness of the Freeh Report?

14       A.  They spent nine months, eight and a

15   half million dollars, interviewed hundreds of     14:28

16   people, reviewed millions of e-mail.  I -- it's

17   kind of hard to imagine them doing a more

18   thorough job than that.

19       Q.  Were you aware that several of the

20   individuals specifically identified in the Freeh  14:28

21   Report weren't -- were not interviewed?

22           MR. GARDNER:  Objection to the form.

23           THE WITNESS:  If -- if you're asking me

24   do I want to pass judgment on the Freeh Report,

25   that's not my responsibility to do.               14:28
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1   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

2       Q.  If we can continue on in the

3   transcript.

4       A.  Okay.

5       Q.  We're at line 20.  "He indicated then     14:28

6   that the only reason Penn State might be given

7   this option was the actions that the board of

8   trustees and administration had taken during the

9   past eight plus months to replace the

10   individuals that were relieved of their duties    14:29

11   last November commissioning the Freeh

12   investigation and the fact, as Gene said, that

13   the University had no previous major

14   infractions" -- so -- "with its football

15   program."                                         14:29

16           Do you remember stating that to -- to

17   President Erickson at all?

18       A.  Not in those words at all.  I certainly

19   remember and -- and know that the executive

20   committee and the board, as I was -- I as well,   14:29

21   were impressed with the actions of the

22   University, their Board of Regents and the

23   seriousness with which they took this whole --

24   this whole awful incident.  And that certainly

25   carried weight in the board as they discussed     14:29
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1   especially a variety of issues like the -- the

2   death penalty.  And as they considered all of

3   this moving forward, the -- the views of the --

4   of the executive committee were mitigated by --

5   by those actions of the board.                    14:30

6           So in that part of the sentence I think

7   he's absolutely right.  The notion that that's

8   the -- that this -- that they were given this

9   option was only because of that I think is -- is

10   inaccurate, and I don't think that's the case at  14:30

11   all.  But again, you're asking me to answer a

12   hypothetical -- he's asking me a hypothetical

13   question here by saying, well, you know, if the

14   board hadn't done these things, what would you

15   have done?  And I -- I don't know what the        14:30

16   executive committee would have done had Penn

17   State not done anything about all this.  That's

18   a -- I -- I can't even contemplate that right

19   now.  I mean, that's hard to imagine.

20       Q.  If you continue on, it says, "Our legal   14:30

21   team then began discussions with NCAA legal

22   counsel on Monday, July 16th, and it was clear

23   that the NCAA was not interested in negotiating

24   the terms of the consent decree."

25           Do you agree with President Erickson's    14:31
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1   characterization that the NCAA was not

2   interested in negotiating the terms of the

3   consent decree?

4       A.  Was -- I'm not quite sure what he's --

5   he's describing this.  If the characterization    14:31

6   is did we enter into a negotiation with the

7   university?  No, we did not enter into a

8   negotiation with the university.  Did the

9   executive committee consider the concerns and

10   issues expressed by President Erickson?  Yes, of  14:31

11   course they did.  And the nature of the penalty

12   structure changed significantly over time from a

13   multiyear death penalty with other sanctions on

14   top of it to the one that it wound up with that

15   is significantly different.                       14:31

16           So it -- it certainly was the case that

17   there was extensive thought and consideration

18   given to what made sense in this process.  But

19   no, there wasn't a negotiation, you know,

20   sitting down, well, will you take five years,     14:32

21   will you take four years, will you -- and so in

22   -- in one -- in one sense he's right, this

23   wasn't a negotiating session in a conventional

24   sense.  But there was certainly a lot of

25   conversation and adjustments were made in this    14:32
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1   process as it moved along.

2       Q.  Continuing on, it's -- continuing on,

3   it says, "It was a take-it or leave-it

4   proposition.  And despite our attempts to push

5   back on the sanctions as we learned about them,   14:32

6   we didn't, as Gene indicates, receive the draft

7   consent decree in writing until the early hours

8   of Saturday morning."

9           Would you agree again with President

10   Erickson's characterization that it was a         14:32

11   take-it or leave-it proposition?

12       A.  There were always options before Penn

13   State including to go through the traditional

14   investigation route, one that they had expressed

15   a clear disinterest in pursuing.  That was        14:33

16   always available to them.  They were always in a

17   position to refuse to accept the -- the

18   authority of the executive committee to engage

19   in these actions.  They always had options

20   available to them.                                14:33

21           The -- was the university in a

22   difficult place?  Well, of course they were.

23   They had again the most horrific thing that's

24   ever happened in and around an athletic program

25   happened on their campus.  There's -- there's no  14:33
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1   way that that winds up a happy situation.

2           So of course they felt like they were

3   in a difficult place because they were in a

4   difficult place.  Any university would have

5   been.  But no one was saying this was take it or  14:33

6   leave it.  At the time that the -- that the

7   consent decree was settled upon, as I mentioned,

8   there had been significant changing and -- and

9   movement of the -- of the penalties that were

10   put in that structure.  And they were the result  14:34

11   in part of our conversations with the university

12   trying to find a model that made sense out of

13   all of this.

14           So I disagree with the characterization

15   that it's take it or leave it, there were no      14:34

16   other options for the university.  That's not

17   accurate.  There were options available to the

18   university had they chosen to pursue them.  They

19   pursued what they believed at the time,

20   according to my conversations with Erickson and   14:34

21   that he was being advised by others, was the

22   best option for the university.  And that's what

23   he had to do.  That was his choice.

24       Q.  If Penn State had rejected the consent

25   decree, could the executive committee have        14:34
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1   unilaterally imposed penalties?

2           MR. GARDNER:  Now, first let me object.

3   You're -- are you asking for his interpretation

4   of the bylaws?

5           MR. SEIBERLING:  I think we've            14:34

6   established he's not very familiar with the

7   bylaws.

8           MR. GARDNER:  Well, that's why I'm

9   objecting to your question.

10           I caution you about the privileged        14:35

11   communications that you've already outlined

12   occurred.

13           THE WITNESS:  Well, I -- even with the

14   caution, it doesn't change my answer.  I -- I

15   would have -- I would have sat down with my       14:35

16   counsel, and we would have considered what our

17   options were at that stage.

18   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

19       Q.  Did you do that?

20       A.  We didn't -- we didn't reach a point      14:35

21   where that was necessary.  We talked about,

22   well, what if and considered the fact that,

23   well, we can launch an investigation, we can see

24   what other legal options we have, we -- we

25   talked about scenarios by which, you know, we     14:35
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1   would wind up asking people to pursue whether or

2   not to expel the university from the NCAA.  I

3   mean, all those things were considered over the

4   course of -- of that period of time, just as my

5   understanding is the Big ten talked about         14:35

6   whether they would expel them from the Big Ten.

7   I mean, all -- the -- the range of issues and

8   penalties that were being considered covered the

9   gamut, again because of the extraordinary nature

10   of these circumstances.                           14:36

11           So since -- since none of us had ever

12   found ourselves in this position and never want

13   to again, we -- we crafted the best available

14   options while always recognizing that there

15   could be other directions that we may wind up     14:36

16   going because of this issue.

17       Q.  Was unilateral imposition of sanctions

18   by the executive -- executive committee one of

19   the options discussed?

20       A.  It -- it wasn't discussed thoroughly      14:36

21   enough that anyone reached a full, clear

22   conclusion what was or wasn't possible, at least

23   not to my memory.

24       Q.  The -- the next paragraph reads,

25   "President Emmert and the NCAA staff indicated    14:36
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1   throughout the week that it was not at all clear

2   that the NCAA board members would accept the

3   consent decree without involving the death

4   penalty or penalties even more severe.  And we

5   didn't know until late Saturday that the NC was   14:37

6   willing to go along with the consent decree

7   option.  It was late Saturday we learned that."

8           Do you agree with President Erickson's

9   characterization of the position of the

10   executive committee?                              14:37

11       A.  I -- I think that's generally

12   consistent with my memory, yes.

13       Q.  Continuing on to the next page, "Once

14   we had the consent decree in writing, we pushed

15   back again on the sanctions but we were given     14:37

16   only very limited latitude on some

17   clarifications.

18           During the week I had kept the board of

19   trustees leadership, Chairman Peetz and Vice

20   Chairman Masser briefed that there were           14:37

21   discussions at the NCAA that were moving along

22   very quickly, that the sanctions were going to

23   be severe in any case and that the NCAA had said

24   emphatically that any leak of these discussions

25   by Penn State would take any deal off the         14:38
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1   tabling and the NCAA would go the other route."

2           Did you discuss with President Erickson

3   the leak of any of their -- of your discussions

4   with him?

5       A.  I don't recall that I did, but I'm -- I   14:38

6   know we had those conversations probably through

7   counsel that the negotiations needed to be

8   confidential negotiations, that the -- again,

9   they weren't negotiations in a traditional sense

10   but that these were confidential considerations   14:38

11   and discussions.  And they -- they would have

12   been impossible had they been -- been public

13   conversations especially given the -- the media

14   attention that was being given to this

15   particular issue.                                 14:38

16           So having those conversations remained

17   confidential was -- was essential to their

18   success.

19       Q.  So I think you may have explained this.

20   Why -- why the need to maintain confidentiality?  14:39

21       A.  I -- I think if you -- if you think

22   back again to that moment in time in the days

23   following the -- the release of the Freeh

24   Report, the university's removal of Joe

25   Paterno's statue, the unrest that was going on    14:39
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1   throughout the -- the campus community around

2   that time, the media storm I think is a -- a

3   good -- a good descriptor that was going on

4   around it -- to try and carry on those

5   conversations in a public forum would have been   14:39

6   if not -- if not impossible, extraordinarily

7   difficult and very unlikely to be successful.

8           And again, the -- the goal here was to

9   reach some successful conclusion of this

10   circumstance.  There -- there was never any       14:40

11   expectation that I heard from anyone that --

12   that this was going to be a happy, amicable

13   ending to a very difficult circumstance.  That

14   was not the intention.  It was to find a

15   solution that served the best interests of all    14:40

16   parties here and preserved the values of

17   intercollegiate athletics.  That's what the

18   executive committee was pursuing.  And to do

19   that through public lobbying back and forth

20   would -- would certainly have been very, very     14:40

21   difficult, to be -- to be charitable.

22       Q.  Did you have a discussion with

23   President Erickson about the deal being off the

24   table if the discussions were made public?

25       A.  I don't remember saying words of that     14:40
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1   sort, but I probably said something much like I

2   just said to you, that, you know, if this is a

3   public conversation, we won't be able to

4   conclude it successfully.

5       Q.  Why -- again, I -- I believe you          14:41

6   probably answered this but why not?  Why would

7   the public nature of it impede it?

8       A.  I think I -- I think I answered it.  I

9   mean, it -- I answered the question.

10       Q.  And -- and that was your request that     14:41

11   the discussions remain confidential; is that

12   correct?

13       A.  Oh, the executive committee and

14   everyone understood that these were confidential

15   conversations, yes.                               14:41

16       Q.  The -- the next paragraph reads --

17       A.  And by the way, the University made no

18   objection whatsoever to that.  The University

19   seemed perfectly agreeable that they be kept

20   confidential, and I believe it would have         14:41

21   been -- in fact, I'm quite confident it would

22   have been at least as problematic for them as it

23   was for -- for the NCAA's executive committee to

24   have this be a public debate.

25       Q.  The next paragraph reads "I indicated     14:42
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1   to the executive committee of the board late in

2   the week where we stood and then later on

3   Sunday, I, along with legal counsel, spelled out

4   the difficult full terms of the consent decree.

5   At that call, there was a strong consensus on     14:42

6   the executive committee that the alternative to

7   the consent decree was far worse and that we

8   should take the deal, which I signed then late

9   on Sunday evening."

10           Who drafted the consent decree?           14:42

11           MR. GARDNER:  Let me object to the

12   form, because I think you could have asked that

13   question without the -- reading of the

14   paragraph, but ask your question.

15           THE WITNESS:  Well, I'm not sure I        14:42

16   understand the connection between the --

17   BY MR. SIEMERLING:

18       Q.  There really isn't a connection.  I'm

19   asking -- I'm moving along.

20       A.  Oh, okay.                                 14:43

21           MR. GARDNER:  That I don't object to.

22           THE WITNESS:  I think, by the way, the

23   paragraph accurately reflects the circumstance,

24   that President Erickson and the board

25   executive -- their board executive committee      14:43
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1   found themselves in.  I think they understood

2   that they were in a very, very difficult

3   position here, that no one had any illusions

4   that these sanctions were anything other than

5   severe.  They were quite severe and everyone      14:43

6   understood that.  But they also determined --

7   "they," their executive committee and President

8   Erickson determined that this course forward was

9   in the best interest of the University and that

10   was a thoughtful decision that they made and      14:43

11   that they -- an agreement that they entered into

12   as -- pretty much precisely as he outlines it.

13           As for who drafted it, it was drafted

14   by our legal counsel over the course of that --

15   this time period under discussion.                14:44

16           One thing is true, I don't write

17   consent decrees; I don't write legal documents.

18   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

19       Q.  Did President Erickson ever request to

20   meet with you one-on-one in person?               14:44

21       A.  I don't recall.  He and I were not --

22   had not -- we'd met apparently years ago as

23   younger academics, but I hadn't -- hadn't met

24   him until this all occurred and he found himself

25   in these difficult circumstances.  So we -- we    14:44
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1   talked extensively and we -- I don't remember

2   the first time we met, frankly.  I suspect it

3   was at a Big Ten event, but I don't recall.  We

4   had plenty of conversations.

5                    (Emmert Exhibit 21 was marked    14:45

6                     for ID.)

7           MR. GARDNER:  I can take that.

8           MR. SEIBERLING:  I think we're done

9   with that.

10           THE WITNESS:  (Tendering document to      14:45

11   counsel.)

12           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

13   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

14       Q.  I show you what's marked as Emmert

15   Exhibit 21.                                       14:45

16       A.  (Reviewing document.)

17       Q.  I want to now turn to the discussions

18   that you had with your executive committee.

19       A.  Um-hum.

20       Q.  It's my understanding that there was at   14:46

21   least two executive committee meetings between

22   the time of the Freeh Report and the consent

23   decree.

24       A.  Yes.

25       Q.  Is that accurate?                         14:46
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1       A.  Yes.

2       Q.  The first meeting, I believe, was on or

3   about July 17th.

4           To the extent you can, without

5   revealing any privileged or attorney-client       14:46

6   communications, what was discussed generally at

7   the first meeting?

8       A.  As -- as I recall, we talked broadly

9   about the nature of the -- the circumstances,

10   the Freeh Report, the evidence brought forward    14:46

11   in the Sandusky trial, the options before the

12   NCAA, whether to go forward with the traditional

13   investigation, whether or not to pursue some

14   alternative solutions, including some kind of

15   summary judgment model.  The -- then we talked    14:47

16   at length about what that might look like if we

17   went in that direction, answered questions about

18   some of the -- the broad issues of the -- of the

19   Freeh Report, as I recall.

20           The members on the -- the people on the   14:47

21   call expressed their shock and dismay at the

22   facts of the case and what was going on at Penn

23   State, and then we wound up at some point, I

24   think toward the end of the conversation, but

25   I'm not quite sure exactly where, talking about   14:47
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1   if there was a move toward a summary judgment,

2   what would that look like.

3           And there was, as I recall, a very

4   strong consensus among the people on the call

5   that circumstances this egregious warranted the   14:47

6   death penalty, the heinous nature of the

7   criminal behavior obviously being abetted in

8   some fashion by -- as the Freeh Report points

9   out, by an athletic department and the -- the

10   comparison between other cases that the NCAA has  14:48

11   found warranted punishments were made and, you

12   know, it was always this comparison of, well,

13   look, here's what we do when someone's receiving

14   impermissible benefits, money or the use of a

15   car or something, and over here we have sexual    14:48

16   assault of children.  How do we -- how do we --

17   you know, and the failure to respond

18   appropriately to that, how do you compare those

19   two, and I think that the -- it's fair to say

20   that the board and the executive committee, all   14:48

21   those members on the phone felt very powerfully

22   about that.

23       Q.  The discussion of the death penalty,

24   was that in the context of this being included

25   within this summary judgment idea?                14:49
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1       A.  Yeah, if we were going to -- well, we

2   wound up -- we wound up saying the board

3   asking -- the executive committee -- pardon

4   me -- asking that I have my staff put together

5   options for them, and we had to consider, well,   14:49

6   what would those options be.

7           And one of them that they immediately

8   went to was, well, we want to see multiyear --

9   and I don't remember the language precisely, but

10   we want to see what a multiyear death penalty     14:49

11   would look like, how would that be shaped, what

12   would it look like.  We did it once in the case

13   of Southern Methodist University years ago, and

14   that was around the case of impermissible

15   benefits and essentially a cover-up of that by    14:49

16   university.  This is -- this is, in their mind,

17   worse.  How do you craft that?

18           I talked with them at length about

19   the -- the -- making sure they understood the

20   impact of what a so-called death penalty means    14:50

21   for not just a football team, but for a

22   community and the impact that has on people in

23   the community, not just a football team or an

24   athletic department but, you know, a marching

25   band and the mom-and-pop T-shirt store and the    14:50
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1   restaurants that this would -- you know, that it

2   would inflict extraordinary damage on, not just

3   on an athletic department and even not just the

4   university, but much more beyond that.

5           And there was an understanding of that,   14:50

6   but nonetheless, they wanted to consider what --

7   what models might look like that included death

8   penalty plus other things.  I mean, there was an

9   interest in making clear that the sanctions fit

10   the incredible nature of this incident.           14:51

11       Q.  At this July 17th meeting, were you

12   discussing the options or were you asked to come

13   up with some options and bring them back to us?

14       A.  The latter.  We talked about -- but

15   again, I was -- thank you -- I was looking for    14:51

16   some guidance as to what parameters were,

17   where -- you know, I needed to know where their

18   views ranked.  Did they think that this

19   warranted probation or did they think this

20   warranted a death penalty?  You know, where on    14:51

21   this list of sanctions were they and they were

22   clearly on the far edge of the continuum.

23       Q.  So you would say that a majority of the

24   board at this July 17th meeting was in favor of

25   a death penalty sanction?                         14:51
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1       A.  Yes, but they understood that they

2   weren't making a decision.  They were just

3   talking out options, and they understood that,

4   you know, we wanted to spend more time on this.

5   This wasn't -- they weren't going to make the     14:52

6   decision right then and there, but yeah, there

7   was a strong sentiment for it.

8       Q.  If you can remember, which board

9   members were advocating for a death penalty

10   sanction?                                         14:52

11       A.  I can't remember that.

12       Q.  Was Ed Ray?

13       A.  I'm not trying to be oblique.  I really

14   don't remember which ones of -- wound up on

15   which side of the issue, other than that I do     14:52

16   remember clearly that it was the vast majority

17   of them.  So you can pick the vast majority of

18   them and go from there, but it was the majority

19   of them.

20       Q.  And you can correct me if I'm wrong,      14:52

21   but it sounds like you personally were not in

22   favor of that extreme sanction?

23       A.  I was deeply concerned about, as I

24   said, the impact it would have on people who

25   were in no way involved in this.  You know, the   14:52
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1   marching band, you know, okay, so if you accept

2   the Freeh Report, there were a whole array of

3   administrative failures, but it didn't have

4   anything to do with the marching band and it

5   didn't have anything to do with the hotels in     14:53

6   town, it didn't have anything to do with the

7   restaurants in town, it didn't have anything to

8   do with the current football players.

9           So -- so I was cautioning them to be,

10   you know, thoughtful about making sure that the   14:53

11   sanctions did two things:  One, they were

12   punitive, because that's what sanctions are all

13   about, but also that they could be constructive

14   and they could help the university move forward,

15   and the notion of crafting, at that time it had   14:53

16   never been done, but something akin to corporate

17   integrity agreement, only as an athletic

18   integrity agreement that would insist upon

19   the -- the application of the recommendations of

20   the Freeh Report, and best practices around       14:53

21   athletics integrity made great sense.

22           And so it was both how do you -- how do

23   you put in place an appropriate set of punitive

24   measures and how do you put in place a process

25   by which the University could move forward, and   14:54
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1   that's how we wound up where we were.  Had the

2   death penalty been imposed, I think it would

3   have been extremely difficult to move forward

4   with the athletic integrity agreement and a

5   variety of those things that were intended to be  14:54

6   helpful.

7           And indeed, I think history has shown

8   that they were helpful.  The University has been

9   incredibly responsive.  The current

10   administration, Rod Erickson's administration     14:54

11   and as far as I can tell, the current

12   administration are doing a very good job of

13   responding to it.  And more important, in my

14   opinion, George Mitchell, who was put in as a

15   media- -- the person to oversee the impli- --     14:54

16   the application of that agreement has done a --

17   I believe they've done a spectacular job.

18       Q.  Following this July 17th meeting, the

19   next meeting would have been, I believe, four

20   days later on July 21st.  Does that sound right?  14:55

21       A.  Sounds right, yes.

22       Q.  Showing you an e-mail dated July 21st,

23   2012 from Ed Ray to you --

24       A.  Um-hum.

25           MR. SEIBERLING:  Probably now's a good    14:55
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1   time to break so he can read it.

2           MR. GARDNER:  That's fine.  Sure.

3           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

4           MR. GARDNER:  Is that all right?

5           THE WITNESS:  That's fine.                14:55

6           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the end of

7   DVD No. 2.  We are now going off the record.

8   The time is approximately 2:56 p.m.

9                    (Recess taken from 2:56 p.m.

10                     to 3:14 p.m. EST)               15:11

11           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the

12   beginning of DVD No. 3 of the deposition of Mark

13   Emmert.  We're now going back on the record.

14   The time is approximately 3:14 p.m.

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                15:13

16       Q.  Dr. Emmert, I've provided you a copy of

17   a July 21st, 2012 e-mail from Ed Ray to you.

18   You've had a chance to review it now?

19       A.  Um-hum.

20       Q.  Do you remember receiving this e-mail?    15:13

21       A.  Yes, vaguely.  I don't remember the

22   precise language, but I remember his

23   communications.

24       Q.  Was this e-mail sent to you in advance

25   of the scheduled executive committee meeting?     15:14
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1       A.  Um, I don't know precisely when it

2   arrived.  It looks like it came in at 3:23 p.m.,

3   but the answer is I don't recall whether it came

4   in before or after.

5       Q.  In the --                                 15:14

6       A.  I assume he intended it to come in

7   before.

8       Q.  In the e-mail, particularly I'm looking

9   at the second paragraph --

10       A.  Um-hum.                                   15:14

11       Q.  -- and I'll -- I'll read it into the

12   record.

13       A.  Sure.

14       Q.  "I suggest you tell people on the call

15   that this is your decision but you want their     15:14

16   input regarding a summary disposition of the

17   case."

18           I assume the "people on the call" would

19   have been the executive committee call?

20       A.  Yes, I assume that's what he's            15:14

21   referring to.

22       Q.  "Tell them there are two options that

23   are harsher than what one would -- what one

24   could expect out of the current enforcement

25   process but either would offer the school         15:15
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1   closure now rather than in two years.  Describe

2   plan A and plan B, with plan B including lesser

3   penalties than every category in A but including

4   the additional penalty we discussed."

5           Can you describe what plan A and plan B   15:15

6   were?

7       A.  No, I'm sorry, I can't.

8       Q.  All right.  Do you remember presenting

9   two options to the executive committee?

10           MR. GARDNER:  At this meeting?            15:15

11           MR. SEIBERLING:  At this meeting, yeah.

12           THE WITNESS:  No, I don't.

13   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

14       Q.  It continues on, "Both plans attempt to

15   impose harsher penalties than staff believe can   15:15

16   be gained through the standard enforcement

17   process."

18           Do you agree with Ed Ray's view that

19   the penalties being proposed to the executive

20   committee were harsher than what could have been  15:15

21   obtained through the standard enforcement

22   process?

23       A.  No, I -- I don't know that he or anyone

24   at that stage could have made that judgment with

25   any -- with any clarity.  Again, as I've said a   15:16
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1   number of times, the committee on infractions

2   that hears these cases is an independent group

3   that includes representatives of the membership

4   across colleges and universities in America.

5   Neither President Ray or I or anybody on this     15:16

6   e-mail chain are involved in -- in making those

7   decisions.

8           So it's -- it's a supposition that --

9   that he's asserting that I -- it's obviously his

10   opinion, and you can ask him about those          15:16

11   opinions.  But the part that I -- I certainly do

12   agree with is this notion that the -- the

13   university, Penn State, had an opportunity to

14   bring closure to this process rather than in two

15   years.  And the university clearly found that a   15:17

16   desirable option in front of them, and they had

17   those two choices.  And I think this memoranda

18   makes clear that the university had a choice

19   here.  They could -- they could move forward

20   with -- with the summary judgment model in the    15:17

21   form of the consent decree or they could go

22   through a regular enforcement process that would

23   take a year or two and see what the outcome was.

24           But at this stage and at any point in

25   this no one could have predicted with certainty   15:17
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1   what the committee on infractions would have

2   done, certainly not me and I -- I know not Ed.

3   Again, he can make his own determinations and

4   his own judgements and guesses, but no one knew

5   that -- the -- the reality of what the outcome    15:17

6   might have been.

7       Q.  He goes on to say, "Clearly, I prefer a

8   plan B because it puts you in the strongest

9   position, whether or not it is accepted."

10           Was -- was plan B the death penalty?      15:17

11       A.  I -- I really honestly don't remember

12   what plan A or plan B was.

13                    (Emmert Exhibit 22 was marked

14                     for ID.)

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                15:18

16       Q.  I show you Emmert Exhibit No. 22.

17       A.  Are we -- are we done with this?

18       Q.  No.  You can put it aside --

19       A.  Okay.

20       Q.  -- and we'll go back to it because I      15:18

21   think Ed Ray actually changes the subject matter

22   he's talking about.

23       A.  Okay.

24       Q.  Specifically this is -- this is an ESPN

25   Q&A with Ed Ray.  Specifically I was going to     15:18
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1   look at page 3.

2       A.  May I -- may I read through this very

3   quickly so I remember the context?  (Reviewing

4   document.)

5           Okay.  I'm sorry, what -- where are       15:20

6   you?

7       Q.  I was focusing in on -- there's a

8   question on the third page about halfway down --

9       A.  Yes.

10       Q.  -- that begins, "Was there any            15:20

11   discussion for a television ban or a reduction

12   in home games for Penn State?"

13           And Ed Ray responds, "What we talked

14   about were two sets of options.  One is the set

15   of actions that you learned about today."         15:21

16           I believe this statement or this

17   interview happened after the --

18       A.  It did, yes.

19       Q.  -- consent decree?

20       A.  At least I saw the --                     15:21

21       Q.  And then he goes on to say, "That got

22   unanimous consent.  We also talked about

23   suspension of play for some or all of the other

24   actions but maybe to a lesser degree to get the

25   balance right.  In the end, there was             15:21
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1   overwhelming support for the actions reported

2   today."

3           Again, here he talks about two sets of

4   options.  Could this have been the A and the B

5   option that he was talking about in an e-mail?    15:21

6       A.  Yeah, it -- it could -- it could well

7   have been.  I mean, we were still in the second

8   phone call talking about a variety of -- of

9   potential penalties.  There -- there wasn't just

10   a -- a single item, as I recall it.               15:21

11           We said, okay, here's the set, vote on

12   it or not.  And so there was in the second call

13   of -- a conversation about a variety of things.

14   So there -- there had, for example, in the early

15   conversations been a discussion about a           15:22

16   television ban or, you know, some kind of other

17   financial implications and, of course, the issue

18   with the television ban has an impact on -- on

19   other schools and on other people in the

20   conference.                                       15:22

21           And so, you know, how do you -- how do

22   you craft a set of sanctions that are best

23   suited for this particular set of circumstances

24   that have the intended punitive impact versus

25   minimizing unintended consequences.  And so that  15:22
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1   was part of the discussion and, yeah, they were

2   still talking about whether or not the

3   suspension of play, the so-called death penalty

4   was appropriate going into this, but I don't

5   recall that we said, look, here's A and           15:22

6   here's B.

7           I remember talking about this as a

8   range of issues, and Ed may have well seen this

9   as one or the other, but I don't remember the --

10   the exact position that he was taking on this,    15:23

11   (indicating to document), if that's what you're

12   asking.  I'm not quite sure what you're asking

13   about.

14       Q.  Well, I guess in the -- in his

15   discussion with the ESPN, he remarks about two    15:23

16   sets of options and the first appears to be the

17   consent decree --

18       A.  Right.

19       Q.  -- that was agreed to?

20       A.  Right.                                    15:23

21       Q.  And then the second option appears to

22   be the death penalty plus some or all of the

23   other actions.

24           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.  I --

25   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                15:23
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1       Q.  Is that --

2           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

3           You're not really asking -- you've

4   gotten his recollection.

5           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.                    15:23

6           MR. GARDNER:  And he doesn't know what

7   Ed was thinking for -- or exactly what he meant,

8   but I'm confident somebody will go to Corvallis

9   and ask it.

10   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                15:23

11       Q.  We can turn back now to the --

12       A.  Sure.

13       Q.  -- to the original Ed Ray e-mail.

14           The second half of this e-mail appears

15   to switch gears and talk about Penn State.  Are   15:24

16   you following?

17       A.  Are we -- we're on (indicating to

18   document) --

19       Q.  Yes, about halfway --

20       A.  The e-mail of the 21st?                   15:24

21       Q.  Yes.

22       A.  Which sentence are you on?

23       Q.  It's one, two, three... the fourth

24   paragraph down, "Once you have decided on the

25   summary judgment, present it as such and          15:24
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1   indicate that they can accept that or go through

2   a year or two of process to find out if they can

3   get a lesser judgment from the current

4   enforcement process, which you did not create

5   and you are reforming at the direction of the     15:24

6   Association members."

7           It appears that the "they" in that

8   would be Penn State; is that correct?

9       A.  Probably.

10           MR. GARDNER:  Object to form.             15:24

11           THE WITNESS:  Again, I assume so, but I

12   don't know that that's who he's talking about.

13   That seems like a reasonable assumption.

14   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

15       Q.  The next paragraph begins "If they        15:24

16   accept the summary judgment, we are done and you

17   are in the strongest leadership position

18   possible, and you can announce the specifics in

19   the press conference on Monday.

20           "If they reject the summary judgment,     15:25

21   you should indicate in the press conference on

22   Monday that you offered a summary judgment that

23   is harsher than one might expect from the

24   current enforcement process and they rejected

25   that so we will go through the normal one or      15:25
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1   two-year process.  Either way, you are on the

2   record as having offered closure at a stiff

3   penalty price and it was accepted or rejected.

4   And, by the way, we continue to move toward much

5   tougher penalties for future cases."              15:25

6           Based on that paragraph was -- the

7   press conference was scheduled before Penn State

8   executed the consent decree?

9       A.  The -- I don't remember what day of the

10   week this was, but at this stage, as I recall,    15:25

11   there had been -- already been conversations

12   with Penn State through -- through legal counsel

13   about pursuing a consent decree as a potential

14   solution when we talked about this summary

15   judgment model.                                   15:26

16           So there was the rough -- again, my

17   recollection of this several years late -- two

18   years later -- more than two years later, I

19   guess, now, is that the Penn State had -- we had

20   discussed with Penn State through legal counsel   15:26

21   the rough outline of what a consent decree would

22   be, what would be the vehicle for a summary

23   judgment, how would we get there.

24           And a consent decree seemed like a

25   reasonable tool to us, and Penn State agreed      15:26
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1   that that was the right approach.  So while

2   there wasn't an agreement on what the sanction

3   structure should be at that point, there was an

4   agreement of what a framework would look like if

5   you were going to go forward on that.             15:26

6       Q.  Were you prepared to go forward with

7   the press conference even if Penn State rejected

8   this summary judgment process?

9       A.  No, I wasn't.

10       Q.  Did you discuss that with Ed Ray?         15:27

11       A.  Probably -- well, I don't know, but I

12   probably did on the phone call.  I don't re- --

13   I don't recall exactly but, you know, this is,

14   as the Subject line points out, my two cents

15   worth.  This is -- I read this and I'm sure read  15:27

16   it at the time as Ed providing his thoughts and

17   his views and his opinion.

18           I was not prepared to go forward with

19   the press conference on Monday without --

20   without a consent decree, because I don't -- the  15:27

21   only thing we would have done was -- at that

22   stage, probably announced that we were opening

23   an investigation.

24           It would have been a brief -- well, we

25   don't -- we don't do that.  So we would have      15:27
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1   just said we wouldn't have had a press

2   conference.  I don't know what you would have

3   had a press conference about at this stage.

4       Q.  Was this e-mail unsolicited?

5       A.  Yeah, I assume so.  I mean, it says "my   15:27

6   two cents worth," so I assume this was just Ed

7   offering his views.

8       Q.  Do you remember talking to Ed Ray about

9   any of these issues other than what's set forth

10   in this e-mail?                                   15:28

11       A.  Well, as I've said, I talked to him

12   about all of these -- all of the issues and the

13   process throughout the -- this whole time

14   period.  So I talked to him many times about a

15   number of these issues, and occasionally he       15:28

16   would dash off thoughts like this and this is

17   one of his -- one of his think pieces, and I

18   can't speak to his specifics, because I wasn't

19   the author.

20           THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry, are we done --   15:28

21   are we done with these documents?

22           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah, we are.

23           THE WITNESS:  (Tendering to counsel.)

24           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

25
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1                    (Emmert Exhibit 23 was marked

2                     for ID.)

3   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

4       Q.  Showing you what's marked Emmert

5   Exhibit 23.                                       15:29

6       A.  (Reviewing document.)

7           MR. GARDNER:  Do you have the final?

8           MR. SEIBERLING:  This isn't the final.

9   All the ones we have, I believe, are marked

10   "draft" on them.                                  15:30

11           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.

12           MR. SEIBERLING:  If you have a final, I

13   would like to see it, you know.

14           MR. GARDNER:  You know, I'd be the last

15   one to know whether -- I just saw the big         15:30

16   "draft" stamp across it.

17           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah.

18           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

19   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

20       Q.  Have you had a chance to review?          15:30

21       A.  Yes.

22       Q.  I believe what you're being shown right

23   now is the meeting minutes from the -- the

24   July 21st executive committee meeting; is that

25   correct?                                          15:30
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1       A.  Yes, the best of my knowledge.  It's a

2   draft, but I assume it's not inconsistent with

3   the final version.

4       Q.  The first paragraph, the first

5   multisentence paragraph begins "NCAA President    15:30

6   Mark Emmert discussed the most recent

7   information related to Pennsylvania State

8   University, including the findings as outlined

9   in the Freeh Report, the Sandusky criminal

10   trial, as well as the information provided by     15:31

11   the University."

12           Do you remember having that discussion

13   with the executive committee?

14       A.  Yes.

15       Q.  It goes on, "Emmert reviewed several      15:31

16   proposed actions and penalties with the

17   committee and requested the authority to move

18   forward with a consent decree between the NCAA

19   and the University."

20           If you can remember, what proposed        15:31

21   actions and penalties did you present to the

22   executive committee on this date?

23       A.  Well, again, we talked about -- as I

24   said just a little bit ago, we talked about a

25   series of potential actions, including            15:31
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1   suspension of play, the so-called death penalty,

2   actions related to all of the sanctions that

3   wound up in place and the nature of what those

4   penalties could be as elucidated in the

5   authorization that's underneath it.  So it was    15:32

6   the kind of conversations I've been describing.

7       Q.  Actually, if we can go back to the

8   prior exhibit, it's the Q&A with Ed Ray.

9       A.  Okay.

10       Q.  During this executive committee           15:32

11   meeting, do you remember again a discussion of

12   the death penalty?

13       A.  Yes.

14       Q.  If you could look at the Q&A with Ed

15   Ray, I'm particularly looking at page 2.          15:32

16   There's a question that begins "What were the

17   discussions like regarding penalties for Penn

18   State?"

19       A.  Um-hum.

20       Q.  And Ray in the second paragraph begins,   15:33

21   "The only potential penalty that we had some

22   extended discussion around was suspension of

23   play, whether that ought to be part of a basket

24   of punitive and corrective measures.  There were

25   people that felt that was appropriate, but the    15:33
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1   overwhelming position of members of both the

2   executive committee and the Division I board was

3   not to include suspension of play and,

4   therefore, we moved quickly to a consideration

5   that the actions you heard about today and that   15:33

6   had unani- -- unanimous support from both

7   groups."

8           Do you agree with Ed Ray's

9   characterization that the overwhelming position

10   of members of both the executive committee and    15:33

11   the Division I board was not to include

12   suspension of play?

13           MR. GARDNER:  Objection to the form.

14   You've got -- you got to put it in the context

15   that you just read.  You can't just pluck it      15:33

16   out.

17           THE WITNESS:  The -- the conversation

18   included -- this was the second meeting of the

19   executive committee, and as I've said earlier,

20   the -- during the first meeting that we had,      15:34

21   there was a very strong majority who were in

22   favor of the death penalty, and I also said we

23   had some significant conversation of which I and

24   others -- not me alone, but I certainly

25   encouraged them to think about the real           15:34
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1   implications of suspension of play and what that

2   really meant.

3           By the time we had this second

4   conversation and looked at the options that were

5   available to them again, President Ray is         15:34

6   exactly right, that there -- there was a clear

7   consensus to move forward -- if we can jump back

8   to the second document, this document -- to

9   endorse the actions and provide the authority to

10   me that's voted upon and was passed unanimously,  15:34

11   as is written in this paragraph, which included

12   the sanctions that wound up in the -- in the

13   consent decree.

14           So I -- my recollection and his are

15   exactly the same, I think.                        15:35

16   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

17       Q.  The next sentence in the committee

18   meeting minutes states "He noted that should the

19   University not agree to this resolution, the

20   NCAA would be prepared to take action without     15:35

21   consent."

22       A.  Yes.

23       Q.  Do you remember advising the board of

24   that?

25       A.  Sure, that there were other options       15:35
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1   available to them, including as Ed Ray has made

2   clear in his statements in this document

3   (indicating to document), and I made clear in

4   many places that the investigative team could

5   have immediately launched an investigation on     15:35

6   campus and moved forward.  We didn't need

7   consent in that regard.

8           I think it's clear from many of the

9   other documents that -- including the transcript

10   from President Erickson's testimony that he       15:35

11   understood that that was the case.  Everybody

12   understood that that was the case.  I don't

13   think that that was in question.

14           MR. GARDNER:  I have been told, because

15   of course I didn't know it myself, I have a       15:36

16   Bates number for the final if you want it.  But

17   I assume you don't have it --

18           MR. SEIBERLING:  Yeah, I.

19           MR. GARDNER:  -- with you.

20           MR. SEIBERLING:  Unless you guys can      15:36

21   pull it out.

22           MR. GARDNER:  Well, Just -- just for

23   the record, it's NCAAJC00048204-05.  I assume

24   that's 04 through 05, just for future reference.

25           MR. SEIBERLING:  I assume it doesn't      15:36
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1   differ --

2           MR. GARDNER:  Well --

3           MR. SEIBERLING:  -- materially from

4   this.

5           MR. GARDNER:  Well, the only way to       15:36

6   know would be lay them side-by-side.

7           MS. GRAGERT:  Yes, it does regarding

8   the vote count.

9           MR. SEIBERLING:  Oh, is that the 12-0

10   vote count?                                       15:36

11           MS. GRAGERT:  Yes.

12           MR. SEIBERLING:  Okay.  Well, we can

13   talk about it.  That seems to be the only

14   difference.

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                15:36

16       Q.  In the document that's in front of you,

17   it lists a vote by the executive committee.

18       A.  Yes.

19       Q.  Do you see that?

20       A.  (Nodding.)                                15:36

21       Q.  And it lists it as "10 for, zero

22   against, zero abstentions."

23           Do you remember the vote being

24   unanimous?

25       A.  Yes, I do.                                15:36
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1       Q.  Do you remember any abstentions?

2       A.  No, I don't.

3       Q.  Do you know if the -- or do you

4   remember if the president of Michigan State

5   recused herself?                                  15:37

6       A.  I don't remember her as being on the

7   call and, again, I don't -- I only have a draft

8   material here, but I don't -- I don't recall

9   whether she did or not.  If she did, I don't

10   remember it.                                      15:37

11       Q.  On the second page, it lists her as

12   being an attendee.

13       A.  Okay.

14       Q.  But the best of your recollection, you

15   don't remember her abstaining or recusing         15:37

16   herself?

17       A.  I don't.  I don't remember one way or

18   the other whether she did or did not.

19       Q.  And I believe we had discussed this

20   between counsel, there's a second, what appears   15:37

21   to be the final copy of this that reflects a

22   12-0 vote.  Again, it doesn't, to my knowledge,

23   reflect any abstentions or recusals.

24       A.  Okay.

25       Q.  Did the Division I board of directors     15:38
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1   also vote?

2       A.  They did not.  The authority was to

3   take this action as vested in the executive

4   committee, which includes all three divisions,

5   not just Division I.  So the Division I board,    15:38

6   while they were involved in the conversation and

7   the discussion only members of the executive

8   committee -- of which there's great overlap --

9   were those who actually were permitted to vote.

10       Q.  The Division I board of directors were    15:38

11   on this November -- or I'm sorry -- July 21st

12   conference call or meeting?

13       A.  Some were, yes.

14       Q.  Okay.

15       A.  But again, there's -- there's a very      15:38

16   high level of overlap between the Division I

17   board and the executive committee, which just

18   for clarification's sake, the executive

19   committee renamed itself at the last board

20   meeting to the governing board.                   15:39

21           So if in future documents or

22   conversations somebody refers to the

23   governing -- the board of governors -- pardon

24   me -- the board of governors is, in fact, the

25   old executive committee.  It's complicated.       15:39
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1       Q.  Did you have any discussions with

2   President Erickson about his authority to

3   execute the consent decree?

4       A.  I certainly, in moving forward with the

5   consent decree process, talked to our counsel to  15:39

6   make sure that they did indeed have the

7   authority to enter into this consent decree, and

8   we received assurances back -- I received

9   assurances back from my counsel that they did.

10           I don't know the nature of the            15:40

11   conversations between general counsels or

12   between the two -- both internal and outside

13   counsels, but I was given the assurances that

14   that he did indeed have that authority.

15       Q.  Did you suggest to President Erickson     15:40

16   that he obtain board approval?

17       A.  Certainly wanted to make sure that he

18   had the authority.  Universities, having been a

19   university president, universities have

20   different bylaws and governing rules that         15:40

21   delegate or impose different powers and

22   authorities on university presidents, and again,

23   not being familiar with Penn State or the state

24   of Pennsylvania, I didn't know.

25           So one of the questions you'd want to     15:40
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1   know is let's make sure that people have

2   authority to sign and make commitments, and we

3   were assured that he did.

4       Q.  Did you receive those assurances from

5   President Erickson or from your own counsel?      15:41

6       A.  Ah, I --

7           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

8           You -- you're talking about orally, not

9   what's warranted and represented in the consent

10   decree itself.                                    15:41

11           MR. SEIBERLING:  Um-hum.

12           THE WITNESS:  Correct.  Right?  So is

13   that the way the question -- yeah.  So you're

14   asking me did anyone orally communicate that to

15   me or in writing?                                 15:41

16   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

17       Q.  Did --

18       A.  Well, both.  I mean, obviously in the

19   consent decree it's stated that everybody

20   entering into this agreement has the authority    15:41

21   to do so, and President Erickson signed it.  So

22   that's -- that's pretty significant evidence

23   that President Erickson believed he had that

24   authority.

25           But I also relied upon the advice of my   15:41
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1   counsel, because I wanted to make sure that we

2   understood everybody had appropriate authority

3   here to enter into this agreement since it

4   was -- once again, we have -- I have to

5   constantly go back to the extraordinary nature    15:41

6   of these circumstances and that this was an

7   agreement that the association had never crafted

8   before in this forum.  So we wanted to make sure

9   that we were doing it the right way and that

10   everybody had appropriate authority.              15:42

11           MR. SEIBERLING:  Could we take a break?

12           MR. GARDNER:  Sure.

13           MR. SEIBERLING:  I just want to make

14   sure -- I think we're almost done.

15           MR. GARDNER:  Yeah.                       15:42

16           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going off

17   the record.  The time is now approximately

18   3:43 p.m.

19                    (Recess taken from 3:43 p.m.

20                     to 4:05 p.m. EST)               16:04

21           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are now going

22   back on the record.  The time is approximately

23   4:05 p.m.

24                    (Emmert Exhibit 24 was marked

25                     for ID.)                        16:05
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1   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

2       Q.  Dr. Emmert, I'm going to show you

3   what's marked as Exhibit 24.

4       A.  (Reviewing document.)

5           Okay.                                     16:06

6       Q.  The first e-mail in the chain is

7   November 18th, 2011 from Kathy Redmond --

8       A.  Yes.

9       Q.  -- to you.

10           Do you know who Kathy Redmond is?         16:06

11       A.  Yes.  I don't know her well.  She is an

12   individual who works on issues of campus sexual

13   abuse.  She has -- she runs training programs

14   around the country to support particularly

15   athletic departments, but universities in         16:06

16   general around sexual abuse issues.

17           One of the -- not one of -- the first

18   summit I held after taking the job was on campus

19   violence and sexual abuse, and we brought in a

20   variety of experts, including Kathy, to talk      16:06

21   about those issues, and she's very well known as

22   an advocate.  She hasn't worked, that I'm aware

23   of at least, around child sexual abuse, but has

24   worked around issues of sexual abuse of women,

25   in particular around athletic departments.  So    16:07
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1   that's the only familiarity I have with her is

2   in that professional context.

3       Q.  In her e-mail, she's recommending that

4   you reach out to Vicky Triponey?

5       A.  Yes.                                      16:07

6       Q.  As we discussed earlier, I believe you

7   said you never reached out to her?

8       A.  Yeah, no.  I have no recollection of

9   reaching out to Vicky.  She sent me a note

10   during this time period, but we hadn't had other  16:07

11   communications prior to that.

12       Q.  The next e-mail is your response to

13   Ms. Redmond.  If we could focus in on the first

14   three sentences.  The first sentence reads

15   "Thank you for your note and your ongoing         16:07

16   commitment to this issue.  It has risen to a

17   higher level of attention for the most

18   unfortunate of reasons, however, we cannot miss

19   the opportunity to leverage the moment."

20           Can you explain what you meant by         16:08

21   "leverage the moment"?

22       A.  Yeah, absolutely.  I think as I pointed

23   out, this is -- Kathy Redmond is an individual

24   who works hard to bring attention to issues of

25   sexual violence, and I think we would all agree   16:08
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1   that the issue of sexual violence on campus in

2   this -- in the Penn State case particularly

3   around students and around an athletic

4   department were indeed brought to the high level

5   of attention because of extraordinarily           16:08

6   unfortunate circumstances.

7           I think that's, again, a gross

8   understatement, but I -- I was hoping that just

9   as we were trying to, the board and I, executive

10   committee and I and others were trying to do      16:08

11   with the 60 million-dollar fine was try to bring

12   as much good thought and good attention to the

13   issue of sexual abuse on campuses as we could.

14           And so we had -- I think the nation had

15   an opportunity at that moment, much like the      16:09

16   NFL's finding right now with relationship abuse

17   to say, okay, look, we've got this problem, this

18   is a real issue, it sadly occurs more than

19   anyone would like, and so let's -- while we have

20   the world's attention to this problem, let's see  16:09

21   if we can make sure that folks deal with it.

22           And, you know, that was -- that was the

23   intention of all of that and I -- I still hope

24   that -- that while we have the $60 million tied

25   up in litigation and a variety of other issues,   16:09
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1   we can find a way to get $60 million out to

2   people where it's going to leverage some good,

3   and that was exactly what we were talking about,

4   how do you make something positive out of

5   something that was horrific.                      16:09

6       Q.  If I'm correct, there was approximately

7   11 days between when the Freeh Report was issued

8   on July 12th and the consent decree was executed

9   on July -- on or about July 23rd.  Does that

10   sound accurate?                                   16:10

11       A.  That sounds about right.

12       Q.  Any reason for the truncated timeline

13   between when the report came out and the

14   execution of the consent decree?

15       A.  Simply that the -- the facts were well    16:10

16   established by the Freeh Report and the other

17   materials that the University had provided, that

18   the executive committee had reached a conclusion

19   that they would rather move forward with a

20   summary judgment.  The University had agreed      16:10

21   that they'd rather move forward with a summary

22   judgment.  The details of that -- of that

23   consent decree were already agreed upon as to a

24   frame and format, and there was -- there was no

25   particular reason to not conclude it at that      16:11
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1   time.

2           So it was -- it was a process that was

3   obviously relatively speedy, but it was also one

4   where all the facts were already established.

5   You didn't have to go into a two-year discovery   16:11

6   period because the University said we agree

7   these are the facts.

8       Q.  Do you remember discussing with

9   President Erickson the need to have a final

10   product before the executive committee met in     16:11

11   August?

12       A.  We talked about it as desirable but,

13   you know, that -- we didn't -- I didn't, nor did

14   anyone that I recall ever say here's a specific

15   date where something has to be done.              16:11

16       Q.  Did the --

17       A.  Please bear in mind that the University

18   was anxious to get this done as well.  So you

19   had, again, at this moment a university that was

20   struggling under really unimaginable              16:12

21   circumstances with the -- first of all, with the

22   transition that had occurred when it fired the

23   president and the executive VP and the AD and

24   the coach, and they'd gone through that first

25   trauma in November.                               16:12
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1           There'd been a riot, there'd been all

2   the other issues on the campus leading up to the

3   Sandusky -- excuse me -- the Freeh Report being

4   released, the Sandusky trial, the removal of the

5   statue, et cetera, et cetera.  So the University  16:12

6   understandably was anxious to bring closure to

7   this issue and move forward, and so no one was

8   interested in having a long, drawn out process

9   at this point, and we were fortunately able to

10   resolve this in an expeditious fashion.  I think  16:12

11   that was beneficial to all parties.

12       Q.  Did the working groups or the changes

13   that were going to come about from the working

14   groups play any role in the timeline?

15       A.  No, none whatsoever.                      16:13

16       Q.  Were the working groups scheduled to

17   make announcements in early August of 2012?

18       A.  They were -- they'd been making

19   announcements throughout the year.  So in the

20   October meeting, the group that was working on    16:13

21   academic reforms was able to bring to the board

22   a series of changes around our academic initial

23   eligibility requirements.

24           The initial report that -- of the

25   Graham Spanier's committee came forward in        16:13
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1   January and was deliberated on in January.  The

2   enforcement group and the rules working group

3   had more complex problems, and they were trying

4   to bring their work forward in August, because

5   that's what the presidents from the previous      16:13

6   year had wanted to do, if possible.

7           So they were working on that timetable,

8   but there was not a hard and fast timetable.

9   Everybody recognized that those changes were

10   going to be complicated and required a lot of     16:14

11   deliberation.  So they were working around an

12   August timetable, but the -- the overlap with

13   the Penn State case was nothing other than shear

14   coincidence.  Those timelines were established

15   in the previous summer and at the Oct- --         16:14

16   reinforced at the October meeting of '11, long

17   before the indictments of Jerry Sandusky came

18   forward and the University fired its leadership

19   team, and so those were just shear coincidence.

20                    (Emmert Exhibit 25 was marked

21                     for ID.)

22   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

23       Q.  I show you Emmert Exhibit 25.

24       A.  (Reviewing document.)

25           Okay.                                     16:16
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1       Q.  Actually, first of all, sir, this is an

2   e-mail from Gene Marsh to representatives from

3   Penn State.  You're not copied or a recipient of

4   this e-mail.

5           Who is Gene Marsh?                        16:17

6       A.  Gene Marsh is an attorney, an outside

7   attorney that Penn State University hired.  He's

8   somebody with exceptional knowledge of NCAA

9   compliance and enforcement issues.  He, as I

10   understand it, chaired the committee on           16:17

11   infractions for a number of years.  He's highly

12   regarded as one of the most thoughtful guys in

13   outside legal counsel dealing with

14   intercollegiate athletic issues.

15       Q.  Did you have any discussions with Gene    16:17

16   Marsh during -- between the time of the Freeh

17   Report through the consent decree?

18       A.  No, none that I recall.  I'm not sure

19   that I've ever had a conversation with Gene.

20       Q.  Was Donald Remy communicating with Gene   16:17

21   Marsh during that time frame?

22       A.  Yes, of course.  He was representing

23   Penn State University.

24       Q.  It seems there was -- and you can

25   correct me if I'm wrong -- there was two tracts   16:18
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1   or two separate discussions going on, one tract

2   involving you and President Erickson and a

3   second tract between Gene Marsh and Donald Remy.

4   Is that a fair characterization?

5       A.  No.  The conversations between            16:18

6   President Erickson and I were broad-based

7   discussions about -- about potentialities.  We

8   were both -- well, I can't speak for what

9   President Erickson was doing.  I know what I was

10   doing.  I was turning to my general counsel to    16:18

11   have him try and begin to start to translate the

12   language of the executive committee and the

13   ideas of the executive committee into a consent

14   decree and what the details of that consent

15   decree might -- might be, and this was all a      16:18

16   very dynamic process.

17           So you -- and I can only assume that

18   President Erickson was relying upon his legal

19   counsel as well and that indeed that's why they

20   hired Mr. Marsh.  So it would seem logical and    16:19

21   prudent that if two leaders were having

22   philosophical and conceptual conversations, that

23   then people representing their legal counsels

24   would be having a parallel conversation about

25   how to translate that into -- into actuality      16:19
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1   instead of conceptual ideas.

2           So no, I wouldn't characterize them as

3   two-tract.  I would characterize them as

4   parallel and informed.

5       Q.  If you can explain that a little more,    16:19

6   you were -- is it fair to say that you were

7   working out the policies or the substance of

8   what a consent decree would say, and then Gene

9   Marsh and Donald Remy were hammering out the

10   legalities of it?                                 16:19

11       A.  I was working with the executive

12   committee to make sure I understood where this

13   group of university presidents stood on these

14   issues and what their expectations were in this

15   regard, and I -- I was trying -- while            16:20

16   maintaining appropriate confidentiality and

17   trying to maintain the -- trying to make sure I

18   didn't overpromise something that I couldn't

19   deliver with an executive committee, was trying

20   to communicate to President Erickson where I      16:20

21   thought the board could be and would be and

22   where they -- and what the boundaries of action

23   were.

24           And to my knowledge, then, the legal

25   counsels -- again, I can't speak for Penn State,  16:20
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1   so I don't know what Gene Marsh or any other

2   member of their team was doing -- but they were

3   then talking about how one would operationalize

4   those kinds of notions, and I'm sure they had

5   many conversations that involved a variety of     16:21

6   potential outcomes as those conversations went

7   on.  Again, over this period of time, it was a

8   very dynamic process.

9       Q.  Turn to the e-mail that's in front of

10   you.  I just want to ask you with the one, two,   16:21

11   three -- the fourth paragraph down, the last two

12   sentences of that paragraph.

13           It states "They also said these

14   dramatic penalties are consistent with the

15   philosophy of the working group that is about to  16:21

16   come out with some major changes to impact the

17   culture on campus.  In some respects, the PSU

18   case will 'jump start' the work of the working

19   groups.  Their words."

20           Do you disagree with Gene Marsh's         16:21

21   characterization there?

22       A.  I think when taken in the context of

23   the previous sentences and the previous

24   paragraph, he sums it up fairly well.

25           You know, the -- the -- while again I     16:21
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1   wasn't privy to these conversations, you -- you

2   see him saying, look, the majority of the

3   sentiment of the board of directors -- it was

4   actually the executive committee -- is the death

5   penalty should be imposed.                        16:22

6           They returned to the idea numerous

7   times to make sure the discussion group was not

8   being oversold.  They also assured me that in

9   the discussion all the arguments and ideate were

10   weighed and that we -- that was clearly part of   16:22

11   the consideration.  And they reiterated that

12   this was the worst case ever of loss of

13   institutional control and a cultural problem

14   that warrants the death penalty.

15           They said it's not about individuals      16:22

16   involved; it's about the culture.  They will,

17   meaning the executive committee, will accept

18   less than the death penalty or so it ended

19   today.  They also said these dramatic penalties

20   were consistent with the philosophy of the        16:22

21   working group.

22           And as I -- as I said earlier in the

23   beginning of -- of the deposition, the working

24   group on both rules and on enforcement -- and

25   I'm not sure to which one they're referring here  16:23
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1   because there were two working groups.  One was

2   working on how do you take that voluminous rule

3   book and eliminate extraneous things and focus

4   on those things that are of most important value

5   to intercollegiate athletics, those things that   16:23

6   are threats to the integrity of college sports,

7   institutional control and ethical conduct being

8   central among those.  And -- and the enforcement

9   working group was also saying, as I'd also said

10   earlier, they were trying to create new           16:23

11   categorizations of infractions so that the

12   particular emphasis was on those things that

13   were the most egregious kinds of activities and

14   not worrying about trivial impermissible

15   benefits, you know, somebody getting a meal or    16:23

16   somebody getting a tattoo when you have other

17   cases like the Penn State case that were such

18   affronts to the core principles of

19   intercollegiate athletics.

20           So in that sense I think this makes       16:24

21   perfectly good sense.  And yes, indeed, it was

22   in fact consistent with the philosophy that was

23   being espoused at that time of both of those

24   working groups, that -- and indeed a reflection

25   of what the presidents had said at the -- at the  16:24
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1   retreat the summer of '11, which included the

2   Penn State president by the way.  And -- and

3   everyone was saying, look, we need to focus the

4   work of the association on those things that are

5   most egregious affronts to -- to the values       16:24

6   and -- and standards of intercollegiate

7   athletics.

8           So I think -- I think it makes complete

9   sense in that context.

10       Q.  Do you remember any of the -- the         16:24

11   presidents on the executive committee raising

12   concerns about the -- the speedy timeline in --

13   in which the proposed sanctions were being

14   considered or just in general the 11 days

15   between the Freeh Report and the consent decree?  16:25

16       A.  I remember -- I remember conversations

17   about making sure that, first of all, the

18   appropriate authority was in place, that there

19   was appropriate knowledge of and acknowledgment

20   of the facts and that -- and that the -- that     16:25

21   the board and the executive committee was

22   considering all of that as they moved forward.

23   Their comfort level as is reflected by their

24   unanimous vote in the minutes that we looked at

25   earlier was in fact a reflection that they        16:25
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1   were -- their comfort level was very, very high

2   that they had done this appropriately comma.

3       Q.  Do you remember Rice University

4   President David Leebron raising concerns about

5   the -- the truncated timeline?                    16:25

6       A.  I do.  This was his -- perhaps even his

7   first meeting as a -- as a board member, and --

8   and he had expressed those concerns.  But again,

9   as reflected by the -- by the unanimous vote, in

10   the end the -- the board felt -- the executive    16:26

11   committee felt quite comfortable with their

12   position.

13                    (Emmert Exhibit 26 was marked

14                     for ID.)

15   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                16:26

16       Q.  Let me show you Emmert Exhibit 26.

17       A.  (Reviewing document.)

18           Okay.

19       Q.  The first e-mail in this chain appears

20   to be an e-mail from Kevin Lennon to the Senior   16:28

21   Management Group, SMG:  David Berst, Julie Roe,

22   Tom Hosty, and Rachel Newman.

23           I -- I assume you would have been a

24   recipient of the senior management group, SMG?

25       A.  Probably.  I assume so.  I mean, I        16:29
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1   don't remember that distribution list, but --

2       Q.  This e-mail is dated October 29th,

3   2012 --

4       A.  Um-hum.

5       Q.  -- which would have been approximately    16:29

6   three months after --

7       A.  Yes.

8       Q.  -- the consent decree.

9           The point -- if I can direct your

10   attention to point No. 6, you can skip ahead to   16:29

11   the -- about halfway through, beginning, "Most

12   concerning comment came from Rice University

13   President David Leebron (he was on the phone)

14   who responded to my statement that there was

15   a -- that there was strong support from           16:29

16   executive committee and board on penalties that

17   he was on the calls with Mark and that they

18   really did not have time to fully vet the

19   penalties and that the timeline did not allow

20   for his thoughtful consideration as he would      16:30

21   have liked.  This is the first I've heard from

22   another president who recapped his involvement

23   in this way."

24           Did President Leebron raise those

25   concerns with you?                                16:30
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1       A.  Well, he did but quite some time later.

2   So I -- I think the -- first of all, I would --

3   I would look at the entire context of Item No. 6

4   in which he's also saying that -- he talked

5   about "the executive committee's authorization,   16:30

6   my communication and engagement with the

7   executive committee and the board, the sanctions

8   themselves.  Some" -- referring to his

9   presidents -- "wondered if not death penalty,

10   then when would we use it because of the nature   16:30

11   of those -- those issues.  More raised issues

12   regarding jurisdiction but seemed to understand

13   the uniqueness of the situation and need for

14   response."

15           You know, there again, as -- as I've      16:31

16   said throughout this and many have said

17   throughout this, this was an extraordinary

18   circumstance.  No one had any expectation that

19   this was going to be something that everybody

20   felt good about.                                  16:31

21           The -- the position of the executive

22   committee was reflected in a unanimous vote in

23   favor of this position.  And while President

24   Leebron obviously personally would have liked

25   more time to consider it, I think the end result  16:31
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1   spoke for itself when the presidents on the

2   executive committee all voted unanimously in

3   favor of the position that they'd struck.

4       Q.  The -- the next e-mail in this chain is

5   from Jim Isch to you.                             16:31

6           I'm sorry, I think I skipped one.

7   There's a forward, it looks like, or -- from

8   Kevin Lennon to Jim Isch.  And in the first

9   substantive e-mail it states -- and again, it's

10   from Jim Isch to you.                             16:31

11       A.  Yes.

12       Q.  "Mark, I've asked Kevin to visit with

13   Britton about President Leebron's comments and

14   (bottom of Kevin's e-mail) whether Britton could

15   provide more context.  Depending upon what we     16:32

16   hear from Kevin, you may need to call Leebron to

17   educate him on the process."

18           Did you ever reach out to President

19   Leebron?

20       A.  I -- I talked to him at a subsequent --   16:32

21   I'm sorry, I don't remember which one -- but at

22   a subsequent meeting of the board.  President

23   Leebron, as I mentioned, was just joining the

24   board.  And we -- we talked about it in very

25   general terms.  But you know, he understood the   16:32
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1   process, and we discussed it.  And he has his

2   positions, and you can certainly talk to him

3   should you want to.

4           (Pause in proceedings.)

5   BY MR. SEIBERLING:                                16:33

6       Q.  Did you ever discuss the removal of the

7   Paterno statue with President Erickson?

8       A.  He -- he brought it up to me in one

9   conversation and indicated that they were --

10   were doing so and so that I knew about it.  It    16:33

11   was a conversation about timing about when the

12   press conference would be, when they were

13   thinking about doing that.  So I was aware that

14   it was going to happen I -- I think just maybe

15   the day before it actually occurred.              16:33

16       Q.  Did you communicate any position on

17   behalf of the NCAA --

18       A.  No.

19       Q.  -- to --

20       A.  No.  No, the NCAA does not have a         16:33

21   position on statues.

22       Q.  Around the time of the execution of the

23   consent decree, do you remember receiving an

24   e-mail from Graham Spanier?

25       A.  I did, yes.                               16:33
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1                    (Emmert Exhibit 27 and Emmert

2                     Exhibit 28 were marked

3                     for ID.)

4   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

5       Q.  I'll show you Emmert Exhibit 27 and 28.   16:34

6       A.  (Reviewing document.)

7           Okay.

8       Q.  What was your understanding of why

9   former President Spanier was reaching out to

10   you?                                              16:35

11           MR. GARDNER:  Object to the form.

12           THE WITNESS:  Well, I -- obviously

13   you'd have to ask him what his motivation was.

14   I think his -- his e-mail speaks for itself.

15   You know, the -- the university community is --   16:35

16   the higher education community is relatively

17   small.  Dr. Spanier is very, very widely known.

18   He -- as I mentioned, he'd been chairing one of

19   the workings groups of -- of the Division I

20   presidents.  He attended the retreat in the       16:36

21   summer of -- of '11?  He was a -- he was part of

22   the press conference at the end of that talking

23   about the need for focus on ethics and

24   accountability.

25           And so he is someone who many, many of    16:36
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1   us know very well, as -- again, as he points out

2   in his -- in his comments.

3   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

4       Q.  The last paragraph starts --

5       A.  Of -- of his e-mail?                      16:36

6       Q.  Yes, of his e-mail.

7       A.  Um-hum.

8       Q.  It states, "I am thus writing to urge

9   caution in whatever comments the NCAA makes

10   about me."                                        16:36

11           Did you view that as a -- a potential

12   threat of a lawsuit depending on what public

13   statements the NCAA made?

14       A.  No.

15       Q.  Do you remember responding to former      16:37

16   President Spanier's e-mail?

17       A.  Well, I -- you -- you have attached to

18   it my response that I copied to -- copied Ed Ray

19   on that Ed -- Ed Ray had responded on the first

20   page that you -- Exhibit 27, sorry.               16:37

21           And then in Exhibit 28, I -- I said "My

22   sentiments are much the same as Ed's.  We did

23   not -- we do not intend to single out any

24   individuals either in the media discussions or

25   our statements," and -- which we didn't.  We      16:37
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1   didn't single out any individuals, whether it

2   was Coach Paterno or President Spanier or anyone

3   else.  We're trying hard to maintain perspective

4   and not let the emotions of this situation drive

5   any conclusions.  And that's precisely what we    16:37

6   were trying to do and said as much in our -- in

7   our comments.  Both -- both President Ray and I

8   said as much in our comments during the --

9   during the press briefing.

10       Q.  Has the NCAA drawn any conclusions with   16:38

11   regard to the individuals involved in this case?

12       A.  No, it has not and has said so on many

13   occasions.  There's been much hyperbole and

14   speculation to the contrary, but the facts just

15   don't bear that out?  We have -- we have all      16:38

16   carefully not discussed any one individual's

17   involvement in any of this affair.

18       Q.  Why not?

19       A.  We -- we have simply been looking at

20   the responsibility of the Association for the     16:38

21   institution's involvement in this.  In the case

22   of the -- the three individuals that are still

23   under criminal indictment, they're about to be

24   tried.  We don't have anything to do with

25   criminal proceedings.  It would be in my opinion  16:38
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1   grossly inappropriate for someone to comment on

2   something like that before a trial.

3           MS. DOBLICK:  Mark, if you're moving

4   on, can I make the same request that Allen made

5   before, that President Spanier's phone number --  16:39

6           MR. SEIBERLING:  Oh, yeah.

7           MS. DOBLICK:  -- be redacted from

8   Exhibit 27 --

9           MR. GARDNER:  We'll do --

10           MS. DOBLICK:  -- on the record.           16:39

11           MR. GARDNER:  We'll do that right now.

12           MS. DOBLICK:  Thank you.

13           MR. GARDNER:  That's a good catch.

14           Donna, can I write mine down on here in

15   case anybody ever wants it?                       16:39

16           MS. DOBLICK:  Absolutely.

17           MR. GARDNER:  Okay.

18           THE WITNESS:  As long as you put your

19   name on it.

20   BY MR. SEIBERLING:

21       Q.  I just have one last question.

22       A.  Of course.

23       Q.  I think we established pretty early

24   that your familiarity with the bylaws is -- is

25   not -- you really don't have a grasp or --        16:39
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1   that's probably the wrong word too.

2       A.  I don't have a -- if I might, if I

3   might.

4       Q.  Yeah.

5       A.  I don't have expertise on the bylaws or   16:39

6   the regulatory manual.  We are -- in the

7   national office lucky that we have many people

8   who have incredible working expertise.  So

9   whenever I have questions about interpretations

10   or understanding of the -- of the manual or a     16:40

11   legal interpretation of something in the manual,

12   I turn to the -- the professional experts and I

13   don't consider myself one of those.

14       Q.  And that was the exact question that I

15   wanted to ask, who specifically are those         16:40

16   individuals that you turn to for guidance?

17       A.  Kevin Lennon, David Berst, Steven

18   Malani.  If it's a legal consideration, I turn

19   to -- sorry -- I turn to my legal counsel,

20   Donald Remy or his staff for those                16:40

21   interpretations.

22           MR. SEIBERLING:  I have nothing

23   further.

24           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

25           MS. DOBLICK:  The University has no       16:40
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1   questions for you, Dr. Emmert.  Thank you.

2           THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

3           MR. GARDNER:  I assume we want to read

4   and sign.  We'll read and sign.  We're finished.

5           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Okay.

6           MR. GARDNER:  Thanks.

7           THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This concludes the

8   video deposition of Mark Emmert.  We are going

9   off the record.  The time is approximately

10   4:41 p.m.                                         16:41

11        (Deposition concluded at 4:41 p.m. EST)
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1      IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA
2

    JAKE CORMAN, in his official     )
3     capacity as Senator from the     )

    34th Senatorial District of      )
4     Pennsylvania and Chair of the    )

    Senate Committee on              )
5     Appropriations; and ROBERT M.    )

    McCORD, in his official          )
6     capacity as Treasurer of the     )  Case No.

    Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,    )  1 M.D. 2013
7                                      )

                     Plaintiffs,     )
8                                      )

          vs.                        )
9                                      )

    NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC     )
10     ASSOCIATION,                     )

                                     )
11                      Defendant,      )

                                     )
12           vs.                        )

                                     )
13     PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY,   )

                                     )
14                      Defendant.      )
15

16      I hereby certify that I have read the
foregoing transcript of my deposition given at the

17 time and place aforesaid, consisting of pages 1 to
229, inclusive, and I do again subscribe and make

18 oath that the same is a true, correct, and
complete transcript of my deposition so given as

19 aforesaid and includes changes, if any, so made by
me.

20

21           ________________________________
                  MARK EMMERT

22

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO
23 before me this _____ day

of ______________, A.D. _________.
24

__________________
25 Notary Public
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1 STATE OF ILLINOIS      )
                        )   ss:

2 COUNTY OF C O O K      )
3             I, Deborah Habian, a Certified

Shorthand Reporter within and for the State of
4 Illinois, do hereby certify:
5      That previous to the commencement of the

examination of the witness, the witness was duly
6 sworn to testify the whole truth concerning the

matters herein;
7

     That the foregoing deposition was reported
8 stenographically by me, was thereafter reduced to

printed transcript by me, and constitutes a true
9 record of the testimony given and the proceedings

had;
10

     That the said deposition was taken before me
11 at the time and place specified;
12      That the reading and signing by the witness

of the deposition transcript was agreed upon as
13 stated herein;
14               That I am not a relative or employee

of attorney or counsel, nor a relative or employee
15 of such attorney or counsel for any of the parties

hereto, nor interested directly or
16 indirectly in the outcome of this action.
17       IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I do hereunto set my

hand this 3rd day of December, 2014.
18

19

20

21        _____________________________________
          DEBORAH HABIAN, CSR, RMR, CRR, CLR

22           Notary Public
          CSR No. 084-02432

23

24

25
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1       ERRATA SHEET FOR THE TRANSCRIPT OF:
2 Case Name:    Jake Corman v. NCAA
3 Dep. Date:    December 2, 2014
4 Deponent:     Dr. Mark Emmert
5

6 Pg.  Ln.  Now reads         Should Read   Reason
7 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
8 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
9 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______

10 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
11 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
12 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
13 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
14 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
15 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
16 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
17 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
18 ___   ___     ____________  ____________  ______
19

20                    _________________________

                      Signature of Deponent
21

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME
22

THIS ____DAY OF ___________, 20__.
23

24 ___________________________

(Notary Public)  MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: _______
25


